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GENEI&I L SUMMA R Y
Introduction
The ESRI’s 1987 Surv,,:y of Income Distribution, Poverty and Use of
State Services has served ;is the basis for a lengtiay series of studies of
poverly and related topics in h’eland. The present study extends that
research by exploiting tim wcahh of data in the surve), which can throw
light on the dynamics of resources, income and poverty. To understmld why
some people are trapped in poverty while others escape fi’om it, why low
illcOnlC has a milch nlol’e immediate impacl on living sumdards for some
households than others, and wl~y sonic people are at much higher risk of
poverty than others, one needs to look at socio-economic background,
acquisition of education and skills, labour market experiences, and the
build-up of savings versus debts over a long period. By doing so, our
understanding of poverty and how best to design anti-poverty policy is
significantly enhanced.
One perspective on income and poverty dynamics is provided by panel
data - Ih:.ll: is, information gathered over a ntll]lbcl" of ycitl’S 011 the stone set
of individuals. We draw here on the results of the 1989 survey which reinterviewed some of the 1987 sample (fully described in Williams ancl
Whelan 1994). However, the main emphasis in this study is on the
alternative perspectives on dynamics which do not requil’c panel data, and
on questions which even a long-running panel would not always answer.
This shows how nlLIch retrospective cross-section data can ievt2al ~,lbotl[;
people end ttp in poverty and how long they are likely to remain thin’c, and
about the highly structured processes at work.
The study first focuses on current income and its relationship with
indicators of deprivation. Progressively lengthening the time horizon it:
looks in torn at income mobility and poverty ¢lynatnics going li’om current
Io annual income, at income/poverty clynamics over one or two years, at
the relationship bel~veen povert.), and Iong-lei-m labour force experience,
and at the deep-seated factors st.ructuring the relationship between poverty
and social class.
The h#O, Findings
Analysing the conaplex relationship between ctirrent income and
deprivation a set of eight indicalors of basic material deprivation were
ix
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selected, such as not being able to afford a warna overcoat or a second pair
of shoes, things that most people in the sample clearly regarded as
necessities. About half those with incomes below the 60 per cent relative
income poverty line were also experiencing basic deprivation of this type.
Those on low current incomes but not apparently experiencing basic
deprivation had much higher levels of savings in tile form of deposits at
banks, building societies, etc., and more assets in the form of housing.
Possession or absence of durables such ~ a washing machine, or indicators
of housing quality, were not very highly correlated with the indicators of
current basic deprivation or with current income, and may be more
strongly influenced by the evolution of income over a long period and lifecycle factors. These findings highlight central questions about how we
think of poverty and how it is best measured. Townsend’s widely-used
definition sees poverty in terms of exclusion due to lack of resources.
These results demonstrate that low income alone does not always involve
I)asic deprivation, and that current income may not adequately rellect
diffeFences in living standards between households. Tile distinction
between poverty conceived in terms of living standarcls versus a concern
with minimunt rights to resources is, therefore, crucial.
Current income in household surveys such as the 1987 ESRI one
generally l"efel’s tO the amount received ill tile inost recent week or month
(though for self-employment income and interest and dividends a longer
period, usually a yem, is used). This means that someone who has just lost a
job and is otl social welfare btlt spent most of the last ),ear in work will be
categorised as in the same income position as someone who has been
unemployed all year. Here estimates of annual incomes and the incidence
of poverW using this longer accounting period are also made. A good deal
of mobility between current and annual income throughout the
distribution was found. There was also some mobility vis-~}-vis relative
income poverty lines, with about 10 per cent of those below current
income lines above the corresponding annual lines. Significant differences
between annual and current incomes could accotmt [’oF only a small
proportion of the households on low current incomes not experiencing
basic deprivation.
The limited (’ollow-up sui’vey carried out ill 1989, re-interviewing some
of the households ill tile 1987 ESRI survey, showed that about 30 per cent
of the households below the 60 per cent relative itacome poverty line in
1987 were not below such a line in 1989. This is broadly in line with the
escape rates found in the available studies for other countries, though
somewhat higher than tile USA and lower than The Netherlands or
Canada. It is clear both fl-om the international and h’ish results that tile
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extent of mobility out of poverty depends.crucially on the underlying
poverty rate- the higher tile poverty rate, tile lower tile escape rate.
Caution must he exercised in drawing strong conchtsions from escape rates
about the extent to which poverty is a transitory or permanent
pheoomenon. Analysis of tile long-running panel data in tile US has shown
that while most poveFty "spells" are relativel7, short, the same people may
experience more than one spell over a number of years. Focusing on
individuals rather than spells, even if most of those who ever expeFience
poverty spend only a relatively short time i)oor, a majority of those cotmted
as poor at any point in time will be in poverty long term. Panel data
running over a long period allows these coml)lex relationshil)s to be
clarified. The Eurol)anel survey which has recently been initiated in all
European Union member states I)7, Eurostat, being carried out in Ireland
by the ESRI, opens up the exciting prospect of longitudinal data on a
substantial set of h’ish households.
Tile analysis of those on low current incomes, of current-annual
income mohility, and of mobility hetween 1987 and 1989 all pointecl to the
importance of experiences in tile labour market over time as key
determinants of "pernlanent income" and thus of current living standards.
Retrospective data obtained in the 1987 survey shows that while experience
of unemployment is reasonal)ly widespread, the burden is very unevenly
distril)uted. Ahout 28 per cent of all aduhs in the sample had experienced
unemployment at some point in their careers, I)ut tile small group with
over five years of unemployment had experienced almost half all the years
of unemployment. The distinguishing characteristic of those bearing most
of tile burden of unemployment was a low level of educational attainment:
few had a second-level qualification, and over half did not have even a
Primary certificate. Tile risk of being in poverW currentl), was clearly seen
to depend not only Oll CUl’l’ent labour fol’ce status but also on the extent of

tmeml)loyment experienced in tile past. The risk of I)eing poor rose
sharply as tile extent of uneml)loyment in the previous year increased, an(I
tile risk was highest for those who were out of work all year and also had
substantial tmemployment duFing their careers.
The resources available to a household are influenced by the way
incomes and assets have evolved over a long period. Social class attempts to
capture tile Iong-terln rewards associated with different occupations. An
analysis of the relationships between social class and the risk of heing in
poverty shows the extent to which current poverty risk varies with class.
Those in the unskilled manual class face a poverty risk which is as much as
20 times as high as those in tile professional and managerial classes. What
is even more suiking is tile strength of tile relationship I)etween tile risk of

xii
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being in povertv and Ihe social class fi’om which the person originally
came. For those both in the unskilled manual class a~d coming from that
class, the risk of I)ovcrty is very high indeed, significanlly higher than Ior
those originally from a higher class. Education plays a central role in the
process of reproduction of clisadwuatage, and the w:ly in which the
advantages associated with higher class origins are translaled into access Io
desirable class locations. About two-thirds of those in the sample fi’om
unskilled mantlal backgrounds, comparecl with fewer I]lall One 111 ten O1:
those coming I¥om the i):’o[~ssiot~al/managerial social classes, obtained
little or no educational qualifications. The risk of poverty in tttrll is about
five times as high for someone widl no qualifications as it is ft~r someone
with a Leaving Certificate. Education has become increasingly important
over time in determining life chances, and the consequences of failing to
acquire any educal.ional qualification for successful participation in the
labour market have become much more [)ronolH~ced.

huplications of the Findi~iff~
The findings aml)ly dcinonstrate the iml)ortance of the time dimension
for understanding poverty, and the Fact that the circumstances of
individuals and households are seen to change over tithe leads to a
concentration on the processes at work. Policies aimed at addressing the
structural I~lctors which create and transtnit disadvalltage, rather than ones
which are I)rimaril), i)alliative, are therelore esscnlial.
The extent to which households relying on social weltiu’e in 1987 were
found to be experiencing basic deprivation is helpful in assessing the
adequacy of the SUl)l)orl provided by the various scheines. A very high
proportion of those depending on Unenq)loynlent Assistance (UA) were
experiencillg basic deprivation, with a nluch lower proportion of those
relying on Old Age Pensions in that situation. This serves to reinforce the
emphasis in our i)revious research on incoine SUl)port levels for the longterm uneml)loyed, and there have, in filet., been substantial increases in
long-term UA since 1987. However, reliance on targeting social well~u’e
SLI[)]]OI’I via nleans testing can Cl’eale disincentive effects alld
unen]ployment traps, and the limitations to what can be achieved via
income support alone have to be recognised. It is also important to
eml)hasise that althougla information on both income and deprivation
indicators helps us to identil~, groups of housel]olds in particular need, this
does not mean that the social welfare system shotdd aim to assist only those
currently experiencing such deprivation. The principal aim of social
welfare support is Io I)ring people with incomes I)elow the minimum
adequate level ul) to that level. One would not wish to restrict support only

to Ihosc actually experiencing exclusion - rather, the ob.jective Is to help
those on low incomes avoid such exclusion.
Lal:)our market experiexlces have been shown to be the key irllluence
oli Ihe risk o1" poverty over time, with educational altaillment in turn tile
key determinant of labour market success. Within an overall strate~’ (br
elllpJOylnellt creatioll, special education alia labotlr nlarket ii/eastlreS
required to assist those with low levels of educational al.lainment. The
priority must be targeting specially-designed programmes at those who
have already left school with little or no qualifications, and introducing
measures to redHee the him/hers leaving school each year ill thai position.
FOCLlshlg on Jabottl inarket nleasttres, reeellJ evaJtlations ot: the Inaill
training and employment schemes in operation up to the prcscnl suggest
that they have nol been effective in creating jobs and reducing
unen]ployment. Howeveh special i~rogrammes could alleviate poverty I)y
helping those most in need to gel jobs and in effect distribuling the
btw¢lcH oF ttnelllploylllel/I - which we h;tve seen here to be vet), tH~eclually
distributed - more evenly. Targeted employment subsidies so far seem to
have had lit.tic success in ovet-comiHg eml~l%vers’ reluctance tO hire Ihe
long-term uneml)loyed: reformulated subsid)’ schemes with a clear al~d
explicit equit), ob.jeetive could make some contribution t() improving the
i)rOSl)eeLs of tile most disadvantaged, though the subsidy per worker would
have to be relalivel), high. l)ireel State job creation schemes such ms the
SES offering ol~ly short-term low-wage emplo),ment do little or nothing Ibr
tile longer-term pt-osl)ceLS of benelieiarics, and even in the short term rail
io signil]eantly alleviate poverly. Given the partictdar problems facing tile
Irish ]:.tbour market over tile next decacle, a temporary direct employment
programme providing jobs Ibr a significantly longer period thaH the SF.S
arid at higher wages, targeted at the vet), Ion~ternl unemployed, merits
serious considel’aLiorL

The dynamic perspective developed iH this study has shown 01at the
position oF individuals and households can change markedly over time,
and that those in poverty at a p:lrtieldar point in time do not inevil:d)ly
remain in that situation iHdefinitely. From that point of view a tocus on
dynamics can be a basis for optimism. However, it has also revealed just
how unevetd), the burden of unenll)loyment and povert,v is distributed, and
how difl]euh it is 1o escape the consequences of a disads’antaged start to
lirc. This demonstrates above all I.he ~leed to look beyond Ihe social well~u’c
system - essential though it is in alleviating the effecLs of disadvantage - in
¯ framing anti-poverly policy.

are
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example at their socio-economic background, acquisition of education and
skills, labour market experiences, and the build-up of savings versus debts
over a long period. By doing so, our tmderstatMing of poverty and how
best to design anti-poverty policy is significantly enhanced.
One perspective on income and poverty dynamics is provided by what
is known as longitudinal or panel data - that is, information gathered over
a number of years on the same set of individuals. This allows one to see, for
example, tile extent to which the households in poverty at one point in
time remain in that situation in subsequent years. Unlike the USA, where
the Panel Study ot7Income Dynamics (PSID) has been run by the
University of Michigan since the late 1960s, such data are only now
becoming available in most European cotmtries. For h’eland the panel
study currently being run by the ESRI on behalf of Eurostat (the Statistical
Office of the European Union), as part of a Europe-wide initiative, will
over time provide a longitudinal database. In the meantime, the limited
1989 follow-up survey which re-interviewed some of the houselaolds who
had responded to the 1987 ESRI survey is tile only window into how the
situation of ~.l particular set of h’ish households evolved over time. A full
description of the restdts of that survey has been given in Williams and
~,~qaelan (1994), published by the Combat Poverty Agency. Here we ilaclude
a summary of its key findings about poverty transitions, to give ,as complete
a picture as possible of our current state of knowledge about poverty
dynamics in h’eland and to illustrate the potential of panel data.
However, our main emphasis in this study is on the alternative
perspectives on dynamics which do not require panel data, and on
questions which even a long-running palleJ would not always answer. Our
intet’ltion is to show how mtlch cross-section data can in fact reve;.i]
(particularly when a retrospective element is inchtded in tile information
obtained), about how people end up in poverty and how long tile), are
likely to remain there, and about the highly structtu’ed processes at work.
In the rest of this introductory chapter, the stage is set for the study.
Section 1.2 discusses in more detail how research on poverty elsewhere and
recent h’ish studies have pointed to the need for a focus on the time
climension, and how adopting a dynamic perspective has wide-ranging
implications both Ior tmderstanding poverty and Ior policy formulation.
Section 1.3 then sets out the content and structure of the report.
1.2 The Time Dimension and the I)ynamic~ of Povm’ly
The time dimension is central to the analysis of povert),. Where poverty
is measured in terms of a shortfall in income below a societal standard, as
it most often is, over what period is that shortfall to be measured - a week,
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a month, a year, or even longer? The impact of low income on living
standards will depend on how long that low income persists, becoming
more serious as savings are i’tlll do~,vll and ol)portunities to borrow are
exhausted. Flouseholds on a similar low income in a particular week or
month may thus have rather dil:ferent living standards. Previous research
using the 1987 ESRI survey (Callan, Nolan el al., 1989, Chapter 8) has
revealed that the relationship between current income and direct
indicators of deprivation was rather weaker than commonly assumed, and
going beyond current income in measuring and understanding the living
standarcls of households was identified as a priority tot [urther research. It
should be stressed at the outset that the implication is not that only low
income persisting over a long period will be of concern, since a severe
shortfall may cause considerable hardship even if it only lasts a relatively
short time. It is the interactions between tile severity of the shortfall in
income, its duration, tile assets on which tile household can [~dl back and
the supporl available [’tom other households which determine tile impact
on living standards, and it is these complex interactions over time which
one %~is]les I.o c[Ipllll’e,

A dynamic perspective also I’ocuses attention on the causal factors at
work and particularly on income and kd?our market dynamics. Analysis of
trends in poverty incidence and risk over tile period 1973-1987, using the
Household Budget surveys carried out in 1973 and 1980 and tile ESRI
1987 survey, has shown an improvement in the position of die elderly and
a marked rise in the risk of poverty among large families.I The improved
position of the elderly means that a group with relatively stable incomes
and little or )1o current involvement with the labottr market are no longer
such a substantial proportion of tile poor. The growth of tmemploymelat as
a cause Ol: low income and poverty means that tile factors influencing the
risk of unemploynaent and mlemploynlent durations become of central
interest. Such research has highlightecl the inlportance of investigating not
only tile shorter-term dynamics of inflows into and outflows t:1Oill
unemployment and the length of spells of unemployment, but also labour
market experiences over a long period and the links between an
inclividual’s lal)our market i)crformance, education and family
background.
At the same time, research on poverty elsewhere has tbcused attention
on tile role of income dynanfics by exploiting new g,pes of data which have
increasingly become available. Panel surveys are explicitly designed to

t See fiw example Callan, Nolan el aL (1989). Chapter 6.
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cereal the challges from or~e ),cal" (o the ile×t it1 the itlcome, laboul" Ibrce
status, and living standards of that gFoup. ~LS this type of data has become
available a growing body of research literature oll [)overt), dynamics has
appeared, focused largely on the experieJ~ce in the United States,
exmnining tile extent to which individuals fall into and graduate out of
poverty between one period and another, tile length of poverty spells, and
""
the mechanisms underlying tt-ansltlOnS."
’~ Most importantly, this allows
those who m’e Irapped in poverty tot long periods to be distinguished from
those Ior wlaom poverty is a relatively transitory experience.
Examination of this literature shows tile care which must be exercised
in drawing conclusions about tile impol-tance of long-term versus
transitory poverty. Early studies of unemployment and poverty sflell.~ in the
US indicated that most spells are relatively short, which was taken by some
as an indication that poverty and ttnemployment are transitory for 111ost o[:
those experiet~cing them. However, it has subsequently been shown that
many of those having short unemployn~enl or poverty spells also had more
than one spell over a relatively short period, so thai their "escape" fl’om
poverty was shorl-lived. Focusing oil individuals rather than spells,
tutemployment and poverty have been seen to be quite concentrated
among individuals either having long spells or having repealed shorter
spells. "Escapes" from unemployment or poverty call have very different
long-term implications lot different individuals and households. This
highlights the hazards of drawing strong cor|clusions from panels which
cover only a few years, rather than the long-running ones available tbr the
USA, and the need to set evidence on ),ear-to-year income and poverty
dynamics ill theil- longer-term contexl.
In this slud)’ we address a set of inter’linked issues which allow tts to fit
wh;ll is knowI1 abotlt shol’t-l’kln poverty dynamics in h’eland firmly withil]
their contexl, which is one wheFe deep-seated structural factors play a
cenu’al role in prodttcing poverty and determining the risk of povel-ly for
different types of hottsehold. The set of questions to be explored and the
structure of the study are outlined in the next section.
1.3 Con.teT~t and Structure of the I~t;port
Tile data to be employed in this sHtdy is described in Chapter 2.
Chapters 3-7 constitute the body of the stud)’, and tile material is ordered so
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that the time horizon\!)eing adopted lengthens as we move from one
chapter to tile next- starting with current and moving on to annual
income, to income over the period I)etween the 1987 and 1989 surveys, to
labour market experience over tile long term, and finally to social class and
educational background. Chapter 8 then brings together the main findings.
We begin in Chapter 3 with tile focus oil cu.rrent income as measured in
the 1987 survey, which tor most types of illcome refers to tile amount
received in the previous week (or formight/n/onth if i)aid on that basis).
This chapter uses t:he set of indicators of life-style and deprivation included
in the survey to explore the relationship between current income alld
material deprivation in dep01. This shows how, at a given income level,
differences in the extent of del)riwltion are linked to variations in the
availability of savings and other assets to supl)lement current income. This
points to tile importance of the manner in which households have arrived
at their ctlrl-ellt inconle, how their inconles and Fesotlrces ]lave evolved
over a much longer period, it also provides a way of identi~,ing groul)s
among those currentl), on low incomes who are exl)eriencing particular
hardship and deserve priority fi’om a polic), point of view. Tile main types
of hotlseholds distinguished in this way are clescribed and the implications
For tile clesign of income support policies discussed.
Chapter 4 moves oil to an annual time horizon in measuring income.
Some households on very low current weekly incomes may have been oil
much higher levels tbr much of the yea], and conversely some of those now
in work may have spent much of the year unemployed at a much lower
income level. Infornmtion in the 1987 survey on labour force experience
and social wellare payments received over the previous year allows annual
incomes to be estimated, so tile relationship between current weekly
income and income over tile previous year can be examined. The extent to "
which the rankings of householcls by current verstls annual income differ,
and the impact of using an annual rather than a weekly accounting period
in applying income poverty lines, are analysed. Using tile deprivation
measures developed in Chapter 3, the relationship between annual income
and current experience of del)rivation is also analysed to see whether tile
longer time horizon hell)s in understanding the pattern ofdepriwltion.
Chapter 5 deals with income and povert), d),nanlics from one year to
another, and what can be learnt fronl panel data following individuals and
households over time. It first reviews tile main findings of poverty studies
based oil panel data in other countries, mainly tile USA. Key results on
income mobility and nlovements into and out of poverty in h’eland fi-om
Williams and Whelan’s (1994) analysis of the 1989 ESRI follow-up survey
are then presented. Particular emphasis is placed oil identifying tile main
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factors producing "escapes" from poverty, and comparing tim h-ish pattern
with that revealed by panel studies elsewhere.
Chapter 6 adopts a long-term perspective in focusing on the
relationship bet~veen poverty and unemployment, which eaHier chapters
identify as the single inost ilnportant cattse of poverty and deprivation and
:is playing a key role in movements into and out of poverty. Data is
available for the 1987 sample on unemployment experience over the
previous 12 months and over the entire labour markel careers of
respondents, and the relationship between this long-term experience of
unen3ployment and current risk of being in poverty is examined. The
analysis reveals that a relatively small number of people bear much of the
burden of unemployment over time. The links between low levels of
educational attainment, poor labour market experience and the risk of
spending significant periods in poverty are also highlighted.
Taking an even longer-term perspective, Chapter 7 explores the
relationships between poverty and social class background. Detailed
information was sought in the 1987 survey on the occupation(s) of
i’espondents themselves and of their parents, so that both the CllFrellt
social class and the class from which they come can be identified. Relating
households’ risk of being in poverty to own and parental social class serves
to show that the relationship between pover/y and social background is a
highly structured one. The mechanisms underlying this structuring, in
particular the relationship between education and social background, are
then examined.
Finally, Chapter 8 brings together the nlain findings of tim study, and
discusses the implications for understanding poverty and for directing
policy intervention to where it will be most effective. One of the most
important conu’ibutions of the dynamic perspective is that it focuses
attention on the way resources are eroded over time for those who
experience prolonged or persistent low income. Groups like the long-term
unenlployed are therefore partictilarly likely to experience laardship and
deprivation. It also highlights the importance of the long-term processes
structtn’ing risks of ulaen/ployment and poverty, particularly the way in
which the education system serves to reproduce disadvantage. In addition
to helping to identify those most in need of income support and other
assistance in the short term, then, the sttzdy tocttses attention firmly on the
necessity for intervention aitned at improving the life-chances of those who
now bear the heaviest burden of poverty and unemployment.

Chapter 2
7"HE DATA
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter tile data to be used in tile study are described. SecOon
2.2 deals with the 1987 household survey on which most of the study is
based. Since that survey has been described in some detail in earlier
publications, most attention is given to setting out the range of
information it obtained which can throw light on the dynan]ics of poverty
;mcl which has not been used in previous studies. Section 2.3 then briefly
describes the data obtained in tile limited follow-up surve,v carried out in
1989, which provided the basis for Williams and ~%1 zelan s (199,1) analysis
of poverty transitions sumnlarised in Chapter 5.
2.2 77re 1987 SurvtO, of Income Distribution7, Poverty and Use of Slate Services
Tile Survey of Income Distribution, Poverty and Use of State Services
was carried oul by the ESRI in the first half of 1987, and was designed to
produce a nationally-representative sample of tile poptdation. It produced
a sample of 3,294 hotJseholds on which very detailed inlbrmation across a
v;.iriety o1: areas related to i)OVelty [111(I tile rise of state Selvices was
obtained. The sanlpling, processing and reweighting of the data for
analysis have been described in detail elsewhere (notably Callan, Nolan et
al., 1989, Chapter 3). The representativeness of the sample has been
validated there and in sttbsequeHt studies by COlnparison with external
inlbrmation across a wide range of characteristics, including age, sex and
labour force status, employment and industry of employees, taxable
income by range, health services eHtitlement C~llegol’ies [tlld health
insurance coverage, and receipt of different social welfare schemes.
The data obtained in the 1987 ESRI sttrvey has been extensively iised
in [i series of published studies relating to poverty, as described in Chapter
I. The weahh of data in the 1987 data which can throw light oil the
dynamics of resources, income and poverty remaiHs to be exploited,
though, and the present study aims to do so. While tile details of tile
different types of dala to be employed are given in the relevant chapters
below, it is ttsefu] tO provide at this stage an overview of the range and
tlatttrc of tile information to lie used.
7
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The current income of each individual and household fronl different
sources was covered in great detail in the questionnaire, and has been
described and analysed in previous publications (see for example Callan,
Nolan et al., 1989). For most income sources, this refers to the amount
received in tile previous week (or montla), though for the types of income
which are particularly likely to fluctuate over tile year or be received
intermittently- namely income fi’om self-employment (including farming)
and rent, interest and dividends - a 12 month reference period was used
and average weekly income derived. In line with the Household Budget
Survey and other such surveys including the UK Family Expenditure
Survey and General Household Survey, then, current weekly income was
the income concept employed, on which analysis so fat" has relied.
Ctll’l’etlt weekly illCOllle is IlOt a comprehensive lne:Asure of resotu’ces
available to finance consumption, and there may be significant differences
in living standards between househokls on similar income levels. The issue
of how living standards and material deprivation may best be measured
and tile relationship between deprivation and low current income are
explored in Chapter 3, using information obtained in the 1987 survey. This
information covers a set of 24 indicators of possessions and life-style, with
respondents being asked
(i) whether they have the item in question;
(it) whether they are doing without it because of lack of money;
(iii) whether they regarded the item as a necessily, something
everyone should be able to have and no-one should have to do
without.
For several other indicators, respondents were simply asked whether they
did or did not have the item or take part in the activity in question. The
items covered household durables, beating, food, clothes, running into
arrears, and social activities and bobbies. (The fidl set of items is given in
Chapter 3.) The inlbrmation on respondents’ views about the different
indicators allows those widely regarded as necessities to be identified, and
households’ own assessment of whether tile absence of the item is
"enforced" by lack of money is a valuable addition to knowing simply
whether they have the item. Both this informalion, and relationship
between the items themselves, have to l)e itlterpreted carefldly, however,
and a key objective of Chapter 3 is to see how they can best be used to
measure enfbrced deprivation.
Information obtained in the survey on savings and other assets, also
analysed in Chapter 3, points to tile importance of Ionger-ternl
accumulation of resources in helping to explain diffcrenees in living
standards among those at silnil:Jr Ctll’l’ent income ]eve]s. Respolldents were
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asked about the level of savings and invesmmnts in the fO1"111 of bank or
building society deposits, Post Oftlce deposits and Saving Certificates, gills
and equities, and various types of unit-linked :and other investment funds.
In addition, the market value of the house was sought for ownep-occupiers,
together with detailed information on their mortgage if any. This allows
the outstanding debt on the mortgage to be calculated, so that the net
wdue of the household’s saving in the form of housing can be estimated by
subtracting this from the value of the house. (lrurther information i)11 the
value of [’arm land and unincorporated businesses, not used in this stud);
was also obtained; the precise information sought on individual assets is
described in Nolan, 1991 ).
In addition to current income and labour Ibrce status, the 1987 survey
sought intbrmation on the number of weeks spent in and out of work in
the last yem. and the nunlber of weeks spent in receipt of the various social
welfare schemes. On the basis of this information it is possible to estimate
the income received over the previous 1_9 months, that is annual income.
The comparison of current weekly and annual income for sample
households is then possible, providing the basis For a variety of analyses on
the importance and inapact of income I]uetuations over the year. As
Chapter 4 makes cleat, the ob.jective is not to show thai either current or
atlnua] income is the "correct" one: each provides vahtable information in
analysing poverty.
The current labour Ibrce status of household menlbers has been shown
in previous studies using the 1987 slmq)le to be of central importance in
explaining current incomes and the risk of being below income poverty
lines. Howevm. experiences in the labour market over a long period are
themseh,es crucial in understandit~g how people came to be in their
current position - unemployed, for example - and the impact which this
currently has on their standard of living. The survey obt;tined information
about labour market experiences in the previous year and over
respondents’ entire cltreers which allow these links to be explored, For the
19. months prior to the date of interview, those currently at work were
asked how long they have been in their job and about any time spent
unemployed over that period. Those currently away fl’om work were asked
how long they had been awa),, and how long they spent in work during the
period. On this basis, a picture of unemploynaent/eml)lo),nlent
experiences during the previous year can be constructed. As far as lifetime
labour market experiences i|l’e co[1cerlled, aduhs were also asked when
they left ftdl-time education, and how many years were sul)sequently spent
in employment, mlemployed, ill/disabled, in laome duties, retired, or in a
return to |’ull-tinm education or training. It is Ihen possible, as explored in
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Chapter 7, to relate tile current risk of being ill poverty to not only curren!
labour force status but also the extent of uneml)loyn~ent or illness in the
previous 12 mOIltllS and over the entire careeh illust.rating once again the
importance of longer-term factors in determining currelll living standards.
FI’Olll all even longer-term perspective, the relationship between the
risk of poverty, current social class, and social class background is of central
imporumce to understanding the dynamics of poverty and the extent of
mobility over a long period. The ioformation obtained in the 1987 survey
allows both tile current social class of the individual and household - the
latter generally being based on that of the household head - and the class
fi’om which they originally came to be identified. For adults in the sample,
detailed information was sought on their ctH’retH. (or i[: not now working,
previous) occupation, which was then coded according to the CSO’s threedigit occupational categorisation. 13ased on this information, either the
CSO’s own six-class social class scale or the more disaggregated schema
used in Chapter 6 can then be applied. As far as social class backgrotmd is
concerned, aduhs were asked who was tile main breadwinner in their
ihmily while they were growing up, and what that person’s principal
occupation then was. Coding these responses in the same way, flac social
class of origin can be derived for whichever class schema is to be employed.
Detailed information was also obtained in the survey about the educational
level reached by respondents, so that the relationships between class
b;.ickgrollnd, edticatiollal attainnlent a11d Ctll’l’enl class, and between Lhese
and current risk of poverty, can be analysed.
2.3 7"lie 1989 Follow-up Su’rv¢.~,
A limited follow-up survey was carried out in early 1989, involving the
re-interviewing of a sub-set oF the 3,294 households in the 1987 sample, in
order to allow changes in their financial circumstmaces over that period to
be examined. This is tile first time that panel information, on the incomes
of a set of households for more than one point in time, has been available
for h’eland, and tile scope offered for tile analysis of poverty dynamics has
been explored in the study by Williams and Whelan (1994), which also
gives a detailed description of the dam. Their findings are summarised in
Chapter 5 below, so a brief outline of the data and its limitations is
ilccessal’y here.
The tbllow-up survey was limited in a number of important ways which
affect tile research which it can support. First, not all the households in tile
1987 sample could be re-surveyed, due to financial constraints governing
tile survey. Since the main objective was to measure escapes fi-om poverty,
:ill tile households in the boltom 25 per cent of the equivalent income
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(Further information was ol)tained ~d)out the arrangenlents for incomesharing and the way decisions about spending are taken were also
included, and provide the basis for the study oil this topic by Rottman,
1994.)
2.4 C’onchtsion
Having desclibed the range of data to be employed in the study, we
now proceed to the substantive analysis. Following the framework set out in
Chapter 1, our point of departure is the income measure used in previous
research on poverty in h’eland and involving a short time horizon, namely
current weekly income. Chapter 3 examines the relatiolaships between
ctxrt-enl weekl), income, indicalors of deprivation and houselaold assets, the
results pointing to the importance of i’esourcc accumulation over a long
period in determining current living standards.

Chapter 3
CUICd~ENT INCOMI;.. POVI/RTY AND DI£PIUVA770N
3. I hzt’roduction
Poverty stattts is commonly measured on the basis o1: income, as incleed
are living standards more generally. Thus for h-eland previous research
based on the [987 household survey has looked at the numbers and types
of households below various income poverty lines, as reported in Callan,
Nolan et aL (1989) and elsewhere, l-lowever, focusing sinlply on income
Ill}ly nol. adequately rellect tile impact of income dynamics on poverty and
living standards. This is because current income is nol tile sole
determinant of COlllnl~lnd over resources and living standards. For
ex;.llllple, ])eol~)]e II1~1y hnve ~ICCeSS I;O ol~hel" I’eSOtlrces such as savings or
famil), support, which enable thetn to smooth out the effects which income
tluetuations would otherwise have on consuml:)tion and living standards.
On the other hand, some people, far [’tom having such resources, may
have accumulated debts which mean that the impact of inconle
fluctuations on living standards are immediate and unavoidable, if not
actually magnified.
For this i’ei.iSOll, it is valuable to COlllpJelalent JliCOllae ille;|sl.ll’es with
direct indicators of tile extent and nature of deprivation and exclusion
being experienced by households. In this chapter we describe the range of
indicators for which inl’ormation was obtained in tile 1987 ESRI survey,
discuss how the), are best used to eapttlre ~lspects of delzn-ivation, ~-llld
analyse tile relationship between ctH’rent weekly income, wider resources,
and these indicators at houselaold level. This serves to highlight the
imporlanee of resottvees acquired over a long period in influencing
Ciil’renJ living standards, and to motivate the exploration in subsequent
chapters of how available information can be directed towards analysis with
a longer time horizon.
Section 3.2 discusses the way in which indicators of deprivation and
exclusion have been used elsewhere in analysing povert),, the starting-point
for tile measures developed here. In Section 3.3, the range of infornlation
obtained in the 1987 survey on life-styles, and the deriwltion of the
preferred measures for present purj)oses, arc described. (The factor
analysis used to arrive at these preferred measures is described in greater
13
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detail in v~qlelan, Hannah and Creighton (1991) and Callan, Nolan and
Whelan (1993)). Section 3.4 looks at tile patter]l showt~ b)’ these indicators
Ibr the sample, and their relationship with current hottsehold incolne. In
Section 3.5 inf’ol’mal.ion on savings and other assets is used to illuminate
the relationship between deprivation indicators, cttrrent income and
broader resources. Finally, Section 3.6 brings out the implications for tile
measurenlent of I)OVert:)’, tile identification o1" households most in need,
and tile assessment of the adequacy of social welliu’e support rates.
3.2 De]nivation Indicators and the Measurememt of Poverty
Poverty in developed ccJuntries has most commonly been defined in
terms of exclusion arising fi’om lack of resources. Townsend’s much quoted
definition makes clear that both elements - exclusion and ils attribtttion to
lack of resources - are essential elements. In measuring poverty, though,
most studies rely on income to i]’ieasure living standards and distinguish
"the Floor" from tile non-pool; As a recent study by tile US Bureau of tile
Censtts puts it, this reliance on income ill measuring poverty asstlnles I~vO
things: first, that income is a reliable indicator of the economic resources
available to people, and second that those economic resottrces largely
determine how well-off peol)le are. Neither assuml)tion is entirel), tenable,
however. CtJrrent household income is nol always a relial)le indicator of
household economic resources at a particular point, because income
t’luetuates, because households at similar income levels may have quite
¢lifl’eretJl levels of savings and debLs, and I)ecause tile resources in the form
of non-cash income - I)enefits and services provided b)’ employers or tile
state - differ across households. Second, households with the same level of
economic resources may not be equally well-off because they may have
widely divergent needs - whe01er because of differences in household size
and composition or geographical variation in tile cost o[’livlng.
The fact that income may not adequatel), c:.ti)ttlre differences in living
standards and may not always be a reliable measure of poverty has led to
attempts to develop other indicators which cotdd be used along with, or
indeed instead of, income.’l Some have argued Iov tile use of household
expendilure rather than income, on tile basis that it more accurately
reflects living standards and is better nleasured iH surveys (Eurostat, 1990).
This raises tile question of whether it is actual consumption rather thaz~
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consunqgtion opportu*~.ities that one is interested ill measuring, and there
are also serious questions about tile suitabilit), of tile expenditure
information obtained in such surveys.5
Townsend (1979) pioneered the measurenlent of direct indicators of
deprivation or exclusion rather than expenditure, obtaining information on
a range of indicators of style of living for British households. Using twelve
such indicators a stlnlnlary deprivation index was COllSLl’tlcted, but scores on
this index were not used directly to identif), the poor. Ratheh an income
threshold was derived, representing the point below which deprivation
scores, it was tentatively suggested, "escalated disproportionatel),". The
existence and indeed i~lauslbilit), of such a threshold continue to be hotly
debated.6 In actually identifying tile poor, qbwnsend emplo),ed the income
threshold alone, without reference to tile deprivation scores of tile
hottscholds concerned. It is worth noting that tile relationship between
household deprivation scores and current income was rather weak: there
was a great deal of wwiability in the deprivation scores of households at
similar income levels, though moving up the income distributiol~ average
deprivation scores did generally rise as average income rose.
Mack and Lansley (1985) weHt further in developing deprivation
indicators and combining these with income in measuring poverty. While
building on Townscnd’s approach, their study represented a significant
departure in a number of respects. First, life-style items were selected for
inchzsion in tile deprivation index on the basis of views in their sample as
to which constituted a necessity - only items viewed as such by over half tile
sample were included. Secondl)’, in order to control tbr diversity arising
simply fi’om tastes - a mztior element in Piachaud’s (1981) critique of
Townsend - those lacking an item were asked whether they "would like but
can’t afford" it. These i’esl)onses and income were then used to construct
inclicators of cleprivation. For the middle income group, "enforced lack"
was taken to occur in households which lacked an item and said this was
because they could not afford it. l-lowever households on high incomes
were taken not to be experiencing enforced lack of an item, even if they
said they would like but couldn’t a|’forcl it, while those on low incomes
lacking items were laken to be experiencing enforced lack even if they said

5 8ec I-l;weman (1991), Atkinson (1987) fill" the imp¢~rlancc ¢~f the collceptual distinction
I)CIWL:CII pOVcl’t)’ aS low COIISHlnpliOII ~tlld pOV~l’ly ~lS illsHfl]cit~nt COnllll:tnd over l’~sotll’ct~s,

and Eurostat (1990) for some of the difl]cultics with stH’vcy expcndittwe data.
6 See I’i:~cla:,ud ( 198 I), M:mslicld (1986), Ihc defense by I)csai (1986) :rod i’t~:.;ponst~
Piach:tu(l (1987), :tnd further Ire:ltment in De~ti and Shah (1988), Hutton (1991).
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they were doing without by choice. Finally, tile deprivation index w~ used
directly as the basis for distinguishing tile poor- taken to be those
experiencing enforced lack of three of more items (out of 22). Once
again, there was a good deal of variability ira the deprivation scores of
hottseholds at similar income levels.
Mack and LaHsley’s choice of a particular cut-off on the deprivation
scale is problematic, and the way in which they combille actttal life-style
information, sul~jective assessments and income to pu’oduce a poverty
measure is also rather ad hoc. FurtheK, no irccottnt is taken of the complex
ways in which the relationship between possessions/activities and income
or wider resources may vary across different types of items or different
household types. Simply adding together items relating to everyday
activities with those related to the possession of consumer durables or the
quality of housing may also be tmsatisfactory as a measure of current living
standards/resource constraints. Their study also fails to elucidate how the
observed deprivation/income pattern comes about, how the two are in titct
related, which is necessary if we are 1o understand the impact of income
dynamics on living slandards and poverty.
The use of deprivation indicators was placed in a formal setting by
Desai and Shah (1988). They propose i’n.ter alia that, rather than simply
adding deprivation scores for different items, each item be weighted by the
proportion of the population possessing it. This means that being deprived
of something which ahnost everyo*re lairs will have a greater impact on a
household’s overall depriwation score than being deprived of something
which most people do not have. Using Townsend’s data and constructing
deprivation scores in this way, they used regression techniques to relate
these scores to household income and characteristics such its wealth, famil),
composition anti educational attainment. Current income was found not
to be the dominant variable in determining deprivation scores. Mayer and
Jencks (1988) found similar results using US data: while (equivalent)
income was a significant influence on deprivation, so were age, non-c~h
benefits, home ownership, health status and eltse of access to credit.
Hagenaars (1986) m’~kes the important point that there are systematic
biases in the possession of, for example, consumer dttrables which are
related to age, household size atld stage in the family cycle. Thus absence
of a particular durable item - Ior example a washing machine - may mean
somelhilag quite different for a young single person lLhafi it does for a
couple with children. Such items may therefore be inappropriate as
general indicators of deprivation. More generally, aggregation of
deprivation indicators into a single index implicitly assumes that poverty is
unidimensional, but this may not be all accurate reflection of reality. For
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example, some households may be in poor quality housing but not
otherwise experiencing deprivation, while others in good quality housing
nlay be experiencing a varieW of other forms of deprivation.
This briel: review makes clear that measuring deprivation/exclusion
directly faces a number of serious prol:)lems, notably how to select suitable
items, how to take into account the role of tastes Vel’SUS l’eSOl.ll’Ce
constraints in determining living patterns, how to aggregate items in :.tn
index, and how to select a particular cut-off to distinguish the poor from
tile non-poor (if that is the objective). We now proceed to describe the
inlormation available on life-styles in the 1987 survey and discuss how this
may best be used to measure deprivation and analyse its relationship with
current iJlCOllle allC[ the Iongel~l.erln accunltdation of i-esources.
3.3 The Data
In tile 1987 ESRI survey, respondents were given a list of 20 items or
activities7 and asked which ones they believed were "Necessities, that is
¯ things which every household (or person) should be able to have and that
nobody should have to do without". They were then asked which items
they did not themselves have/avail ot, and which of these they would like
to have but hacl to do without because of lack of money. (.The items
selected for inclusion in the survey were for the most part taken from
previous studies such as Townsend and Mack and Lansle);) Table 3.1 lists
the items and shows tim sample responses.
The more widely possessed items also tended to be more generally
regarded as necessities - with, Ibr example, a fl-idge, heating for the living
rooms, indoor toilet and bath or shower possessed by most and felt by
nearly all res])on¢lents to be necessities. There were some notable
exceptions, with mosl people slating that being able to save was a necessity
bttt less than half saying tile), could do so, while 80 per cent of households
had a TV but only 87 per cent thought it was a necessity. Thus selecting
items as deprivation indicators on the basis of vieros in tim population its to
which are necessities (Mack and Lansley’s al:~proach) will not give exactly
the same results its using actual possession by a na~ljorit),/nlost people
(which was Townsend’s procedure).

7 A further ,t items which wcrc rele~.ml only to hottseholds wilh children were als~ included
in Ihe sut~’~zy bul will not be cnlph~yed here.
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Table 3. I : Indicating" of Actual Style of Livin&, and Socially Defined tVece~silies

Socially Defined Nece.~sity
Refrigerator
Washing machine
Telephonc
Car
Colour TV
A we~:k’s :m]Itlal holiday
away fi’om lu)me
A (It), (kunp-fi’ee dwelling
Heating for the IMng rooms
when il is cold
Central beating in Ihe house
An indoor loilcl in the dwelling
Bzuh or sbowcn"
A meal wilh meat, chicken or fish
eve,), second day
A w,’wnl, W:llerpl’oO[ ov~.rcoal
Two pairs of stl-ong shoes
To be able to save
A daily ncwspal)cr
A roast meatjoinl or cqui~,’alcnt
once a wcck
A hobby or leisure activity
New, nOl secondhand, clothes
Presents for fi’icnds or family
once a year

% I.eacking

% El~forced I..,Ick

% Stating Nece.~sity

5
20
,18
38
20

3
I 0
31
22
I 1

92
82
,t5
59
37

68
10

,19
9

.50
99

3
,15
7
9

2
30
6
7

99
,19
98
98

13
I’~
16
57
,15

9
8
I I
55
I 6

8’t
t)’~
88
88
39

2,1
33
10

13
12
8

6’1
73
77

2,t

13

60

’In addition to the 20 items in Table 3.1, a further fotu" included in the
SLU’Vey (but without the supl~lementary questio]-u ~Ls to whether households
were doing without because they could not afford it) will be employed:8
(i) whether there was a day during the previous 2 weeks when the
respondent did not have a substantial meal at all - from getting
up to going to bed;
(ii)

whether the), had to go without heating during the last year
througla lack of money, i.e., having to go without a fire on a cold
day, or go to bed early to keep warm or light the fire late because
of lack of coal/fuel;

8 The 20 items in Table 3.1, bill 11oi these addition:d |~)ltr items, were inchtdcd in the
prelimin:lry discussion of dcprivalion indicators in Callan, Nolan el aL (1989) Chapter 8.
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(iii) whetber the respondent has not bad an afternoon or evening out
in the last fortnight, "something that costs money", and this was
stated to be because they had not enough inoney;
(ix,) whether the household has experienced debt problems in terms
of any of the following:
(a) it is currently in arrears on rent, mortgage, electricity or gas;
(b) it has had to go into debt in the last 12 months to meet
ordinary living expenses (such as rent, food, Chrismaas or
back to school expenses);
(c) it has had to sell or pawn anything worth £50 or more to
meet ordinary living expenses; or
(d) it has received assistance fi’om a private charity in the past
yeai2
With tbese _94 items, one could simply construct an aggregate
deprivation index where households score one for each item which they do
not have. Alternatively, absence could be taken to indicate deprivation only
where the respondent states that tile), "would like but can’t afford" the
item in question, in an attempt to control for differences in tastes.
Howeveh some low-lncome households may have grown accustomed to
doing without or be reluctant to admit that they cannot afford sometbing
that most people have, while some households with relatively higb inconms
may none the less say they are forced to do without. Rather tban taking
these subjective evaluations at face value for all households, then, the
approach adopted by Mack and Lansley could be used, whereby
households at the l)ottom of the income distribution are taken to be
experiencing "enforced absence" irrespective of their subjective
assessments, while those towards the top are taken not to be experiencing
enforced absence. This method of introducing an income criterion is ad
hoc, howeve*, and it may be more informative to explore the pattern of
absence per se and of subjective assessments and their relationship with
hlconle.
Tbe prior issue, though, is whetber all the items, or only a sub-set, are
to be taken as indicators of deprivation, and how this selection is to be
made. Previous research employing deprivation indicators has generally
relied on summary indices using a sub-set of items chosen on the basis of
the extent to which they are possessed or regarded as necessities by most of
tbe sample. Tbus Townsend concentrated on items which were widely
possessed in the sample, while Mack and Lansley focused on items which a
majority of tbe sample regarded as necessities. In CalIan, Nolan et al.
(1989) the application of criteria of this type to the selection of items fl’om
tile 20 sbown in Table 3.1 was discussed. It was noted that 2 items which
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are widely regarded as necessities are not in fact possessed by a m~iority of
households in the sample - namely an annual holida), away fi’om home
and being able to save. On the other band, a colour "IV is possessed by 80
per cent of the population but only 37 pet" cent said they regarded it as a
necessity. 9 A combined criterion was then adopted, whereby items were
selected only if they are both possessed and regarded as a necessity by a
majority of households, which was true of 14 of the 20 items. A stricter
criterion whereby 75 per cent of the sample must possess and regard the
item as a necessity produced a more limited set of 10 items. About 70 per
cent of the sample lacked one or more of the 14 items, while 46 pet" cent
lacked one or more of the 10 items. If subjective assessments of whether
this absence was clue to lack of resom’ces are taken at face value, though,
the numbers experiencing enforced lack are significantly smaller. About 50
pet" cent of households lack one or more of the 14 item and say this is
because tbey cam~ot afford it, while that is true of 33 per cent for the more
restt’ictive l 0 item set.l°
The 14 and 10 item sub-sets were used in Callan, Nolan et al., to
construct aggregate deprivation indices, and the relationsbip between
deprivation scores and current income was examined. Mean deprivation
scores fell as one moved up tbe deciles of tbe equivalent income
distribution, but there was considerable variability in deprivation scores at
any particular income level. Similarly, households below relative income
poverty lines had considerably higher deprivation scores on average than
those above the lines, but significant numbers of households below the lines
had low or zero scores on the deprivation index, and there were also smaller
numbers of households above the lines with high deprivation scores.
In selecting and aggregating items to be inclttded in a deprivation
index, little attention has been paid in the literature to the relationship
between the different indicators - in effect, a single underlying dimension
of deprivation has been assumed. The first priority here, in building on
our previous researcb, is therefore to systematically examine the
dimensions of deprivation, to see whether the items clnster into distinct
groups. In order to do so, factor analysis was applied to the 20 items in
Table 3.1 plus the four additional items. In the case of the 20 items, we
concentrate at this stage on absence which was stated by the respondent to
be due to lack of resources - we return later to the issue of the reliability of

!~ A number of other items are possessed by a bare m:~jority or households but not widely
regarded as necessities - namely a daily newspaper, centred henting, and a telephone.
10 Set Call:m, Nolan, a aL (1989) pp. I I~118.
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these subjective assessments. Three underlying dimensions of deprivation
were hypotlaesised:
(i) basic life-style depriwttion - consisting of basic items sttch as food
and clothes;
(ii) secondary life-style deprivation - consisting of items such as
leisure activities;
(iii) housing deprivation - consisting of items i’elated to housing
quality and facilities.
The results when a 3 factor sohttion was specified are shown in Table
3.2. H Informed by the results of the l~lctor analysis, the 24 items available
in the survey were grouped into 3 groups in the manner shown in the
table. Eight items are taken to be indicators of basic deprivation, 9 as
indicators of secondary deprivation and 7 as indicators of laousing
deprivation.12 Level of absence and enforced absence of the items are
generally low for the first and third group, much higher for the secondary
deprivation items. The housing items at’e overwlaelmingly regarded as
necessities, with the exception of a TV. The five basic items for which this
information is available are also regarded as necessities by two-thirds or
more of the sample. The items included in the secondary deprivations
group, on the other hand, are regarded as necessities by much lower
percentages, with the exception again of being able to save regularly.
The sample evidence thus suggests that it is useful to distinguish these
three dimensions, rather than simply aggregating items across the factors
into a summary index - rather different households or t),pes of household
are lacking each type, suggesting that the processes producing each may
also be rather different. How then should these factors be employed? It is
clearly vahtable to look at each, to see for example what distinguishes the
type of houselaold experiencing basic deprivation fi’om those experlencillg
housing deprivation. We concentrate most on the first dimension, which
represents rather basic forms of depriwttion. The secondary deprivation
items do not appear appropriate as indicators of exclusion fi’om ordinary
living patterns, in that the percentage actually possessing these items is

I I See ~,~,qlelan, et aL ( 1991 ).
12 ~Aqlile the resulLs of the factor allalvsis were taken as the geneJ.’al guide, judgement was
applied where the Ioadilags were similar - in cntegorising, for example, "presents for fi’iends
and family" and a hobby as secoll(lal~’ x~tther than b~sic items. "Heating Ibr the living [’oom
when it is cold" is included in the housing group although it loads more heavily on the
basic one, because the latter already includes "having to go witllout heating tlll’ough lack of
IllOllCy",
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mostly not very high, and the), are not overwbelnlingly regarded as
necessities. Tbe housing items, on tile other band, are possessed by most
people and regarded as necessities by almost everyone (except in the case
of the TV). However, it will be seen below that they do not relate to current
resources in tbe same way as the basic items. There is clearly a great deal of
vahtable information to be extracted from tbe secondary and bousing
scores, but in this study we will be concentrating for the most part on tbe
basic items.

Table 3.2: Factor Solution for Life-style Deprivation ItenL~

Basic Items
Go without Heat
Go without subslantial meal
Arrears/Debt
New not second-band clolhes
/’,leal with meal/cbicken/fish
Warm waterproof overcoat
Two pairs of strong shoes
Roast or eqlti¢~lcnt wcekl)’
Secondal’v llenls
Annual holiday away fi’om home
Able to save regul:lrly
Daily newspaper
Telepbone
Hobby or leisure activity
Central beating
Presents for friends/family },earl),
Car
Afford afternoon/evening out
l-lousing Ilenls
B;ith or shower
Indoor toilel
Washing t’~achine
Refrigerator
Colour television
DIT danlp free dwelling
Heating for the living room

Basic
Life-stilt
Dqnivation

Secondaly
Life-style
Depffvation

Housing/
14ousehold Capital

0.81
0.89
0.76
0.7,1
0.74
0.76
0.75
0.73

0.33
0.09
0.25
0.30
0.30
0.16
0.25
0.33

0.11
0.20
0.O,l
0.29
0.40
0.42
0.38
0.25

0.39
0.,t9
0.48
0.25
0.59
0.19
0.58
0.26
0.43

0.69
0.54
0.50
0.65
0.44
0.59
0.,M
0.60
0.38

0.01
0.18
0. I I
0.28
0.08
0.40
0.20
0.20
0.08

0.17
0.16
0.02
0.26
0.21
0.27
0.48

-0.01
-0.01
0.,16
0.23
0.30
0.30
0.25

Deplqvation

0.99
0.98
0.63
0.62
0.53
0.47
0.30
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We there[ore construct a "basic deprivation index" based on these 8
items. For 5 of the 8, households were asked directly about whether
absence was due to the fact that they could not afford the item. For these
items, households score ] on the index for each item which the household
lacks and says that absence is in this sense enforced. This may be regarded
as an unduly stringent condition. Some households could have very low
expectations, and/or may be unwilling to acknowledge or state that they
could not afford such basic necessities. However, a comparison of those
lacking the 5 basic items who say this is enforced by lack of resources with
those who say they didn’t want the item reveals that the latter do have
significantl), higher incomes on average - their average incomes are closet"
to tile households who do possess the items. Further, those who claim to be
doing without a particular item voluntarily display levels of deprivation on
the other basic it’:ms which are little different to those who possess the
item, well below those stating tile)’ cannot afford the item. This suggests
that, Ibr tile most part, those who say they are doing without basic items
voluntarily are indeed choosing to go without.
Adopting the general approacl~ of erring, if anything, on tile side of
caution, for these 5 items we therefore count only what are stated to be
items lacked due to absence of resotlrces. (Note that this means For
example that only those who say they are forced to go withot~t meat etc.
due to lack of resources will register as deprived on that item, whereas
vegetarians will simply be seen as choosing to go without.) For the other 3
items the subjective assessments are not available but the nature of these
items suggests that lack is likely to be enforced in that sense in most cases.
For these items, simply experiencing deprivation adds to tile basic
deprivation index. The distribution of scores on this index for the sample
is shown in Table 3.3:68 per cent of households score 0, 15 per cent score
1, and 17 per cent are experiencing enforced lack o1"2 or more basic items.
Table 3.3: Dist~qbution tf Score.~ on Basic Dq~ivation hldex
BcL~ic Deprivation Score

% of Households

0
I
2
3
,l
5
6 or mq~re

68.0
I,I.7
6.7
4.5
2.7
1.7
1.7

All

100.0

3.4 Dq~livation, Current htcome and Povm’ty
Having discussed tile infornlation available and the issues which arise
in tile selection of satisfactory deprivation indicators, we now proceed to
analyse tile relationship between these indicators and current income. This
serves two purposes: first, it is the starting-i)oint fbr elucidating how peol)le
come to be experiencing different types of deprivation, and second, it
allows us to compare tile groups identified as "poor" b)’ inconle poverty
lines with those apparently experiencing deprivation.
If we sinlpt), construct an index fi’om all 24 items, the mean scores for
housellolds ranked by current equivalent income decile is shown in Table
3.4. The mean score varies little across the bottom three deciles, then fidls
steadily as we move up towards the top of tile income distribution. However,
the table also shows that there is a good deal of variab!lity in scores within
each decile, and SOl]]C lOW income households have most of the items while
some high income ones lack a considerable ntlmbcr. For example, while the
mean score for households in tile bottom decile is 8, 35 per cent of these
households have scores of 10 or more and 31 per cent have scores of 5 or
under. Concentrating on subjectivel),-assessed enforced lack, tile relationshiI)
with income was stronger but considerable variability remained.
Tal)le 3.,1: Sco,’e.~ on 24 Item Life-style Dqnqvation Ind," by HmtsehoM Equivalent Income
Equivalmlt h~cnme
decil,~ a
boltom
2
3
’1

Mean Score on Index

I0 or Higher
8. I
8. I
8.1
6.6

5
6

5.8

7

3.8
3.9

8
9
lop

% with Score of

5.0

2.7
2.1

% ttJith Scm~
5 or I~’s

3,1.8

30.7

36.0
29.8

31.0
27.5

20.6

,12.9

15.9
11.9

52.7
65.,I

,1.8

75.3

7.6
3.2

72.5
87.3

1.7

92.3

of

a Equi~"alence scale I for household head, 0.66 for each other aduh, 0.33 for each child.

The average correlation between income measured continuously and
lack of individual llfe-style items is 0.11 (which b), coincidence is exactl),
that found b)’ Townsend). Using income deciles and the aggregate 24 item
life-style measure, the observed correlation reaches 0.47. Correcting for
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attenuation due to less than perfect reliability in the measure of life-style,
this rises to 0.5]. Clearly, as indeed one would expect, current disposable
income would be quite inadequate as the sole predictor of life style or
deprivation - among other things, stage in tile life cycle and experiences
and resources over a longer period will also play a central role.
In any case, as we have ah-eady argued, not all the 24 items may be
considered appropriate as indicators of deprivation, and simply
aggregating them in a single index ignores the fact that different items
may reflect different dimensions of deprivation. Concentrating on the 8
items included in what we have termed the basic deprivation index, Table
3.5 shows the location in tile (equivalent) income distribution of
Ilottseholds experiencing what they regard as enforced lack of 1 or more of
these items, and tile corresponding figures for those experiencing
enforced lack of 2 or more items. Despite the fact that tile households
concerned say they are doing without tile item (s) due to lack of resources,
some of those households are on relatively high incomes. About 1 in 5 of
the households doing without 2 or more of the items are in the top half of
the income distribution.
Table 3.5: Distrilmlion of HoztsehoMs E.~:peHmzcing Basic D~ation by Equivalent Income Decile
CuT~ent Equivalent
Disposable Income
DeciLe

Households with Basic De])Hvation hldex Scorn of"
I or Higher

2 or Higher

bottom
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
top

17.2
17.9
16.3
12.5
8.3
8.9
6.6
5.6
3.6
3. I

21.2
23.’t
18.2
9.4
7.3
8.4
5.3
3.2
2.5
1.2

All

100.0

100.0

It is interesting then to compare the households reporting basic
deprivation with those falling below relative income poverty lines, to see to
what extent tile same households are identified by each criterion. ~e have
in previons work employed relative income poverty lines representing 40
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pel" cent, 50 per cent and 60 per cent of average equivalent disposable
income in the sample. Table 3.6 shows the percentage of households in the
sample falling below each of these income thresholds, the percentage
below these lines and experiencing deprivation of at least 1 basic item, and
the percentage below and experiencing enforced lack of 2 or more basic
items. In addition to the 3 relative poverty lines, a slightly higher income
threshold set at 70 per cent of mean income is also shown.
We see that while 30 per cent of all households are below the 60 per
cent relative income line, only 16 per cent are below that line and
experiencing basic deprivation. This pattern is reasonal)ly consistent across
tile lines: about half the households helow each income threshold are
experiencing enforced lack of at least I basic item. Between half and p, vothirds of those below the lines and lacking at legist 1 b~Jsic item in fact lack
2 or more. (It is worth mentioning that the percentages experiencing
deprK-ation are not particularly sensitive to the numl)er of items included
in the index: if any one item is dropped, the percentages experiencing
deprivation below any of the lines falls only marginally.)

Table 3.6: Percentage of Hou.~ehobls 13ebna Relative hlcome Thre.~hoMs and F, al~e~encing Basic
Dqnivation
Rekttilm
Income Line

% Below Line

% Below Line and
I~pedenr, ing Enforced
Lttck of at Lea.~t I llasic
It~##l

,t0 per cenl

50 per cent
60 per cent
70 per cenl

7.5

17.5
30.0
,t 1.0

E.~Terimlcing Enforced
Lack of 2 or More BeLgie
Itemls

3.3

2.0

9.8
16.0
20.9

6.6
10.7
12.7

Which types of household below the income lines are/are not
experiencing such deprivation? Focusing oil tile 60 per cent line for
illustration, Table 3.7 compares the composition of the two groups in
terms of one key charactel-istic of interest, tile current labour force status

of the household head. Farmers tol’m ;.t considerably smaller proportion of
those below the higher income line and experiencing basic deprivation
than of all those below tile line, while tile ill/disabled and especially
households headed b)’ someone in home duties Ibrm a higher prol)ortion.
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Households below tile 60 pel cetll relative income threshold and
experiencing enlbrced basic deprivation are more likely Io be headed b),
an ill/disabled or unemployed person, less likely to be headed by a farmer,
emplo),ce, selF-emplo),cd or retired person, th;m those below the line and
not experiencing such deprivation. Overall, though, apart from the
recluctiou in the importance of farm households, the differences in
composition between those simply below tile income line and those below
Ilaat line :rod experiencing basic clepvivation are not great.

Table 3.7: Hou.+eholds Below Income 77o~+holds b), Lalxmr Fm’re Statu.~ of I-lead

Lab,m r I.’oree St.ms of

Households Bel,mJ 60% and

~-lead
E.x?~effendng Basic
Deprivation

Not I’.x?mffencing Basic
DepHvatitm

%

%

Employcc
Farmer
Oilier self-employed
Uneml]h~},ed
I ll/tliszd~lcd
Retired
In home duties

I 1.7
12.,I
2.1
36.5
16.6
5.6
15.0

16.3
25.5
7A
17.7
7.7
13.0
12.3

All

160.0

100.0

A question included in tile survey on tile extent tO which respondents
feel they are having difficuhy "making ends meet" provides some validation
of the distinction I)eittg drawn betwCell Illose below tile line and
experiencing/not experiencing basic deprivation. Whereas 71 per cent of
those below the 60 per cent income line and experiencing such
deprivation said that they were having extreme difficult)’ making ends met,
Ihe cort+cspoHdillg figure [’oc those below t.hat i~lcotnt: line and not.
experiencing basic deprivation is much lower, at 37 per cent, suggesting
the basic deprivation scores arc indeed allowing us to distinguish between
groups in rather different situations. This is also indicated by an
examination of Lhe eXtelll OI: deprivation in terms of what have been
identified above as secondary and housing items: those below the income
line and not experiencing basic deprivation also show much lower levels olr
(what they regard its) enlbrced lack of these ol.her types of items than do
Lhe group experiencing basic deprivation.
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3.5 Income, DepT~vation and Widm" Resmtrces
~qay then do some of those with low current reported incomes manage
to avoid basic deprivation while otbers experience it? To understand how
this comes about, tbe starting-point is the nature of the current income
nleasLires. Ctlrrent illCOIIle relates 1o thai. received ]as[ week (or

fortnigbt/month) for emplo),ee income and social welfare transfers, while
Ibr income from sell:-employn~ent, including t~wming, the weekly average
anlount received over a 12 montb period is used instead. For most income
sources, tbougb, the period over which current inconle is measured is a
very short one. Cllrl’ent income ilia}’ therefore not reflect income received
by the hottsehold over the previous months or ),eat, wbereas the resources
currently available to a household may be affected by income over an even
longer period. Some may bave built up savings over the years and thus,
when current income falls, tbey may be able to draw on savings or increase
debt, to avoid - at least for a time - basic deprivation.
Information is available for the sample on the time spent by
respondents in work, and the time spent ill receipt ofwtrious social welfare
payments, over the previous year. This allows estimates to be made of
employment and social welfare income over the previous yeah arid Chapter
4 tlses these estimates of anntlal income to See wbetber nleasuring illconle
over tbat longer accounting pe]’iod helps to explain tile observed pattern
of deprivation. Later cbapters look at housebolds’ current situations ill tile
ligbt of experiences over a longer time period. At this stage, data on tile
level of savings and other assets of sample bousebolds call be used to
highlight tile need to look beyond current income in ztssessing bousehold
resources anti understanding their living standards.
A filll description of tile inlbrmation obtained in the 1987 survey on
household assets and an analysis of the pattern of assel-holdings by age,
income, social class etc., are presented in Nolan (1991) and Honohan and
Nolan (1993). Here we focus oil tile contrast between households on low
cttrrent incomes and experiencing/not experiencing basic deprivation.
Table 3.8 sbows the average level of reported household savings in the
form of deposiLs in banks, building societies, etc., tor households below tile
60 per cent income threshold and exl)eriencing/not experiencing basic
deprivation, broken down by bead’s current labour force status. As another
indicator of resources available to tile household over a longer period, it
also shows tile average value of property in the form of housing (i.e.,
reported market value of tile bouse tbr owner-occupiers less outstanding
mortgage) for each group.
We see that within eacb labour force status category, tile housel]olds
not experiencing basic deprivation have much greater savings to draw on
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than those who arc experiencing such deprivation, and the former also
have consistently higher levels of house i)rol)erty. Among households
headed by an employee, for example, the mean level of savings Ibl" those
not exl)eriencing basic del)rivation is about £1,350, compared to only £200
for hot~seholds at similar current income levels but experiencing basic
deprivation. Iqouscholds headed I)y a farmer or other sell-employed
person below the 60 per cent income line have higher levels of savings
dlan those headed b), employees, but among flae low-income self-emplo),ed
those no1 experiencing basic deprivation again have very much higher
mean levels of savings and housing weahh than those who are
experiencing deprivation. (Amol~g the litrmers, the average size of |’:lrm is
also significantl), higher for those not experiencing deprivation.)
Households wit:h an tmemploved head have particularly low mean levels of
savings, I)ut those who are experiencing basic depri~ation have virtually no
savings and very low values [or hoHse i)ropert),. Thus significant differences
in longer-term income between the two groups are suggested.

Table 3.8: Sa~fink’x and Assets of Hmtsehobls IJelo~tl 60 Per Cent Incume Line I~’peT~eTtcing Vtn~ats Not
I’xpeHmtcing Basic Deprivation, IO, Labour Force Status of Head
Lttlxntr Force

Mean Net House Value

Mean I~el of Deposit,~

F’qu.’6encing
IJa,~ic I)epmtation

IJelow 60% Line and
b-~e~iem’ing
Not I:.~peliencing
Basic Depnlmtion
Bta~ic Dqni~mtion

Not b’rpeHtmcing
Ba,~ic D~fivation

£

£

£

£

1"2m i)lo)’c c

20"t

1,3’12

9,398

I "1,655

Farmer
Other self-cml)h)ycd
Oncml)h,)’cd
Sick/disabled
Relired
In home dl,lics

790
397
,15
360
832
27

2.208
2,681
,I,12
1,7,11
3,052
1,200

19.677
22.537
5,335
12,,181
11,034
1,t,719

27,060
29,28,1
16,460
} 9.222
22,36,1
18,0,t7

All

260

1.720

10.97,t

20.990

Since d~e distribution of savings and house values is generall), quite
skewed, it is also of interest to look at the comparison between those below
I.]1¢ 60 per cent line and experiencing/not experiencing basic cleprivatiotl
in terms of the median rather than the mean. This shows that the median
for deposils is in fuct zero for I)oth those experiencing and those not
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experiencing deprivation for most of the labour force status categories - a
majority of households report no deposits in either case. Tile difference ill
illeans betweell [bose experiencing and those not experiencing
deprivation reflects tile fact that both the minority who do re])ort savings
and the mean amounts tiler hold are larger among tbose not experiencing
deprivation. For house values, tile median shows a i)attern mucll closer to
Lbe means.
It is important to note that neiO~er those below tile line and
experiencing basic depriwltion, nor those not experiencing such
deprivation, form a homogenous group in terms of resources or other
indicators of financial pressure and life-style. Table 3.8 suggests that in
each case substantially higher levels of resources are available to the
households headed by a Ihrmer, other sell~empto),ed or retired than to
those with an employee, some in Ilome duties, sick/ill or particularl), all
uneml)loyed i)erson. This is reflected in the extent of enforced deprivation
of secondary life-style items, which is a good deal higher for the
unemplo),ed than for others. A higher percentage of tile uneml)loyed also
rel)ort difficulty making ends meet. This is particularly important in
assessing the l)osition of the different households I)elow the income lille
~tllcl not currently experiencing basic deprivation. Ill particulaJ, il is worth
emphasising that those householcls under tile 60 per cent line with an
uneml)loyed bead and not currently experiencing basic deprivation are
clearly under greater financial strain than tile other households in that
group.
Households l’SxpelJendng Basic DepTivation but Not on Low hzcomes
We Bow turn to tile group of households not on low current incomes
but al)parently experiencing what tile), regard as enforced basic
deprivation. Half of those scoring 1 or more on the basic depriw~tion index
are above the 60 per cem income thresllolcl, representing 15 l)er cent and
10 per cent respectivel), of all housebolds in tile sample. The tirst issue to
be addressed is tile actual current inconle levels of these households - are
they mostly on incomes just above tile 60 per cent cut-oft? This is not in
fact tile case: while a sul)stantial numl)er are bep.veen 60 per cent and 70
per cent of average income, 35 per cent of those experiencing basic
deprivation are above a 70 pet" cent threshold. As Table 3.5 showed,
households experiencing basic depriwltion are distributed over the
(equivalent) income distribution. In terms of the items on the basic index
which are predominantly lacked, tile i)al.tern for the households above the
60 l)er cent line and experiencing basic deprivation is not vet), different
[:ronl that shown by households below that income line and experiencing
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basic depriwllion. We can also look at Lhc extent of their deprivation of
sccolldar)’ lien/s: while lower on average than for t.he group below the
income threshold, those above the threshold experiencing basic
cleprivation do report a relatively substmltial degree of enforcecl absence o1"
seconclary items.
Why then are dmse householcls, many wid~ current incomes close to or
above average, none the less experiencing such deprivation? Looking lirst
at labour force sial.us of Ihe household head, Table 3.9 shows I.Jl~ll I.his
grou13 is dominated by eml)loyees, who make up about 45 i)er ecru of those
above the 60 per cent line but experiencing basic deprival.ion. The other
substantial groups are the relired and those ill honle dut:ies, who inake up
13 per cent and 16 per cent respectively. Only 12 per cent are headed by
someone away from work Ihrough unemploymeld or illness. In terms of
demographic characteristics - age of head, nulnber of children - the
group does not app/:ar particularly distinctive.
Tahlc 3.9: Holtsehold.~ Al~nJe 60 Pro’ (kent/namle Line E.xTselie~ldng Basic D¢fitiTJalio:l, b), IJdxnlr
Force .~laltl.~ ¢ff Head

%
4,1. I

Emph byte
Fiirnlcl"

9.4

0111121" sclf-cnlph)yed
Ullcmploycd
III/dis;fl~led
Rcliled
In h,mle duties

5.6
7.1
,I .5
1‘).9

All

100.0

Part of I.he explailaLion

16.,I

could again lie in the

I:acI thai Cul’renl inlcolne

is nOl ahvays a satisfactory indicator o1’ longer-term comlnand over

resources. In terms of annual income, an employee may Imve spent mucl~
of the previous year away from work and income over Lhat period may be
well below Lhat eurrenLly being received. Whether this is I.rue Ior nlan), ol"
the households reporting relatively high current income logether with
basic deprivalion is among the issues invesligated in the tlexl C]lapter using
estimates of annual income. Rehltively high expendilure on housing,
leaving less for odmr goods and services, could also be a J’actor for soIlle Of
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tbese households. There certainly appear to be significant differences in
savings and other assets between the households above the income
thresholds and experiencing deprivation and other housebolds at similar
inconle levels. Controlling for equivalent income decile, Table 3.10 sbows
that for households headed by an enlployee - the dominant group - tbose
experiencing basic deprivation have much lower nlean levels of savings and
own much less valuable houses on average than corresponding households
not experiencing basic deprivation. (In this case the contrast between the
two groups using the median rather than the mean is if anything more
pronounced.)

Table 3. I O: Mean Savings and Hou.¢e Property for Employee-Headed Hmt.~eholtL~ Above 60 Per Cent
Line by Equivalent Income Decile and I=,~’pmqencing/Not ExpeTiencing Basic Depffvation
Equivalent
hlcome Decile

Mean Deposit.~

Experiencing
Basic Deprivation

Mean Net House Value

Almve 60% Line and
Not F.xperimlcing
I~periencing
t~ric Ikepnvation
Basic De.ration

Not l£r~eTicing
Ba.~ic Deprivatimi

4
5
6
7
8
9
Top

£
833
,128
5,12
599
II0
831
1.713

£
1.160
1.101
1.02,t
1,529
1.839
2,847
5,434

£
15.494
11+,114
15,759
14,265
15,994
21,464
15.995

£
18.383
18.924
20,999
24,097
25,659
25,484
24,120

All

666

2,461

15,442

23.428

This group clearly requires further investigation, though the analysis so
far does suggest tbat resources over a prolonged period have a role in
explaining their current living patterns. This is also indicated by the fact
that over two-thirds of these households come fi’om the manual social
classes. It is not to he expected that resources would fully explain
differences in living patterns, however. In the final analysis it may be
necessary to accept that some households are doing without what most
regard as necessities, and themselves consider this to be due to lack of
resources, but by societal norms they bare relatively comfortable incomes
and would be regarded as able to afford the items in question if they
reoriented their expenditure.
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Houz’i77g Deln~vation
It is also of interest to bvielly consider tile housing ;and housing-related
items. Recalling tile items shown in Table 3.3, 6 out of 7 are
overwbelnaingly regarded by respondents as necessities, tbe exception
being the TV. Only a relatively small percentage of housebolds lack each,
and an even smaller percentage regard tbis as enforced. What is the
relationship between this bousing-related deprivation, basic deprivation
and resotu-ces, and where does it fit in to tile measurement of poverty? The
factor analysis itself shows that bottsing and basic deprivation are quite
fi’equenlly experienced by different households. About 58 per cent of tbe
housebolds lacking 1 or more of the housing items also experience basic
deprivation, 4’t per cent are below tile 60 per cent income threshold, and
only 30 per cent are both below the 60 pet" cent income threshold and
have basic deprivation scores of I or more.
Looking at the characteristics of the households experiencing en[orced
lack of I or move oft.be housing items but not both below the 60 per cent
income threshold and experiencing enforced basic deprivation, wbat is
striking is their distinctive demograplfic and gcogral:~hic profile. Ahnost 60
per cent live in rtwal rather than urban areas, 50 per cent are beaded by
either a single person or a widow(er), and 80 per cent are eitber beaded by
such an individual or in a rural area. About one-third are elderly, single or
widowed persons. Quality of housing and housing-related durables for
many of these botlseholds are probably determined by the combination of
relatively low resources over a prolonged period and their marital status
and location. These households report significantly lower current levels of
financial strain than households below tile income threshold and
experiencing basic deprivation, and they also have substantially higber
levels of savings.
As emphasised by Don.ison (1988), housing is the sector in which
welfare states have found it easiest to break the links between economic
status and living standards. This may mean that in many countries, taken
alone or even togel,her with low current income, nleaslH’es of bousing
conditions ave not particularly reliable indicators of generalised exclusion
arising fi’om lack of resources. Both the processes prodtlcing poor housing
conditions, and the consequences of such deprivation, may be distinctive.
Once again, this is an area for t’urtber investigation.
3.6 Income, Dept~vation and Social Welfare
We have seen in this chapter how combining information on current
income and lifestyles allows us to distinguish, among those on low incomes,
the types of household most likely to be experiencing basic deprivation. By
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highlighting groups most in need of assistance, this is an important input
into policy, particularly income SUl)l)ort i)olicy. Going further, the
approach outlined here is also bell)fiLl in addressing one of the most
critical and yet problematic issties in fi’aming income support strategies:
are social welfare SUl)port levels "adequate", and if not what would be an
adequate level? This is an extremel), difficult question to tackle head-on, as
tbe leng0ay discussion in tbe Report of the Comnlission on Social Welfare
(1986) i[Itlsl.l’ates. Flowevel, tim information descril)ed here does allow us
to examine the extent to which households relying on social welfare for
their current income are exl)eriencing the basic Ibrnls of deprivation set
out earlier. Coml)aring the l)osition of households relying on different
social welliu’e schenies gives some indication of the effectiveness of these
schemes in providing the supl)ol’t reqllired to avoid such deprivation. The
data refer Io 1987 and there have been significanl changes in the levels of
pa),menl, trader various schemes, and the relationships between them,
since that date: none the less, the sample data provide lis with benchmark
information against which these changes can be assessed.
Man), of the housellolds in receipt of social welfiu’e supi)ort also have
incomes fi’om other sources, and some are also receiving payment fi’om
more tban one scheme. Here we are pl’imari]), illterested in households
relying on the scheme in question, particularly in making COml)arisons
across schemes. It is therefore necessar), to focus on those households
wbich are largely vellant on particular social welfare schemes, and for
current purposes we take tbis to be the case where i)a),menls from the
scheme account for more than 50 per cent of household illcome. Table
3.11 firsl s]lows the overall percentage of households in the sample in
receipt of paynlent from each of the nlain scbemes and the proportioll of
these ]louse]lolds who are in this sense relianl on lhese pa),ments. It then
presents, for tbe households relying on each scbeme, the percentage below
the 50 per cent and 60 per cent income poverty lines and the percentage
I)elow each of these lines and experiellcing basic deprivation.
,’Ms would be expected> the percentage of bot~seholds in the sample in
receipt of payment vacies widely across the schemes, fi’om 13 per cent in
receipt of Unemployment Assislance (UA), 8-10 per cent in receipt of
Unenq)loyment Benefit (UB), Contril)utory Old Age Pension and NonContributory Old Age Pension, 4-5 per cent in receipt of Disability Benefit
(DB), hwalidity Pension, and ~,¥idow’s Contributor), Pension, down to only
I-2 per cent in receipt of I)isal)led Person’s Maintenance Allowance
(DPMA), Supplementary Welfare Allowance (SWA) and Unmarried
Mother’s Allowance (as it was in 1987) and even fewer in receipt of
Deserted Wife’s Allowance. This broadly I’effects the numbers in receipt in
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the population at the time, but means that one can be much more
confidel~t ill using the sample to analyse the situation oK for example,
households receiving UA than those receiving SWA.
It is interesting to see that there was also considerable variation across
schemes in tile extent to which recipient households were reli¢~nt on tile
scheme, in the sense outlined. We see that al)out half tile households
receiving UA, Old Age Noo-Contributory Pension, and Widow’s
Contributory Pension relied oil these payments (i.e. they constitute more
than half total current household disposable income). For UB and DB the
corresponding figure is 42 per cent, but for Widow’s Non-Contributory
Pension, Unmarried Mother’s Allowance and especially DPMA tile
proportion of recipients relying on the scheme is lower. (Tile percentage
of SWA recipients "reliant" on that scheme is only 23 per cent, but this is
due to the fact that many are in receipt of once-olT payments or toly-ups
ratheF than the full weekly rate available under that scheme.) By contrast,
more than half tile recipients of Invalidity Pension, 70 per cent of those
receiving Contril)utory Old Age Pension, and over three-quarters of
households receiving Deserted Wife’s Allowance were relying on those
p aylll e n tS.

Concentrating now on tile households relying on the scl~eme in
question, we look first at the percentage below the 50 per cent and 60 l)er
cent income poverty lines, Poverty rates oil this basis were unsurprisiogly
highest for the schemes which in 1987 had the lower rates of SUl)l)ort,
notably UA. Half the households rel),ing oil UA were below half average
income, compared wltb about oneiquarter of those relyillg on UB and DB,
only about 10 per cent of those rel)4ng on Non-Contributory Widow’s and
Old Age pensions and hardly any of those on Contributory Old Age
pension. The percentages below tile 60 pel" cent }ine were a good deal
higher for all schemes, but households relying oil UA, SWA, and Deserted
Wife’s and Unmarried Mother’s Allowances had the highest income
poverty cates.
What is particularly interesting in tile present context is the extent to
which the pattern of poverty rates based on income lines alone holds when
we look at the percentage below tile income lines and experiencing basic
deprivation. Table 3.11 shows that a very high proportion of those relying
on Widow’s Non-Contributory Pension and Unmarried Mother’s
Allowance and falling I)elow tile 60 per cent line were also experiencing
basic deprivation. For these schemes, over COO per cent of those below that
income line were also experiencing basic deprivation. The corresl)onding
figure was about 70-7.5 per cent for UA, Invalidity Pension, SWA, DPMA,
and about 66 per cent for Deserted Wife’s Allowance, Widow’s
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Contributory Pension, UB and DB. It was strikingly lower, at less than 50
per cent, in the case of Old Age Pensions, whether contributory o1" noncon tributol’),.

Table 3. I 1 : Households l@lying on Social Welfm~. Below Inco,w PovelCy Line.r, Experiencing Basic
Dqrtivation, by Scheme,
%
Hou, wholds
Receiving
under
Scheme

% of
Recipient
flouseholds
"Reliant"
on Scheme

% "Reliant" Belcav
Income, line

50% line
Unemplo)’ment
Benefit
Unemployment
Assistance
I)isability Benefit
I m-alidi ty Pension
Old Age Contr.
Pension
Old Age NonContr. Pension
Widow’s Con u’,
Pension
Widow’s NonContr. Pension
Deserted Wife’s
Allowance
Unmarried Mother’s
Allowance
Supplementa,T
Wellme Allo~¢ance
DPMA

% "Reliant" Below
Income lithe and
Experiencing
Basic Dqrtivation

60% line 50% line

60% line

8.0

42.3

25.4

45.6

16.5

29.3

13.4
4.9
3.5

48.1
42. I
56.0

46.8
24.7
10.4

61.0
42.3
51.3

34.5
18.1
6.8

44.6
26.8
38.5

8.9

70.2

(}.9

11.8

0.8

5.4

10.0

49.0

I 1.2

28.2

4.5

10.0

4.3

47.0

20.0

2.8

13.3

1.6

59.2

I 1,2

38,7

9+1

36.6

0.4

76.6

30.1

63.0

19.6

42.8

0.9

56.6

20.6

58.2

15.6

53.2

1.0
1.7

23.4
27.6

38.8
22.2

76.4
38.5

32.8
14.1

55.5
28.5

3. I

To summarise, a relatively high proportion of households receiving old
age pensions in 1987 were relying on these payments, but poverty rates for
these hottseholds were low, whether meastn’ed in terms of income alone or
income plus basic deprivation. This offers welcome evidence that the
emphasis during the 1970s and early part of tile 1980s on improving
income support for tile elderly has had a l’n~cijor impact on poverty among
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that group. For the insurance-based UB and DB sclaemes, about 4.0 pet"
cent of recipient households were relying on these payments for their
income, and about 40 per cent of those households were below tile 60 per
cent income povertyiine, of whom about t~vo-thirds were also experiencing
basic deprivation. This means that, although only about I in 6 households
I)eing supported by these schemes meet the combined income plus
deprivation poverty criteria, this is to a consideral)le extent due to the
presence of income from other sources, v~qaere UB or DB were the main
income coming into the household, the extent to which recipients were
experiencing basic deprivation must be of concern.
While UA is means-tested and hwalidit), Pension is I~ot, both these
schemes had a higher proportion of recipients relying on them and a
higher percentage of those households below the 60 per cent line and
experiencing deprivation than UB/DB. This is i)robably strongly
influenced b)’ the fact that man), recipients are dependent on these
schemes long term. In assessing adequacy and fi’aming a policy response, it
is therefore necessary once again to take dae dynanlics of income over time
into account, and in particular the erosion of assets ;.t11(1 exhaustion of
borrowing opl)ortunities for those who are dependent on certain schemes
fbr a prolonged period. This is probably also important in the case for
Deserted Wife’s Allowance, where over three-quarters of recipienLs were
rel),ing on the scheme and a relativel), high percentage of these were once
again below the 60 per cent line and experiencing basic deprivation.
While a relatively small proportion of recipients of SWA and
Unmarried Mother’s Allowance were reliant on those payments as the
main source of household income, for those who were povert)’ rates - and
in particular the extent of basic deprivation - were particularly high. The
rates paid under SWA were low compared with other schemes at the time,
but it may also be the case that tile special factors or needs which lead
households to be relying on that safet’~,-net scheme put them at particular
risk, and special needs are also clearl), relevant in the case of UMA.
Since 1987, social welfare support rates have risen significantly in real
terms for all schemes, but some have increased much more than others.
Focusing on the rates for adults without dependants, widows and old age
pensioners have seen their rates rise by about 29-30 per cent between the
first half of 1987 (when the ESRI survey was carried out) and the first half
of 1994, while consull~er i)rices rose hy al)out 20 per cent over the same
period. Invalidity Pension and Unmarried Mother’s Allowance - now
incorporated in Lone Parent’s Allowance - rose by al)out the same
percentage. UB and DB rates rose by slightly more, about 35 per cent, but
the increases in UA and SWA were very much higher. SWA adult rates rose
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by 68.5 per cent over the period, while for UA tile increases ranged fi’om
63 per cent to as ranch as 79 per cent.13 There were also relatively
substantial increases for child dependants of UA and SWA recipients as
there was some levelling upwards of Child Dependant Allowances (CDAs)
across schemes.
Our analysis of the position of recipients in 1987 suggests that these
more substantial increases have certainly gone where they were most
needed, and provide support for dae emphasis in the recommendations of
the Commission on Social Welfare on according priority to raising what
were then tile lowest rates. They also suggest, however, that one cannot be
complacent about the situation of UB and DE recipients, so tbat the
exceptionally large increases in these rates (partly financed by abolition of
pay-related supplements) announced in the 1994 Budget may be justified
by more than the desire to reinforce the insurance element of the income
support system. The position of those relying on Invalidity Pension and on
Deserted Wife’s and Lone Parent’s Allowance would also appear to deserve
special attention: the increase in rates for these gronps have not been
above average, but their special needs may merit attention.
3.7 Conchtsions
This chapter has examined the relationship hetween current income
and different aspects of life-style and dep!’ivation. It has explored how both
income and deprivation could be incorporated into a measure of poverty,
which some argue is more consistent with tile widely-accepted definition of
poverty as exclusion due to lack of resources than reliance simply oil
income poverty lines. Concentrating on a limited set of items referring to
basic types of deprivation, households both experiencing such deprivation
and below relative income poverty lines were distingnished. These accciunt
for about half the households below the relative income lines.
This serves to highlight that defining poverty in terms of exclusion can
be rather restrictive, if its logic is fully incorporated in the measurement
procedure. Households are only to be categorised as "poor’ if they are on
low incomes and obviously excluded fi’om participation in ordinary living
patterns and activities. Leaving aside the precise way in which deprivation
is defined and measured, as well as the difficulty of measuring income
accurately, a considerable number of households on low incomes are
apparendy avoiding such basic exclusion, at least for the time being. They
1~ The higher figure is based on a comparison of the rut=d UA z~tte in early 1987 with the
long-term i~tte in earl), 1994, while the lower one compares the urban rate in 1987 with the
short-term ~Lte in 1994.
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may be doing so by running down savings, by borrowing, or by relying on
help fi’om family or fi’iends. Others may be able to avoid basic deprivation
only by being particularl)’ good managers of their limited I’esources.
Poverty defined in this way is thus by no means identical to iocome
inadequacy. Atkinson’s (1987) distinction between poverty as deprk,ation
in terms of standard of living versus poverty as concerned with minimum
rights to resources is of central importance here. In terms of the latter,
failing below the minimunl adequate income level may be seen as a
violation of rights even if it does not always or in, mediately result in
deprivation.
This needs to be emphasised in leasing out the implications of our
results for policy. Whether we wish to call households on low incomes but
not at present experiencing exclusion "poor" or not, the principal aim of
social welfare support will be bringing people with incomes below tile
millinlun~ adequate income level tip to that level. In gene/’al, current
income is the basis on which "need" for support is decided, irrespective of
the awlilability of support fl*om family or fl’iends or the capacity to run
down savings or borrow to maintain living standards - though capital ,assets
available to the household are sometimes taken into account in assessing
whether support is to be paid. One would not ~4sh co restrict support onl),
to those actuany experiencing exclusion - rather, the objective is to help
those on low incomes avoid such excltision.
None the less, the results fi’om applying the approach developed here
are of major importance from the perspective of policy formation in
allowing the types of household which are particularly likely to be
experiencing basic deprivation to be identified. Policy can be fi’amed to
give priority to these groups not only in terms of income support, but also
other forms of intervention such as through the tax/PRSI systems,
education and labour market measures, and even in the targeting of
assistance through the health and social services. Thus the fact that
households headed by someone who is ill/disabled or in home duties
make ttp a larger proportion of those counted as poor b)’ the combined
criteria than of tl~ose below tile corresponding income lines, while those
headed by a farmer or other self-employecl make up a smaner proportion,
colours one’s view on the needs of these groups. Households headed by
someone who is sick or disabled may require particular attention, with this
group constituting I in 6 of households below the 60 per cent incolne line
and experiencing basic deprivation. Households headed by a farmer, on
the other hand, make up only 1 in 8 of those below that income line and
experiencing basic deprivation, compared with a quarter of all those below
the line. Households headed by an unemployed person are by far the
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largest single group among those meeting tbe combined low
income/depri~,’ation criteria, serving to reinforce the emphasis placed on
this group from a policy perspective b), pre~iotts research using the 1987
sample.
In addition, tbe extent to which different households rel),ing on social
welfare are actually experiencing deprivation is helpfnl in trying to address
the crucial issue for income maintenance strateg), of the adequacy of
current support levels. Focusing on households which appear to be
essentially dependent on their current social welfare income, we can see
tbat certain groups, such as those rel),ing on Unemployment Assistance,
had a vet’)’ high proportion experiencing basic deprivation, whereas those
l-el)’ing on Old Age Pensions had a much lower proportion. Tbis serves to
reinforce the emphasis given b), previous research on the 1987 sample to
gkfng priority to improving income support for those relying on UA. At
the time the survey was carried out, in 1987, support rates for dae longterm unemployed on UA were considerably lower than UB, while shortterm UA was lower still. Since that dale there have been substantial
increases in long-term UA, so that it has in fact exceeded fiat-rate UB for
several years np to 1994 and fi’om mid-),ear will be at the same level. The
policy of giving i)riorit), to the needs of the long-term unemplo),ed is
validated by the extent to which they are seen to have been experiencing
b~ic deprivation in 1987.
The extent to which the levels of income support provided under
various schemes allow households to avoid basic deprivation depends
crucially not simply on the support levels themselves, but on bow
households arrive at the position where they require support and how long
this lasts. In assessing adequac)’, therefore, understandil~g tbe dynamics of
income is once again of cenn-al importance. Exploring the relationship
between current income and deprivation has highlighted the role of wider
resources in influencing current living standards, and it dynamic
perspective is required if variation across households in access to wider
resources is to be understood. We therefore move on in Chapter 4 to
examine wbat can be learnt al)out dynamics when a longer time horizon is
adopted and income is measured over the previous year.

Chapter 4
AI\~/UAL hVCOMES, POVERTY AND DEPRIVA770N
4.1 hztroduction

Tile income measure employed up to this point, as in previous
research using the 1987 sample, has for most sources been curn’ent weekly
income. In this chapter the focus shifts to ananual income. Still relying on
illformation gathered in the 1987 ESRI survey; we measure poverty using
estimates of income over a 12 month period and compare tile results with
those based on current weekly income. By allowing us to distinguish
between households which experienced low incomes over tile },eat" and
those which were on low income at tile time of interview but had higher
incomes for a substantial part of tile preceding 12 months, this provides
new insights into tile dynamics of poverty in h-eland. Using the deprivation
measures developed in Chapter 3, tile relationship between annual income
and current deprivation can also be examined, to see the extent to which
that longer time horizon helps in understanding the pattern of
deprivation.
The difference between measuring poverty on the basis of annual
versus current income will reflect the extent and nature of income mobility
over the year. A simple example illustrates tile relationships. Sttppose that
society is made up of households which each have only one income source:
an employee earning a fixed wage, or an unemployed person who receives
a transfer which is one-third of that wage. Let us suppose in addition that
the tmemploynlent rate is 20 per cent. Two cases may be distinguished: ftull
mobilit)q in which case each individual is mlemployed for 20 per cent of
the year, or zero mobility, in which case individuals are either employed on"
ttnetnptoycd for the full year. Ifa fixed poverty line higher than the level of
income support ton" the tmeml)loyed but lower than the wage is applied,
current income poverty would be 20 per cent. Tile degree of annual
itlcome poverty would, howeven, depend on the degree of mobilit),. With
full mobility, where everyone is tmemployed for 20 per cent of the year,
annual income poverty would be zero tot" many poverty lines (inclttding
the 50 pet" cent relative income poverty line). But with zero mobilitl; the
poverty rate would be 20 per cent on an annual income basis as well. An
example sttch as this cannot capture the entire complexity of the situation,
41
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but it does suggest that with greater mobility we may expect to find lower
poverty rates with annual than with cnrrent incomes. Before comparing
current and annual poverty estimates, therefore, we explore these
underlying factors by looking at income mobility directly.
We hegin by outlining the relevant data in tile ESRI survey, and the
methods used to estimate income in the 12 months preceding the date of
interview. Section 4.3 then looks at tile extent and nature of differences
between current and annual inconae at individual and household level.
Section 4.4 looks at the impact this income mohility has on the shape of
tile income distribution and on the extent of mohility in households’
positions in that distribution. Section 4.5 focuses on income poverty,
comparing standard poverty measures based on tile different accounting
periods. Section 4.6 deals with tile relationship beP, veen annual incomes
and current deprivation. In tile final section tile main findings and their
implications are highlighted.
4.2 Measures of Current and Annual h~con~
It is necessary first to set out in some detail tile wa), in which current
income fi’om various sources is measured in the 1987 survey. Tile current
income measure employed here includes current pay fi-om eml~loyment,
sick pay and income received from social welfare schemes. Since an
overwhelming majority of emplo),ees were paid at least monthl),, if not more
fi-equentl)’, and almost all social welfare schelnes made weekly payments,
accurate measurement of income from these sources over a short time span
is possible. This is not the case with income sources sttch as rent, interest
and dividends, which are often paid more infrequentl),. Income from such
sources ma), be accruing weekly or monthly, but recipients x~411 often be able
to give acctll’~lte responses only ill tel’ms of actual receipts, so that a [ongel"
l’eference period is necessary. Thus, information was songht for the 12
month period preceding the date of interview. A similar approach was
taken to self employment income, with respondents being asked for a
meastu-e of pre-tax profit in tile most recent 12 month period for which
they had accottnt~s. Even if accurate responses conld he obtained foB, say,
monthly profit figures, they would be of questionable value, since l’eceipt~
and expenditures could fluctuate very substantially fi’om month to month.
Farm incomes were also measured over a 12 month period, the calendar
),car 1986; tile method of estimation, based on a special farm questionnaire,
and special tabulations from the National Farm Survey conducted by
Teagasc, is outlined in Callan, Nolan et al. (1989).
In addition to this information on current income, the full individual
questionnaire used in the ESRI 1987 Survey collected infornlation on tile
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pay received by persons who were not currently at work but who had
worked in the previous 12 months; on the nund)er of weeks worked in the
previous 12 months; and on the numbers of weeks for which payments
under various social welfare schemes were received, together with the
amottnts of the most recent payment. This information has been used to
construct an estimate of the income received by respondents during the 12
months preceding the date of interview. We refer to this as a measure of
annual income, buI. for comparability with the current income figures, we
report this measure in terms of tile average weekly income over the 12
months. Employment income over the 12 month period is estimated by
multiplying usual pay by the number of weeks worked. Income under each
social welfare scheme is estimated by multil)lying the most recent pa)nllent
under that scheme by the total number of weeks for which a payment
under that scheme was received.
Some examples may help to illustrate the differences between tile
current and annual income concepts. An individual who is currently
unen~ployed may have a current income of£34 per week; but she may have
received this income for 4 weeks, and spent the rest of the year in
employment, at a gross wage of£100 per week. Her pre-tax anl~ual income
would then be
48 weeks @ £100 plus 4 weeks @ £34 = £4,936 or £95 per week.
This figure of £95 per week is substantially higher than the figure of £34
per week /’or current income. Ahernatively, an individual nlay be cttrrently
employed, at a pre-tax wage of£100 pet" week, bttt have spent most of the
year in tmemploynaent - l)erhaps moving from unemploynlent I)enefit to
unemployment assistance. His pre-tax annual income might then be
derived as follows:
20 weeks @ £42.30 plus 16 weeks @ £34 plus 16 weeks @ £100 = £2,990
or £57.50 per week.
In this case the annual income measure of£57.50 per week during the ),eat"
is well below the current income of£100 per week.
Thus tar, we have represented the difference between current and
annual incomes in terms of gross (pre-tax) income. So far as current
income is concerned, we use reported tax and en3plo),ee PRSI deductions
to arrive at a l’lleasul’e of ctlrl’ent disposable income. The estimation of tax
and employee PRSI contributions on an annual basis l-aises more complex
issues. First, the 12 month period to which the estimate of annual income
refers does not, in general, correspond to the income tax year. Second,
even if it did, variation in income over tile year, or other factors, could give
rise to an overpayment or underpayment of tmxes, which might be rectified
by a tax refund or demand after the period was completed.
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In this light, two alternative measures of income t,’~x corresponding to
the annual income measure are possible. The first is based on the
application of the rules of the direct tax system in 1987, as set out in the
ESRI t,-Lx-benefit model (Callan, 1991). This has the advantage of capturing
the effects of changes between employment and unenq)loyn~ent during
the year, by basing annual tax liability on the average over a 12 month
period; the disadvantage is that there are differences between modelled
tax liabilities and those recorded in the survey, for a variety of reasons, so
that annual net income can differ from current net income simply because
of differences in the modelled tax liabilities and reported tm,~ payments.
The second method of constructing annual tax payments is to use
reported tax and PRSI payments. This has the ad~-antage that annual net
income is the same as current net income for individuals whose income
was stable over the ftdl year; but it cannot be accurate for individuals who
have moved between employment and tmemploynaent during the year. We
concentrate on the latter measure, since it does not introduce differences
beo, veen current and annual income for individuals whose circumstances
were stable; the former measure was also constructed and its use did not
have a major impact on the results of the analyses undertaken in this
chapter.
A major limitation of the data is that information on earnings,
employment and social welfare receipt during the 12 months preceding
the date of interview is only available for respondents who completed a full
individual questionnaire. In cases where it was not possible to obtain such
responses, a more limited abbreviated questionnaire was completed by or
on behalf of the individual: this does not contain any retrospective
information on employment, earnings or social welfare receipt.
Abbreviated questionnaires were returned for about 20 per cent of. all
respondents. For these indix4duals, an annual income measure cannot be
calctdated. In our analysis, we first consider some statistics which focus on
respondents who completed a full questionnaire, where current and
annual income are potentially different. This analysis is undertaken at both
individual and household level. When we move to analysis of poverty
measures we concentrate on the household level, and treat individuals who
have answered an abbreviated individual questionnaire as if they had
identical current and annual incomes. The implications of this procedure
will be noted in interpreting the results.
It is important to be clear at the outset that there is no question of a
straightforward choice bep, veen current and annual income, as if one were
"correct" and the other "incorrect": they simply measure different
concepts. A poverty measure based on current income will give
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information about the extent of poverty on a short-term basis; a measure
based on estimates of annual income will give information about the
extent of poverty on a longer-term basis. These two nleasures could
provide quite different results. If the experience of poverty is dispersed,
with many families experiencing short spells below income povert7 lines,
the extent of long-term poverty could Fall far helow the extent of
short-term poverty. If, on the other hand, the experience of poverty is
concentrated in long spells, then the extent of poverty under the two
measures will be similar. In the Section 4.5 estimates on each basis are
proxdded.
4.3 The Diffm’m~ces Betwem~ Current aTzd Ann~tal Incomes
We begin by considering the fi’equency and extent of differences
between current and annual income measures at the individual level. As
has heen noted, an annual income measure is onl), available for those
respondents wllo answered a full individual questionnaire. A total of 6,784
such questionnaires were received. For a substantial majority of these
individuals, current and annual incomes were almost identical. Only about
15 pet" cent had estimated annual incomes which, expressed as a weekly
average, were £5 or more higher or lower than their current disposable
weekly income. Annual income was at least £5 higher than current income
for 45 per cent of these individuals, and at least £5 lower than current
income for 55 per cent. The mean difference hetween current and (the
weekly equivalent of) annual income was £40 per week for the former and
£30 for the latter.
X~q~ere there were significant diffcrences between current and annual
~ineome, for this ]5 per cent of indi~dduals, where did they arise? In about
one-third of these cases there was a significant difference I)etween the
annual and current receipts fi’om both social welfare and wages/salaries.
These are people who sl)ent some of the year in work and some away fl’om
work receiving social welfare support during unenaplo),ment or illness.
They are evenl), divided into people currently in work who spent some
time away fi’om work on social welfare in the year - who thus have lower
annual than current wages, and higher annual thala current social welfare
- and people currently unemployed but out of work on social welfare at
some point during the year - with higher annual than current wages but
lower annual than current social welfare.
A slightly larger number have a significant difference hetween current
and annual social welfare receipts, but little or no difference for
emplo),ment income. Man), of these are receiving social welfare ctlrrently
but were not in receipt for the whole ),eat, although they did not work
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during the year. This inchldes people looking for their first job who left
school recently and are now receiving UA but will not have received it all
year, and women in home duties who reached the age for (noncontributory) old age pension during the year. Others are not receiving
social welfare cnrrendy but did for some period during the yeal, although
their ctlrrent alld allnLla] employment incomes are not significantly
different. This inchtdes for example some individuals who were in receipt
of social welfare during unemployment but have now dropped out of tile
labour torte and are now in home duties. Another such group is people
currendy on State training schemes, who received social welfare for the
rest of tile year.
Finally, some individuals experienced changes in other types of
income, such as self-employment income, occupational sick pay, reported
tax/PRSl paid, which produce a significant difference between current
and annual incomes. For example, cnrrent and annual self-employment
income estimates will be the same by construction where the person has
been in receipt for a full yeal. but a difference will arise where tile reported
figure is tot a shorter period.
Aggregating to household level we find a substantially higher
proportion of households with a significant difference bet~veen annual and
current income. About 30 per cent of households experience a change of
more than £5 pet" week in moving from current to annual income,
compared with 15 per cent of individuals. This reflects the fact that
household income will be affected if even one member’s income is
changed by the anaonnt in question. Most significant differences bet’ween
current and annual income at tile individual level thus produce
differences in a household’s income, so a much higher proportion of.
households than of individuals is affected. (There are only a few cases of a
household change being precipitated by changes in several individnals’
incomes, or of almost exactly offsetting changes between individuals within
a honsehold;)
There is no general tendency for household annual income to be
either higher or lower than current income, in cases where the two
measures differ significantly.Just over half of the households affected have
annual incofne less than currerlt income, but tile l’ne~.ln difference beo.veen
tile two for these households is lower than for the slighdy smaller group
with current less than annual inconae. As a result, nlean annual disposable
income for the sample as a whole is ahnost identical to mean current
income, corresponding to £198 per week. None the less, it is worth
emphasising that the differences between current and annual income are
substantial tbr some households. For about 16 per cent of households the
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difference is £25 per week or more: for about half these it: is between £25
and £50, and for the other half tile gap is over £50 per week.
4.4 The DL~tT~lyution of Ann’ual Versus Current Incomes
Before focusing on tile impact on measuring low incomes and povert),,
it is worth putting this in context by looking at tile effect which using
(estimated) annual rather than current incomes has on the income
distribution as a whole. It is usuall), assumed that as the accounting period
used in measuring income is lengthened, the degree of ineqttality will fall.
This reflects the fact that the incomes of individuals and households
fluctuate over time, leading to cban, ges in their positions in tile income
distribution fi’om week to week or year to year. Lengthening the period
over which income is .measured is usually exl)ected to improve tile relative
position of some of those on ver), low incomes and disimprove the position
of some of those on very high incomes, because tile), are only temporarily
at those extremes. For example, Shorrocks (1978) discusses the way in
which income tool)lilt), and tile length of the accounting period are
intimately related: tile longer tile period used to measure income, tile
more mobility is subsumed with tile income measure. Thus what would
show up as mobility from week to week becomes subsumed within an
anntlal income measttre. Similarly, some of tile income dynamics seen
fi-om 1 year to the next, discussed in depth in Chapter 5, would be blurred
if one moved to analysing inequalities in lifetime incomes.
It is therefore commonly supposed that inequality falls as the
accounting period is lengthened, and here we find this to be the case when
moving from weekly to annual income, although the impact is a rather
muted one. Table 4.1 shows tile decile shares in gross and disposable
household income for both current and annual incomes in the ESRI 1987
survey. For most deciles there is virtuall), no difference between tile
cttrrent and annual distributions, for either gross or disposable income.
However, the top two deciles have a slighd), lower share in annual than
current income, with the "gains" spread across various other deciles
though not tile very bottom one. Tile Gini coefficient, a widely-used
aggregate inequality measure which ranges from zero for complete
equalit), to I for maximttm inequality, is also shown in the table. It is
slightly lower for annual than current income, indicating a reduction in
overall inequality. The reduction is however marginal, tile Gini falling by
only 1.5 per cent for disposable income and 0.5 per cent for gross income.
While inequality is lower oil an annual basis, what is most striking
therefore is how little difference there is between current and annual
distributions. Is this surprising? The results of a similar exercise carried out
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with tile UK Family Expenditure Survey, comparing weekly and estimated
anntlal illCOll/eS, sllowed a vel’y similar patterlg: anntlal gross inconle was

more equally distributed than current, but the differences were minolexcept at the top of tile distribution (Nolan, 1987 Chapter 5). A key factor
is tile way self-employment income is u’eated in these surveys, as ah’eady
described. Self-employment income is generally subject to a good deal of
tlucmation fi’om week to week, and recipients woukl show a great deal of
mobility in their actual weekly incomes which would be "snloothed" on an
annual basis. HoweveL as already noted it is precisely for this reason that
actual weekly income figures are not nsed for the self-employed: following
the conventional approach adopted in tile lqousehold Budget Survey and
tile UK Family Expenditure Survey, a 12 month income figure was sought
in tile ESRI survey and it is the weekly average over tile year that goes into
current weekly income. Thus nmch of the difference between weekly and
annual incomes is ah-eady removed t]’om the estimates 13), tile use of the
longer accounting period for seffenaployment income throughout. The
differences between ctlrrel’lt and anntlal incomes which are reflected ill
the estimates presented here arise primarily from interruptions to work or
variations in social welfare receipt during the year. The substantial changes
in househokl incomes these produce appear to have little impact on tile
shape of the distribution, with "gainers" and "losers" largely offsetting each
other.

Table 4. I : Decile Share.~ in Culrent and Annual Gross and Disposable Household Income
Decile

Gross

Disposable

bottom
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lop

1.7
2.8
4.0
5.2
6.7
8.6
10.7
13.5
17.6
29.2

1.6
2.8
4.0
5.2
6.8
8.8
10.8
13.,t
17.5
29.1

2.0
3.4
4.8
5.9
7.3
8.8
10.7
13.2
16.5
27.4

2.0
3.5
4.8
6.0
7.4
9.0
10.8
13.1
16.3
27.0

all

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Gini coefficient

0.417

0.415

0.377

0.372
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It is important to note that despite the overall stal)ility in the shape of
tile distribution, moving fi’om current to annual income does produce a
good deal of re-ranking of households, with some moving up and some
moving down tile distribution. Table 4.2 shows households in the sample
cross-classified by their decile rankings by current and annual income,
which is tzsu;.tl[y referred to as a transition matrix. A total of almost 80 per
cent of households are on tile diagonal of this mau’ix, in other words tile},
are in the same decile by current and by annual income. Of the 20 per
cent who have their decile ranking changed by the move from current to
annual income, II per cent are above the diagonal - that is, in a lower
decile by annual than current income - while 9.4 per cent are below the
diagonal - i.e., in a higher decile by annual income. Going fi+om current to
annual income, 9 per cent rise by more than I decile while only 6 per cent
fall by more than 1 decile. This pattern reflects tile fact noted above that
slightly more than half tile households affected by the change in
accounting period show a fall in income going from current to annual
disposable income, but the mean difference between current and annual is
lower than for those with annual greater than current income.
Table ,|.2: 7)’ansition Mat+Jx for Cu~7~it/Annual Income
CURRENrF INCOME DECILE
A
N
N
U
A
l.
I
N
C
O
M
E
D
E
C
I

BOT-

2

3

i TOM
9.2

0.5

0.1

0.2

2

0.3

8.3

0.9

0,2

0.1

3

0.2

0.8

7.8

0.7

0.3

4

0.2

0.1

0.8

7.8

1.0

0.2

5

0. t 0.2

0.6

7.4

1,4

0.1

6

0.1

0.3

0.7

7.3

1.2

0.2

0.1

0.3

0.7

7.3

1.2

0.2

10

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.8

7.4

1.2

I0

O.I

0,1

0.1

1.2

7.8

0.8

10

0.8

9.1

l0

10

I0

I00

BOTTOM

2

0.1

8

0.1

9

0.1

,t

5

6

7

8

9

TOP

ALL

10
10
0.1

10
10
0.1

10
10

|*

E

TOP
ALL

0.1
I0

IO

I0

I0

I0

IO

IO

I0
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4.5 hzcome Povcn’ty Using A*zn~tal l#;rsus C1trrent Incomes
\¥e now tttrn to n’~easttres of poverty based on annual versus current
income. Relative income based poverty measures have been widely used in
other countries and the relative poverty line method has been outlined in
earlier studies using the 1987 ESRI sample, notably Callan, Nolan et al.
(1989). Here current income poverty lines are constructed in the manner
set out there:
(1)

household incomes are adjusted using an "equivalence scale" to
take account of differences in household size and composition.
The eqnivalence scale used is the one closest to that implicit in
the 1987 social welfare "safer), net" scheme, of 1 for the head of
household, 0.66 for other adnlts, and 0.33 for children;

(2) average household equivalent income is calculated;
(S)

poverty lines are derived as 40 per cent, 50 per cent and 60 per
cent of that average.

For annual income this procedure is simpl), repeated, to clerive poverty
lines based on 40 per cent, 50 per cent and 60 pet" cent of average annual
household equivalent disposahle income. This results in a marginally
higher average equivalent income figure - £86.34 per week lot annual
income :LS against £85.36 per week for current income. An alternative is to
apply to annual incomes the poverty lines derived fi’om current income:
this allows us to quantify the changes in poverty rates which are caused
simply hy changing the income meastn’e from ctn-rent to annual, without
an), concomitant change in the level of the povert), line.
Table 4.3 reports the restdts of each of these analyses. Neither a
wholesale shift to the use of amlnal income as the basis of the analysis (the
second row of the table) Ol- a comparison of annual income with a fixed
poverty line determined using current income makes much difference to
the results. Very similar percentages of households fall below the 50 pet"
cent and 60 per cent lines irrespective of the income concept used to
determine the poverty line hself, or the income measure which is
compared with the povert), line. With the lowest line, the 40 per cent one,
the use of annual income prodttces a higher percentage below the line
than current income. Overall, though, the use of the annual accounting
period does not in itself lead to any significant change in the extent of
income poverty based on the relative lines.
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Table ,t.3: Percenta~,~s" Below Income Poverty Lines Gsing (.horent and Annual Income
I’~Jel¢y LiTae
Based on Mean of

Income Mea, s~re Compared
with I’m)e;ly Line

Ctun’renl Income
Anntml Income

Ctzrrent Income
Anlnlllal Income

6.2

16.3

28.5

7. I

16.7

28.7

Curuent Income

Annual Income

6.8

16.3

28.2

% of Household.* Below Line
40 per ceT~t
50 per cent
60/mr cent

This is consistent with the findings presented in the previous section
showing t.hc stability in the overall income distribution comparing current
and annual incomes. It was clear there that such stability can be found
despite considerable mobility and re-ranking of households. This mobility
could mean, in the context of the relative poverty lines, that although the
I) tlFt3bel’S below tun’rent and al)lltl~t] il)COl]le lines %vel’e sil~[)i]~tl" the
households involved were not always the same. Evidence on mobility v/s-dvis the relative poverty lines is provided in Table 4.4. Of the households
below 50 per cent of mean current income, about l0 per cent have annual
incomes above the same line. Similarly, about 13 per cent of the
households with anmual incomes below the .50 per cent line have current
il’lcomes above the same line. Thtls there is indeed sonle nlovelllent fl’onl
below to above the poverty line and vice versa, but this is rather limited.
Most of the households identified as in poverty using current income are
also in that position using annu~d income.

Table ,I/1: Cross-classification of l’lou.wholds with Cu,rent and Annual Incomes Above~Below a
Common Ptnm~ly Line (50 Per C,~zt of Current Equival~tt Income)
Curre~zt hlcome I~low Thle.shold ?
No
Ye~
Annual inconne below du’eshold?

No

821,900

17,300

Ves

21,300

I ’t6,800

The heacl-count measures of poverty used in the foregoing calculations
have well-known drawbacks. For example, they take no account of the
depth of poverty for those households who are below the poverty line. We
have found that the extent of poverty using a head count measure is little
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changed by the move to annnal income, but it is possible that the depth of
poverty is lower when considered on an annual basis. In order to allow for
this possibility we have also calculated poverty naeasnres which take into
account the "gaps" between the incomes of those below the cut-off and the
povert), line itself’. Two snch measures are considered. The first is simply
the "per capita income gap" expressed ,as a proportion of the poverty line.
It may be defined as:

where n is the total number of households, q is the number of households
below the threshold, z is the poverty line, and gi is the gap between
household income and the poverty threshold for households below the
line. Similarly,

is a "distribution sensitive" measure of poverty, again ranging between 0
and 1, which not only takes into accotmt the depth of poverty but gives a
particularly high weight to those With the lowest incomes and a lower
weight to those near the poverty line. (The latter measure is one of a class
of measures proposed by Foster, Greer and Thorbecke, 1984.)

Table 4.5: Pove~ly hldice.~ Using Current and Annual Incon~ Measurers, faith a Current Income
Poverty Une
Income Me¢Lmre Compared
with pmJerty Line

Income Cut-off
40 per cent

50 per cent

60 per cent

P2

Current

0.0217

0.0406

0.0700

P2

Annual

0.0235

0.0422

0.0713

P3

Current

0.0138

0.0197

0.0304

P3

tM~ n ttal

0.0148

0.0210

0.0317
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Table 4.5 sttmn~arises the restdts using these ahernative poverty
measures, which take into account the depth of poverty, and, in the case of
P3, give partictdarly high weight to the lowest income households. The
indices calctdated on the basis of annual income are again vet’), close to
those calculated on the basis of current income. The depth and
distribution of relative income povert); as well as its extent, are therefore
ver), similar whether current or annnal incomes are used as the basis for
the calctdations.
4.6 Annual h~come and De]nivation
Chapter 3 looked in some detail at the relationship beB‘/een current
income and lifestyle, focusing in particular on a sub-set of the available
indicators which were taken to represent rather basic forms of deprivation.
We can now make use of the estimates of mmual income described in this
chapter to develop that analysis. We saw in Chapter 3 that deprivation measured via the available indicators - was certainly a good deal more
prevalent among those on low incomes than high incomes, but that a
substantial proportion of those on low current incomes were not
experiencing deprivation while a substantial proportion of those who were
apparently experiencing deprivation were not on low incomes. We will
therefore be particularly interested in exploring whether annual income
helps in understanding this pattern.
As in Chapter 3, it is wordt looking first at the full set of 24 indicators
of life-style obtained in the stn’vey, and using an index constructed simply
to reflect 11o’,,/many of these items households said they lacked/were doing
without. Table 3.4 showed Ilo’.,/ scores on this index varied across the
deciles of the current equivalent income distribution. Examining the
corresponding results for the deciles of annual (eqnivalent) income shows
very much the same picture, with only the most ntarginal increase in the
strength of the relationship between income decile and deprivation scores.
For example, while 33 per cent of honseholds in the bottom 3 deciles had
scores of 10 or more on the 24 item index, the corresponding figure for
the bottom 3 deciles by annnal income ’.‘/as 34 per cent.
Concentrating on the 8 item index of basic deprivation, there is again a
marginally su’onger relationship with annual income: while 72 per cent of
those with basic deprivation scores of over 1 are in the bottom half of the
current income distribution (see Table 3.5), 73 pet" cent are in the bottom
half of the annual distribution. Looking at the extent to which those below
annual t-elative income pove}’t), lines are experiencing basic deprivation
again gives a very similar picture to current income. While 16.0 per cent of
those below the 60 per cent poverty line on a current income b~is were
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experiencing basic deprivation, this was the case for 16.1 per cent of those
beJow that line using annual income.
While there is little difference between current and annual income in
the overall relationship with the deprivation indicators, in this context we
are particularly interested in two groups: those below the current income
poverty lines and not experiencing basic deprivation, and those who a’re,
experiencing deprivation but are on incomes above these lines - in some
cases, well above. The difference between current and ant~ual incomes
could have something to contribute to understanding how this comes
about: for the former, annual incomes cotdd be significantly higher than
current, while for the latter the opposite could be the case, Looking first at
those with current incomes below the 60 per cent line and not
experiencing basic deprivatio[t, 10 pet" cent in fact have annnal incomes
above that, in most cases substantially above. Turning to those above the 60
per cent current income line but reporting b~usic deprivation, I 1 per cent
are in the bottom 3 deciles by annual eqtfiwdent income. The longer time
horizon thns helps in explaining why t.hese relatively small sub-sets are/are
not experiencing deprivation, but does not greatly contribute to
understanding the overall income/deprivation relationship. The data on
the level of deposits and, even more so, on house values analysed in
Chapter 3 suggest that longer-term factors may be important influences on
current living standards, and the remainder of this study moves to a
perspective longer than the annual one adopted in this chapter.
4.7 Conclusions
This chapter has focused on the differences between incomes
measured over a short period (weekly or monthl),) and income over a
longer, 12 month period, in order to see what ~ight it sheds on the
dynamics of poverty in Ireland. This involved estimating annttal incomes
on the basis of information about the number of weeks in the year spent in
work and in receipt from the vat-ious social welfare schemes. Since current
income fi’om self-employment (including farming) is ah’eady based on the
average weekly amount received over a 12 month period, it is unaffected.
About 15 per cent of individuals were found to have experienced changes
in employment or social welfare incomes which led to a difference of at
least £5 per week between current and annnal incomes. These were fairly
evenly divided between cases where annual income was at least £5 higher
than current income, and those where it was at least that much lower. A
household would experience such a difference if even one of its members
was affected in this way; as a resuh ahout twice ;is many houselaolds had a
gap of Otis magnitude between current and annual income.
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Despite the fact that a substantial number of households were affected,
this income mobility moving fi’om current to annual accounting period
did not produce a significant shift in’ the shape of the income distribution.
The top of the distribution has a slightly lower share in annual than in
current income, so the former is more equally distributed, but the
differences are small. This is in keeping with the results of comparisons
between curt’ent and annual inconle distl’ibutions carried out oil the salne
basis for the UK. It reflects the fact that as fat" as employee and social
welfare income are concerned, "gainers" and "losers" in moving from
cHrl’ellt to annual income al’e quite evenly balanced and tend to cancel
each other out in distributional terms. Self-employment income fluctuates
a great deal more during the year, and the conventional treatment of
income fronl this SOtll’Ce, whel’eby current il’lcoilae it) f,(|ct smooths out
these fluctuations, probably eliminates mttch of the impact which the
change in accounting period wotdd otherwise have on the distribution.
The extent of mobility which takes place is seen by the fact that 20 per cent
of.houselaolds have their decile ranking changed by the shift fi’om current
to annttal income.
Given the stability in the shape of the overall income distribution, it is
unsttrprising that the extent, depth and distribution of relative poverty
were also found to be almost unaffected by the change fi’om cttrrent to
annual income, as shown by a number of povert), indices. Once again dais
masked some mobility, with individual households moving above or below
a given poverty line depending on whether current or annual incomes
were used. This mobility is rather limited, however, with only about I in 10
of the households with current income below the 50 per cent line being
affected. Thus most of the households which would be identified as poor
on tile basis of cttrrent income would also be ill that position using annual
income.
The relationship between households’ annual incomes and the
indicators of life-style and deprivation obtained in the 1987 survey were
also examined. This showed an overall pattern very similar to that seen in
the previotts chapter using current income. There was a substantial
difl’erence between current and annual income for only a small proportion
(about 10 per cent) of those on low incomes and not experiencing basic
deprivation, and for a equally small proportion of those above die 60 per
cent current income line but reporting basic deprivation. The longer time
horizon thus helps in explaining why these relatively small sub-sets are/are
not experiencing deprivation, but does not greatly contribute to
understanding the overall income/deprivation relationship. It is therefore
of interest to explore the IOllgel’-Lel’m f~tctol’s which infltlences ctlrrent
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li~’ing standards, and in the next chapter the focus shifts fi’om an annual
time horizon to the dynamics of income and poverty fi’om one ),eat" tO the
next.

Chapter 5
POVER7T D YNAMICS 1987-1989
5.1 hztro&tction
We have seen in Chapter 4 that there is a good deal of mobility in
honsehold incomes over a year, which means that some households will be
moving above and some falling below any set income poverty line. The
implication is that although some households may be in poverty Ioug-term,
for others it may be a much more u’ansitory phenomenon. Households or
individuals may pass into and out of poverty in response to a variety of
events, for example changes in the employment status of the head or
spouse, in the number of economically active household members, on" in
family composition. This becomes more important as tile time horizon is
lengthened. Tile availability of data following the fortunes of particular
individuals and households over a nunlber of years - usually referred to ,as
longitudinal or panel data - has highlighted the imporumce of income and
poverty dynamics. In this chapter we focus on what the perspective offered
by such data can tell us about poverty t~’ansitions fi’om one year to the next.
In the first part of the chapter we consider some of the main findings
from the international literature which has nsed panel data to measure
changes in income and poverty status over time. Much of this is for the
United States, where survey data on the changing fin~uacial anad economic
circumstances of families anad individuals is available over a period
stretching back to the late 1960s. In the second half of the chapter we
consider the available information on poverty dynamics in Ireland, from
Williams and Whelau’s (1994) study of tile 1989 survey which reinterviewed some of those in the 1987 ESRI sample. The data available is
limited hut provides some new insights into hitherto unexplored aspects of
Irish poverty.
5.2 Income and Poverty Dynamics - Evidence fi’om Panel Studies Elsewhere
The longest-standing panel survey in the developed world, the Panel
Survey of Income Dynamics (PSID) based at the International Survey
Research Cenu’e at die University of Michigan, has been carried out since
1968. Only in recent years have substantive findings on tile extent and
correlates of poverty dynamics begun to emerge fi’om European panel
57
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stu-veys. We look first at what has been learnt from such panels abont
income dynamics in general, and then focus on u’ansitions into and out of
poverty.
Income Mobility
As far as overall income mobility over a nnnaber of years is concerned,
results fi’mn the PSID over the period 1971-1978 show that about 40 per
cent of the sample were in the same income quintile position at the end of
the period as at the beginning, with about 30 pet" cent moving to a higher
qointile and 30 pet" cent moving to a lower one (Duncan and Morgan,
1981, Duncan, 1984). Approximately 20 per cent had moved either up or
down by more than 1 quintile. This and other evidence in the literature,
for example Fri~ell (1990) in a study of income mobility in Sweden over
the period 1973-80, suggests a substantial degree of stahility in income
rankings over a number of ),ears, and even more so froill one ),ear to the
next.

What are the factors associated with income mobility? For the US, the
single most important factor producing mobility appears to be changes in
family composition. This was particularly the case for females, where the
effects of marital disruption on income smtns were severe. The corollary
was that marriage or re-marriage was found to substantially improve the
economic status of females. The income status of children was very
strongly linked to changes in family composition: on average, a child in a
household in which the parents stayed married over the period 1972-78
experienced a substantial real income increase, whereas children in
families where the parents divorced or separated experienced a substantial
fall. Similarly, honseholds headed by a female who was unmarried in 1972
and remained unmarried dn-onghout the period experienced only a small
increase in (real) income, whereas families headed by a female who was
unmarried in 1972 bnt who was married by 1978 saw a much larger
increase (Duncan, 1984). Fritzell (1990) also found that family
composition was of particular relevance in explaining income change for
both males and females in Sweden.
The data from the PSID also suggest that labour market events,
akhough not as important as changes in household composition, do have a
major influence on changes in economic status in the USA. The greatest
impact on household income is where the male head of household
becomes unemployed. Unemployment of females (other than for
households which are headed by females or those in which the female is
the only income earner) does not have snch a significant effect on total
family income. Movements by females into or out of employment is
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associated with an average change in income of approximately $2,000. The
comparable figure for males is between $7,000-$9,000. Although these
changes appear to be substantial two points should be noted. First, large
changes in male labour income are also experienced by those continuously
at work. These large fluctuations are often associated with changes in the
number of hours worked (possibly due to second jobs, overtime or joh
changes) rather than with a shift fi’om employment to unemployment.
Second, the US panel data suggest that only 17 per cent of males who were
employed in 1972 were unemployed in 1978. This implies that although
tile changes in income associated with changes in employment status are
substantial, tile), are not a particularly common phenomenon and ~fffect a
lelatively small number of individuals. Fritzell (1990) again found roughly
comparable results in his aualysis of income mobility in Sweden.
In general, therefore, income mobility was found to be primarily
associated with changes in famil), composition and, to a lesser degree,
labour market events. Other characteristics such as education and age were
found to have an effect on economic wellbeing and changes thereiu
although the latter in particular was found to impact throngh tile labour
market. These findings are best sunmlal’ised by Morgan et al. (1974, p. 78)
when they note that:
... tile change in family composition and labour force participation and
the demographic background facts dominated tile explanation of
change in economic status. If people’s own attitudes or behaviour or
environment ,affect their economic situations, they nmst do it through
changes in family composition or labour force participation ... The
overall result ... is that we found that changes in family composition
and labotu" force participation so dominate changes in family wellbeing that nothiug else seems to matter very much (Morgan, et al.,
1974, p. 78).i’l
Povm’ty Dynamics
When one shifts the focus from changes in economic status to
nlovenlents into and out of povert), oue immediately enconnters
definitional problems in tile nteasurement of povert), transitions. One
lneasure of aggregate changes in poverty status is tile percentage of those

I.I The results from the Morgan et aL, stud)’ are bascd on simultaneous nlultip]c regression
techniques which tl=lck u,nnsitions in econonlic mobilit),. Furlhermore, il should be noted
that the dependent ~u’iable used in lhe study by Morgan et aL, is income-to-needs i,ntio.
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who are poor in one },ear remaining poor ill tile next. At one extreme 100
per cent of those wbo were ill poverty in a given year would still be in
poverW in the following yea1, and at the other none of those in poverty in
one year would be in povert), in the next. It is worth emphasising that either
of these could be consistent with the overall percentage of the population
in poverty in the two years being unchanged. The reality of the situation is,
of course, likely to be somewhere between these two extl’emes.
Transitions into and out of poverty in the US over tile period 19691978 have been estimated on an adjacent-year basis by Hill (1981) and
Duncan (1984) using tile PSID data mentioned above. Overall, both report
that the annual percentage of persons who remained poor from one year
to the next rmlged fi’om a low of 54 per cent to a higb of 65 pet" cent. In
other words, throughout the 1970s between 35 and 46 pet" cent of those
who were poor in any one year had escaped from poverty by tile next.
These rates compare with dlose derived by Berghman and Dirven (1991)
who analysed panel data for The Netherlands over tile period 1986-88.
They found that 64 per cent of those who were poor (below the legal
minimum) in 1986 bad escaped fi’om poverty one ),eat" later, wbile tile
annual escape rate for those poor in 1987 was 61.2 per cent. These year-onyear escape rates for The Netherlands m’e clearly very considerably higher
than the 1970s tignres figr tile United States.
Another important source of information on poverty transition rates is
the US Census Bureau’s Survey of Income and Program Participation
(SIPP). The Census Bureau uses a three-fold classification of "Poor" (those
who lie below the official poverty line), the "Neat- Poor" (those in tile
range 100 to 124 pet" cent of tile poverty threshold) and tbe "Non-Poor"
(those in excess of 125 per cent of tile threshold). The Bureau found that
25 per cent of those who were poor in 1984 were above tile povert), line
one year lateh but 44 per cent of these ended in tile "Near Poor" category.
Thus only 14 per cent of those who were in povertT in 1984, ,as measured
by the SIPP, were in an economically secure position one year later (US
Census Btlrean, 1989).
To get a complete picture of annual poverty u’ansitions one needs to
look nol only at poverty escape rates or outflows but also at tile extent of
inflows into pore’try ,as ovet~all incidence is clearly a function of the balance
between tbe two. Duncan (1984) notes that over the period 1974-78 in the
United States bep, veen 3 and 4 per cent of those who were not in poverty in
one year were in poverty in the following year. Berghman and Dirven
suggest that comparable Iigures for The Netherlands were 4.8 per cent in
1986-87 and 3.8 per cent in 1987-88.
Consideration of annual poverty transition rates logically leads on to
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poverty dnration: how long do poverty spells last? The analysis of spell
length poses particular problems (as tile hy now suhstantial literature on
tnlemployment spells amply illustrates). A major difficulty arises due to socalled right and left censoring of the data: in other words, some spells have
begun before the start of the data series while others are still "in progress"
when analysis takes place. There are a lot of problems (conceptual as well
as methodological) in handling these "partial spells". For this reason it is
important that we have a data series which is sufficiently long as to include
a substantial number of completed spells, i.e., those which began and
ended within the period covered by the series. A basic requirement is
obviously a high quality longitudinal data series on income and other
honsehold characteristics. Only the PSID offers a sufficiently long run of
data as to capture a substantial number of completed poverty spells which
have begun and ended over a reasonably long period of time.
Using data fi-om tile PSID, Bane and Ellwood (I 986) examined poverty
durations over the period 1970~2, and found that 45 per cent of poverty
spells were over within 1 year and 70 per cent were over within three. A
total of 12 per cent lasted more than 9 years. However, if one concenu’ates
on those persons who are poor at a given point, one finds that as ninth
52 per cent of those identified as heing poor in a cross-sectional survey are
experiencing a poverty spell of 10 or more years. (Bane and Elhvood use
the helllfnl analogy of hospital admissions/patients: althongh only a small
proportion of those admitted to hospital will be long-stay patients, they will
account for a high percentage of total hospital days and thus of hospital
patients at any point in time.) ~qlile the majority of persons who are ever
poor experience only short periods of poverty, most of those who are poor
at any given point in time are in that situation long term and account for
most person-years of poverty.
Again using PSID data but adopting a slightly different approach,
Duncan (1984) looked at tile proportion of the population which was in
poverty for various lengths of time over the period 1969-]978. He fonnd
that 24 pet" cent were poor in 1 or more years over the period; 5 per cent
were pool" in 5 or more of the years in qnestion and 3 per cent were poor
in 8 or more years. A total of 0.7 per cent were poor in all 10 of the years
under study. There was little evidence to suggest any substantial change in
the relative levels of long and shori.-term poverty over the period in
question, which is somewhat surprising in view of the sluggish conditions
in the US domestic economy in the mid- to late-1970s compared with the
earlier years.
Bane and Ellwood (1986) also examined the relationship hetween the
onset of a poverty spell and events such as changes in income and
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household composition. They found that for about half of those who
experienced a spell in poverty over the period 1970 to 1982 this was
preceded by a fall ill tile earned income of one or more household
members, most often the household head. The remainder of povert), spells
were preceded by non-income related events, l)rimarily changes in family
composition. The most common of these are a child leaving tile parental
home to set up his/her own household. Other important factors associated
with a fall into poverty involve a child being born into a low income
household, marital disruption and lone parenthood. Tile overriding
finding, howevel, is the variety and heterogeneity of events relating to tile
onset of poverty spell. The only systematic pattern to emerge fi’om this
heterogeneity is that male-head families most commonly had suffered a fall
in earnings, whereas for those with female heads poverty typically begins
through separation/divorce or lone parenthood.15
A particularly important aspect of the onset of a poverty spell is the
extent to which it is related to tile experience of previous spells in poverty.
Hill (1981) examines the relative significance of "state dependence" versus
"heterogeneity". State dependence is the effect which poverty per se in one
year has on tile probability of being poor in subsequent },ears, implying
that being poor in one period will itself increase tile chance of a further
poverty spell in the fi~ture, regardless of indi~idual characteristics, etc. This
contrasts with heterogeneity effects which refer to tile specific
characteristics of each individual - such as low levels of educational
attainment or partial disability - which may in themselves increase the
probability of subsequent periods of povert);. Hill’s research suggests that
although it is statistically significant, the effect of state dependence is small
relative to heterogeneity effects. The heterogeneity of individuals’
characteristics and their role in determining subsequent spells of poverty
underline the complexity of policy formnladon in this area.
What of the events associated with the ending of a spell in poverty? Bane
and Ellwood (1986) note that in the United States in the 1970s about halfof
all poverty spells were ended when the earned income of the household
head increased. An increase in the earned income of an other household
member was associated with the ending of a further quarter of poverty
spells. The ending of the remainder was related to increases in transfers

15 There

1114"1}p
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be

a cJi~jttnctttl’e between the illlpOt-lance assigned to changes in

family COml)osition in delcrmining income mobility and Bane and EIIwood’s suggestion
that falls in earned income are more important than marital disruption in falls into poverty.
Bane and Ellwood donot documcnl whal triggered falls in earned income - it is quite
possible that lhe)’ are themselves attributable to a change ill family circumstances.
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or to marriage, which was an important route out of poverty for female
household heads, especially those with children. One should note, however,
that marriage was not tile onl),, or indeed tile most important, way out of
poverty for females: more female heads with children escaped fi’om poverty
as a resuh of a change in cmplo),mcnt or income status than did as a resuh
of changes in marital status. Berghman and Dirven (1991), in analysing
poverty-related events in The Netherlands over the period 1986-88, also
found that for men (whether married or single) changes in employment
status had a substantial and significant effect on povert), status. For married
women, changes in tile emplo),ment status of their husband had a more
substantial and significant impact on their povert), status than did changes in
their own emplo),ment status, while for unmarried women getting married
significantly increased their probability of escape fi’om poverty.
5.3 h*con~ and Poverty Dynamics - Evidence fi’om hish Panel Data
V~re now focus on what has been learnt about income and poverty
dynamics in Ireland fl’om the limited but useful panel data produced 17},
the partial follow-up survey which was carried out b), the ESRI in early
1989, which re-interviewed a sub-set of tile households in tile 1987 sample.
A full description of tile survey alld results are presented in Williams and
Whelan (1994): here our aim is to summarise the ntain findings. As
outlined in Chapter 2 above, not all the households in tile 1987 sample
could be re-surve),ed due to financial constraints, so the bottom 25 per
cent of tile equivalent income distribution ill the 1987 sample together
with a randoml),-selected 500 households fi’om dae rest of the distribution
were included in tile sampling fl’ante. Tile measurement of farm income
and tile extent of fluctuation fi’om year-to-year pose particular problems,
and for this reason the anal),sis was confined to tile 767 responding nonfarm households. As described in Chapter 2, tile follow-up sample is
reweighted to take into account, inlet alia, the wa), tile target sample was
selected and differential response rates. Tile fact that the underl)4ng data
in effect oversampled those in the bottom 25 per cent in 1987 means that
one can have greater confidence in anal),sing povtn’ty escapes fi’om 1987 to
1989 than households falling into povert),.
The infornlation obtained in tile follow-up covers the key characteristics
included in the 1987 survey, in particular inconte and household
composition, using identical questions. In acldition, respondents were asked
about their perceptions of changes in the household’s circumstances since
the initial surve),, as well as labour market experiences over the intervening
period. Using this data-set, the ways in which financial well-heing and
poverty status changed for sample households between tile two surveys can
be examined. (Since the [’ollow-up survey was carried out in early 1989
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while tile 1987 one was in the field fi’om end-1986 to mid-snmmer 1987, the
gap between the two surveys is closer to 18 months than 2 years in most
cases.) First, tile overall extent of changes in income and in positions in the
income distribution are described. The way households’ subjective
assessments of their own financial situation evolved are then examined.
Changes in poverty statns over d~e period and tile related events are then
considered.
Income Dynamics in h’eland 1987-89
Just over half the households in the follow-up sample experienced a
change Of more than 15 pet" cent - increase or decrease - in real incomes
between the 1987 and 1989 surveys. A further 30 per cent experienced a
change of between 5 and 15 pet" cent. In each case there were about as
many "gainers" as "losers". Looking at the impact these income changes
had on the position of households in the income distribution, Table 5.1
shows transitions in rankings between the two surveys on the basis of
income quintiles. Just over half the households in the follow-up sample
remained in the same income quintile over the stud), period. About onequarter experienced an improvement and the same number experienced a
deterioration in income quintile position. In general, those who changed
their relative position did so by only 1 quintile. About 75 per cent of those
who experienced an improvement in their equivalent income position
moved up 1 quintile, and 70 pet" cent of those whose position deteriorated
did so to the extent of 1 quintile. Overall, the data suggest that most
households did not experience very substaotial change over the 1987-1989
period in their relative position in the income disu-ibution. This is largely
as one would expect, given that the interval between interviews was
relatively short, and is also consistent with the overall stability found in the
studies by Duncan and Morgan (1981), Duncan (1984) and Fritzell (1990)
discussed above.
V~qaat are the most significant factors underlying income change over
the study period? Table 5.2 shows that a change in qnintile position is
strongly associated with a change in the number of economically active
household members. For example, 54 per cent of households which had
one economically active household member in phase 1 and rwo or more
such members in phase 2 improved their quintile ranking and 41 per cent
of such households remained in the stone quintile position. 16
16 Of course, this does not say anything about the differences in the absolute level of
average income from which these transitions are being made: for example, the average
1989 income of a household which had one economicall)’ active member at botli rounds of
interview was 42 pet cent higher than its counterpart which had no economically active
members at either point of interview.
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Table 5. I : 1"2xttmt of Quintile Transitions fi~r Unadjusted and Equivalolt Incomef OAmong Non-frown
Hottseholds 1987-89
Untuljusted Income

Change 1987-89

Equivalent Incmne

I’er cent

(N)

Per cent

0\9

3.8
18.0

(29)

7.2
16.3

(127)

Fall > I Quintile
Fall 1 Quintile

(I,t3)

56.4

Unchanged
Rise I Quintile

16.3
5.0

Rise > I Quintile
Total

100.0

(55)

(,132)
(125)

51.8
18.5

(397)
(142)

(38)

6.0

(46)

(767)

100.0

(767)

(I) Equi~dence Scale: Household Head 1.0; Other Aduh 0.7; Child 0.5.

Table 5.2: Change~ in Householdk Equivalent hlcome Quintile Position Cla.~sified by Change.~ in the
N~tmber of Economically Active Members of the Household in 1987 and 1989
Economically
Active
Membe~zr in 1987

Nu tuber of 1’2con o mically 11 aive
Members in 1989

Change in
h~come (~tintile
1987/89
None

One

Two+

7btal

Per Cent
Fall
Same
Rise
Total
(N)

18.1
59.5
22.,I
100.0
(25 I)

0.0
36.,I
63.6
100.0
(23)

*
*
*
*
(4)

(278)

Fall
Sale
Rise
Total
(N)

,I I. I
51.6
7.3
100.0
(45)

27.3
45.0
27.7
100.0
095)

5.3
,I 1.0
53.7
100.0
(,16)

(286)

*
*
*
*
(10)

’12.8
46.7
10.6
100.0
(,16)

27.7
59.3
17.9
100.0
(147)

(203)

(306)

(264)

(197)

(767)

Fall
Same
Rise
Total
(N)
Total
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Table 5.3 shows that a change in die employment status of household
head fi’om employment to unemplo)’ment is generally associated with a
deterioration in relative income position. Just over half the households
headed by someone who moved fi’om employee to unemployed saw their
income quintile position tall, while the remaining 48 pei" cent were in tile
same quintile in the two surve),s. Conversely, (although tile numbers in this
cell of the table are particularly small), 51 per cent of households whose
heads went from unemployed to employed over the period experienced an
improvement in their relative position in the income distribution.
Table 5.3: Change.~ in Hmtsehobl Equivalent’s Income QuintiLe Position CbL~’sified by Oranges in the
Ltztrmr Force Status of Household Head in 1987 and 1989
Employment Status of Head of Hmz.~ehold, 1989
F.mpltoqnmzt
Statu.~ of
HOH, 1987

htcome
Quintile
Othe~gO

Total

Employee

Unemployed

Employee

Fall
Same
Rise
Total
(N)

17.7
52.3
30.0
100.0
(268)

52.4
47.6
0.0
100.0
(21)

Unemployed

Fall
Same
Rise
Total
(N)

16.6
32.2
51.2
100.0
(20)

18.3
69.2
12.5
100.0
(66)

*
*
*
*
(4)

(0)

*
*
*
(3)

22.6
53.9
23.4
(265)

(265)
(265)
(268)

(288)

(90)

(293)

(671)

Other

Tolal

1987/89

Fall
Same
Rise
Total
(N)

43.2
’t3. I
13.6
100.1
(24)

(2’I)
(2,1)
(24)
(313)
(4)
(4)
(,I)
(90)

(I) Other includes unable to work due to permanent illness or disability: retired; engaged in
home duties; in full-time education and "other". The self-employed have been excluded.

Subjective Assessnumt of Change in Financial Well-being 198 7-89
Before examining objectively measured changes in household poverty
status, it is instructive to look at tile household’s subjective assessment of its
financial position and changes therein over the period. Table 5.4 presents
details on the head of household’s assessment at both points of interview
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of tile household’s ahility to make ends meet. The table is based on a direct
question asked of the household head and is thus entirely conditioned by
his/her subjective assessment of an acceptable standard of living, intuitive
equivalence scale, etc. Although in this sense it is entircl), a subjective
measure one should note that a household’s perceived ability to make ends
meet is strongly related to its ohjectively measured poverty status. For
example, 84 per cent of households below the 50 per cent relative income
line in the 1987 smnl)le said they were having "Great" or "Some" difficulty
in making ends meet.

Table 5.4: 14ousehoMs Clas.¢ified by their PerceiTmd Ability to Make Ends Meet in 1987 a~+d 1989
1989
1987

Great/Some Difficulty
A I.itfle Difficuhy
Fairly F~asil)./l’2tsil),/
Very Easily
Total Pha.se 2
(N)

Gn, at/Some
Diffimdty

A Little
Difficulty

Fairly b~7.sily/
E~trily/Very
1"5rdly

Total

(n)

7btal
Phase I

66.3
36.2

18.7
33.5

15.0
30.3

100.0
100.0

(380)
(165)

51.2
22.2

12.8
,15.4
(337)

20.7
22.5
(167)

66.5
32. I
(238)

100.0

(197)

26.6

From the table we see that of the households who were exl)eriencing
Great/Some difficnlties in 1987, 66 per cent continued to experience a
similar degree of difficulty in 1989.17 A further 19 per cent of this group
seems to have experienced a slight improvement while the remaining 15
per cent experienced a substantial improvement. At the other egtrenle wc
can see that just over two-thirds of those who were al)le to make ends meet
with some relative degree of ease in 1987 were still able to do so by 1989.
In the 1989 follow-up, the household head w~Ls also asked to say how
the honsehold’s financial situation has changed over the preceding 18
months. Ahnost 47 per cent of those who were experiencing Great/Some
difficulty in making ends meet at the first round of interviewing felt that
17 tcVhcrcas ,t6 per Cenl of the households in the follow-up san]pie said they were
experiencing "Great" or ~Some" difficulty in making ends meet, the corresponding figure
for these hollseholds in the 1987 survc), was 52 per cent. Part of the tea.son for this apparent
decline may be the fact that new households set uI) between 1987 and 1989 arc excluded
from the i)Ol)ulation under study: only households which existed in 1987 and which
conl.intlcd in existence in 1989 artt included.
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they had experienced a deterioration in their financial situation bep, veen
1987 and 1989, compared with 38 per cent for tile entire sample. The
opposite u’end is apparent among those who found it relatively easy to make
ends meet at the first round of interviewing: an above-average percenUage of
this subgroup felt d~at their situation had improved over the period.
Changes in Prruerty Status, 1987-89
We now turn to changes ill tile poverty status of households over the
period 1987-89 using relative income poverty lines. Mean eqtlivalent
income at the first round of interviewing among non-I~u’m households was
£79.52, and by the 1989 stn’vey this had risen to £87.90. Table 5.5 compares
the percentages of the follow-up sample below lines derived as 40 per cent,
50 per cent and 60 per cent of mean income in 1987 and 1989.i8 We see
that exactly the same percentages of 01ese households were in poverty at
both rounds of interviewing with the 40 per cent and 50 per cent lines,
while the percentage below tile 60 per cent line was 27 per cent in 1989
compared with 25 per cent in 1987.
"Fable 5.5: PtnJe~ly Rate.~ in the Follow-up Non-titan &lmple in 1987 alld 1989
14ou.~ehold.~
Re#t tire In mm~ Line
¯ t0%
50%
60%

Persona

1987

1989

19,’¢ 7

19,5’9

6.5
15.3
25.1

6.5
15.3
27.2

9.1
19.5
28.6

10.3
20.,I
31.3

It is tile flows into and out of poverty, the changes in the poverty status
of individual households, which panel data are designed to reveal. As
ah’eady noted, becatlse of the sanlple structtlre one call have greater
confidence ill discnssing poverty escapes fi’om 1987 to 1989 than in analysing
households fidling into poverty. Table 5.6 shows that using the 40 per cent
line, 59 per cent of households which were in poverty in 1987 had escaped
by 1989. Howevel, as one increases tile poverty lille to the 50 per cent and
60 per cent levels the escape rate falls off dramatically, with 30 per cent of
those below tile 60 per cent lille ill 1987 above that line by 1989.
18 The reader should m:)te that these figures refer only 1o non-farm houscllolds in die
follow-up stt]’vey. The resuhs presented in Chaplers 3 and ,I on percentages below Ibe
iilcolnc po%’121"ly lines refer Io all households, inchlding farmers, in Ihe 1987 survey.
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Table 5.6: I’xtmlt of Povel~y Esca[~ A mong Non-fmwl I-Iousehold.r, 1987-89
PtmellyLine:Phase I -Phase 2
(’hange in Status
Phase I to Pha.~e 2

40%-40%

50%-50%

60%-60%

F~scape fi’om Povcrly
Still in Poverty

58.6
41.,I

38.,t
61.6

30.0
70.0

Total
(weighted N)

100.0
(50)

100.0
( I 17)

100.0
(192)
,:i!
i,

Because we are consu’ained by the relatively small sample size, we,16ok
at overall poverty transitions only in respect of the 60 per cent line. With
this line ahnost two-thirc[s of the population did not experience poverty at
either round of interviewing. Just under 10 per cent fell into poverty ’over
tile study period, i.e., were above tile 60 per cent line in 198%but whre
below the corresponding line in 1987. A further 8 per cent of households
escaped fi’om poverty over the period and the remaining 18 per,cegt’of
househokls were in poverty at both points. Changes in, poverty:status are
strongly associated with changes in tile number of economically/active
members in tile houselmld, with poverty escapes in particula¢ assodiatdd
with an increase in tile number of household members at work. Change in
the employnmnt status of household head is also important. :Ovet~ 60 per
cent of households which did not experience 15ovevt~, at eitht:r.i’ound of
interviewing were headed by someone in employment.at~ both points’of the
survey, compared with 18 per cent for households wliich.fell-intopovet:t),
over the study period, 32 per cent for those who escaped.from :pc/vel:ty.and
14 per cent for those who experienced p0velzt~y, in both ’1987 ~md:]989.,
Households which fell into poverty were twiee’fis likely-as average, to have :i
head who went from employed to unemployed.: Conversely, "eskapers"were ahnost four times as likely as avei’age .to ~have .a head who went fl’om.
unenq)loyment to employlnent over. the-period.~Einall)’;’households, which
were in poverW at both phases of. the research were.more thMa.fotuz:times
as likely as Ihe overall average to .be.headed,by.-someone who, was
uneml~loyed in both 1987 and 1989: .., :~:~.,,",,’! ..... :~:,"_ ,. ~.,-.,,~
It must be emphasised that one: cannot assume that:tile, households
which were found to be in poverty iwboth, 1987.and 1989 represehlt,those
in a state of long-term poverty.,W4;obgiously:do not.know wha_t the p6’Terty
status of houselmkls was eitheF before 198.7 (the p6int,of first.interview)" or
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~d’ter 1989 (the second interview). Furthermore, we have no infornlation
on what has been happening to households between the two surveys, and
on the length of the poverty spells we observe. Thus some of those who
were in poverty in 1987 but escaped by 1989 may have ended a very
lengthy spell of poverty. For others the experience of poverty in 1987 at the
point of first interview may have been an short-term aberration and the
escape by 1989 was simply a return to a more normal situation. The
problems presented by so-called left and right truncation of the data, as
well as issues associated with duration of spell ptns e, can be addressed only
if one has access to high quality data covering on long number of years,
such as that available in the US from the Panel Survey of Income
Dynamics. None the less, the data provided by the 1989 follow-up survey
allows a longitudinal perspective on poverty to be adol)tcd for the first time
in h’eland, and demonstrates the ~-alue of this approach.
Cross-Country Comparisons of Poverty ~¢cape Rate~
These results are particularly valuable in that poverty "escape" R,-ates for
Ireland can now be compared with those lot other countries tbr which panel
data are available and similar analyses have been carried out. Such a
comparison can be made directly for The Netherlands, Luxemhotxrg, and
the Lorraine region of France, which i)articipated in a comparative study
with h’eland employing the methodology described above (see Deleeck, et
aL, 1992). Based on the 50 per cent relative income poverty line, poverty
escape rates ti’om one year to the next in the mid-1980s were 43 per cent for
Lorraine and for Luxembotxrg and 59 per cent for Belgium. These compare
with the h-ish figure from the 1987-89 comparison at that line of 38 per cent.
An ahernative point of comparison is provided by another comparative
exercise in which h’eland also participated, the results of which are
presented in Duncan et aL (1993). The countries covered in this case were
Canada, Germany, Luxembourg, Ireland, The Netherlands, USA, and the
Lorraine region of France. Relative poverty lines were again employed hut
derived as a percentage of the median rather than the mean of the
equivalent income distribution,and poverty escapes in this instance were
measured by a more sningent criterion: only households which were below
half the me(liail in one year but rose to at least 60 per cent of the median
in the second year were counted as "escape s’. The h’ish figure on this
basis was 25 per cent, which compares with 12 per cent for Canada, 28 per
cent for Lorraine, 26 per cent for hoth Gern]any and Luxembourg, 44 per
cent for Sweden, and 14 per cent lot the USA.
The escape rates shown for Ireland are thus similar to those for a
number of other counu-ies, though lower than Sweden or The Netherlands
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and higher t.lmn tile USA. As the Duncan et al., study notes, there appears
to be a marked inverse relationship between tl~e escape rates and the
poverty rate itself: in other words, escape rates are lowest where the
IJercentage of tim pol3ulation below the poverty line is higlmst (the USA),
and relatively high where poverty rates are low (Sweden, The
Nether!ands). It mt~si idso be recalled that the h’ish escape rates are for a
period of about 18 months whereas those for the other counu’ies are hased
on mobility I’rom one year to the next, which would bias h’ish rates
upwards in the comparison. Against this background h’eland is seen to
have quite a liigh poverty rate and a correspondingly below-average escape
rate compared with the other countries for whom data is available.
Poverty Dynamic_~ and De]n~vation
In addition to the dynamics of income poverty, we are particularly
interested in changes in household living standards and experience of
deprivation ove!- time. Chapter 3 descrihed the set of life-style indicators on
which informa’tion wits obtained in the 1987 ESRI survey, and developed a
poverty measure which combined both low hlcome and the experience of
what were seen its rather basic forms of deprivation. Most of this
information was also obtained in the 1989 follow-up survey, so we can also
look at poverty U’ansitions when this combined income plus deprivation
criterion is adopted.
For households in the followmp survey, the overall level of possession/(
absence of the various items was little changed between the two SUrVeys.
Comparing the 1987 and 1989 responses one does see a certain amount of
change for individual households, however. For example, about 4 per cent
of houselmlds said in 1989 that they were doing without "a meal with meat,
chicken or fish every second day", although they had this item in the 1987
survey. Similarly, 8 per cent of households had stated in 1987 that they did
not have a warm, waterproof overcoat, but by 1989 said that they had this
item. In terms of the three life-style dimensions distinguished in Chapter 3,
the housing and household capital items show the least fluctuation
between the two surveys, Ibllowed by the basic items, with the secondary
items showing the greatest degree of change at housdlold level.
As in earlier chaptei’s, we concentrate Ol1 the items in what we have
termed the basic dimension, and explore the implications of applying a
combined income plus deprivalion criterion in measuring poverty - here,
in measuring poverty transitions from 1987 to 1989. While the basic
depriw~tion index employed in Chapters 3 and 4 had 8 items, here we are
restricted to 7 because the question about whether the household had
"heat tbr the living room when it was cold" was not included in the 1989
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survey. Anal),sis of the 1987 snrvey shows that this affects the nttmhers
meeting the coml)ined income/deprivation criteria only marginall),, and
we would expect it to have little impact on the measurenlent of pover~,
transitions. Because of tile nature of the follow-up sample we concentrate
on poverty escapes between 1987 and 1989.
AI)out 10 pet" cent of households in the follow-up sample had incomes
below the 50 per cent relative income line and a score of 1 or more on the
ba’sic deprivation index in 1987: that is, the), met the combined
income/deprivatiott criteria at the first round of interviewittg.19 The
situation of these households in the 1989 follow-up survey was that 63 per
cent were still below the 50 per cent line and experiencing hasic
deprivation, but 37 per cent were not: they had in that sense "escaped"
from poverty. The correspo]lding figures using the 60 per cent relative
income line and the same basic deprivation criterion were that 19 per cent
of households in the follow-up sample had been helow that line and
experiencing basic deprivation in 1987, of whom 32 per cent had
"escaped" by 1989.20 These poverty escape rates are very similar to the
results described earlier when the 50 per cent and 60 per cent relative
income lines alone were used, and the factors involved are also very much
the same. The sample size does not allow more detailed analysis of the way
in which income mobility and changes in life-style/deprivation interact,
and this will he a priority for future research when a suitable longitudinal
database czua be developed.
5.4 Conchtsion.+
In this chapter we have looked at the findings from the growing
international literature which uses panel data to anal),se the dynamics of
povert), over a period of ),ears, and at what has been learnt from the
limited hut useful panel data now available for Ireland. B), following a
particular set of individuals and households over a number of ),e~trs, such
data allows movements into and out of poverty to be measured and the
tactors which lead to households falling into or escaping from poverty to
be identified. This is particularly important in understanding the causal
processes at work, particularly those which lead some households to be
trapped in poverty lbr prolonged periods.
19 It will I)e recalled fi’om Chapter 3 that for most items this refers to "enforced" lack, in the
sense th;it i-espondetlls slated both that they lacked the item and that Ihis w~Ls because they
could nol afford it.
20 The percent:tges in Ihc fi)llc:~w-uI) Snlnple meeting the COlnbined illcolne/clel)riv:llion
criteria in 1987 are for non-farm households only, and are therefore not directly
ColnpaJzd)le with the figures for the entire 1987 s.~mple presented in Chapter 3.
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In tile United States, a high-quality longitudinal data.set so’etching back
to the late 1960s (the Panel Survey of Income Dynamics) is available. Data
from tbat source for the 1970s showed that bet~a,’een 35 and 46 per cent of
those who were pool" in any given year (ttsing the US official povert)’ lille)
had escaped by tbe next year. Focusing on tbe duration of poverty spells,
the US evidence suggests that tbese are often relatively short. Nevertheless,
most of those found to be in poverty at a particular point in free will be
exl)eriencing poverty long term. As far as the factors producing incon~e
mol)ility and poverty transitions are concerned, the key finding to emerge
from analysis of the PSID is tbat cbatlges in household or.family
composit:ion have I)een tile most important single factor in the US context.
Changes in labour force status, altbougb important, were secondary to
housebold compositional cbanges sucb as a young adult leaving the
parental home to set up his/her own bousehold, family break-up, or I)irth
of children.
For h’eland, income mobility and poverty transitions have been
mlalyscd I)y Williams and Whelan (1994) using the infbrmation I:rom tile
1989 follow-up survey which re-interviewed some of tile households who
responded to the 1987 ESRI surve),. It was tmsurprising in view of the
relatively sbort interval between the two rounds of interviewing (and the
fact that onl), non-fill’hi households were anal)’scd) that they found that
over balf the sample did not change their position in the income
distribution in terms of equivalent income quintile, with approxinlately
equal proportions of tile remainder experiencing a deterioration and an
improvement. In terms of status vis-a-vi.~ relative income poverty lines, we
have seen that 59 per cent of those below the 40 per cent relative line in
1987 were above tile corresponding line in 1989; the escape rates were 38
per cent with the 50 per cent line and 30 per’cent with tile 60 per cent
line. AI)out 65 per cent of bousebolds in tile follow-up survey had
experienced no poverty at either round of interviewing; just un¢ler 10 per
cent had fallen into ])overly over the study period; 8 per cent had escaped
fi’om poverty and the remaining 18 per cent were experiencing povert), at
both l)oints of interview. Changes in the numl)er of household members at
work appeared tO be tile mOSl important single []tclor in producing escapes
fi-om or falls into poverty. Focusing on those below relative income poverty
lines and experiencing deprivation, about one-third of those in tile follow~.lp sample wbo bad been I)elow the 60 l)er cent line and exl)eriencing
basic deprivation in 1987were no longer in that position by 1989.
Subjective perceptions of ability to make ends meet, relative poverty
lines, and tile combined incomc/del)rivation criteria thus all show a good
deal of ntovement out of [)overt), over tile 18 month-two ),ear period
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covered. To full), assess the implications of this mobility one would need to
know what happens subsequently to the households who are seen here as
"escaping" poverty: do they fall back into poverty or is their position
improved in the longer term? Panel data over a longer period will be
necessary to address these issues, but the limited analysis summarised here
has served to demonstrate the importance of the longitudinal perspective
and, in particulah the need for a tbcus on the factors underl),ing the flows
into and out of poverty.
’The critical factor in regard to income mobility and poverty transitions
in h’eland seems to be labour market conditions and related changes in
employment status of household head, in contrast to the evidence from
the USA which indicates that changes in family composition arc the most
important factor in determining economic mobility there. This reflects the
fact. that both family splits due to marital breakdown and births outside
marriage are much more prevalent in the USA than in Ireland, while
unemployment is considerably lower there - it is the levels of
unemployment and marital break-up, rather than in the risks of poverty
attached to these states, which differ between h’eland and the USA. A
dominant role for labour market factors in producing poverty transitions
has also hccn found in a number of other European countries. The pafJcl
results dtus reinforce the emphasis given to this area in the research based
on the 1987 survey itself, both in earlier chapters of" this study and in
previous publications. The analysis of poverty dynamics over the 1987-89
period has also pointed towards the need for an even longer time horizon
in tracing the impact of labour market experiences on poverty. These
themes are taken up in the next chapter, where we ~:oncentrate on the
labour market and on the relationship between long-term labour market
experiences and the risk of current poverty,.

Chapter 6

6.1 Introduction
We have seen in earlier chapters that tile labour force status of
household naembers, particularly the head of household, is central to the
current income of the household. Previous research using tile 1987 ESRI
Survey has highlighted the importance of current unenq:)loynlent as a
factor for households below relative income poverty lines, and Chapter 3
of this study has shown that this is even more pronounced for households
below these lines and experiencing basic depriwttion. Changes in tile
labour force status of household nmmbers during the yem" underlie nmch
of tile mobility between current and annual income seen in Chapter 4, and
many of the changes in poverty status of households between 1987 and
1989 described in Chapter 5. Experiences in tile labour market over time
are key determinants of "permanent income", central to explaining how
households arrived in their present situation and to assessing how
pel:sistent low incolne and depri~-ation have been in tile past and are likely
to be in tile future for particular households.
In this chapter the relationship beuveen poverty and labour market
experiences over a long period is analysed, making use of data obtained in
tile 1987 survey on labour market experience in tile year prior to inter~,iew
and on labour market career histories. Tile analysis of labour market
experience during tile previous )’eat" complements tile discussion in
Chapter 4 of tile relationship I)etween current and annual income, and
further assists us in understanding tile way tile current risk of poverty
varies across households. The information on career labour market
histories is particularly valuable in allowing us to adopt a longer time
horizon than earlier chapters. Relying on reu-ospective data collected in a
cross-section survey rather tllan panel data fi’om repeated interviews with a
set of individuals over many years, this opens up a window on tile deepseated factors determining who experiences poverty and who does not. In
this context particular attention is paid to the links between educational
attainment, unemployment, and poverty.
The information to be used, in addition to that described in earlier
chapters, is discussed in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 focuses on labour market
75
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experiences over the 12 months prior to the interview, while Section 6.4
looks at career histories (to the date ot’interview). In each case, the extenl
of unemployment experience is described, the characteristics of those
experiencing it is examined, and the relationship with current household
poverty is analysed.
6.2 TI~ Data
Ti~e full individual queslionnaire in the 1987 ESRI survey asked
respondents, in addition to their current labour force status, several
questions abottt their emplo)’mciH experiences over the past 12 months.
The questions asked differed between those cttrrentl), at work when
interviewed, and those not at work (whether due to unemplo),ment, illness,
retirement, or because the person was in home duties). Those currentl), at
work - that is employees or self-employed - were asked the tbllowing:
when they took tip their present job;
since what date have the), been continuously at work;
if ’aot continuously at work for the previous 12 months, how many
weeks of paid work, how many weeks of unemployment, and how many
spells of unemployment did they have.
For those cttrrently at work, then, the number of weeks at work aTzd the
number of weeks in

unemployment were sought. Those

not at

work

when

interviewed, by contl-ast, wel’e asked:

when the), were last in paid etnploynaent or self-cmplo),ment;
if this was within the previous 12 months, they were then asked how
many weeks of paid work the), did, and the nunll~,er of spells of
unemplo),ment experienced, in that 112 month period.
For those away from work when interviewed, l.hell, while the nttmber of
weeks in enH)loyment/self-enaployment in the previous year was sought,
the number of weeks in unen~ployment was not: the total numl)er of weeks
spent away fi’om work can he derived as a resiclual, but respondents were
not asked how much of this was spent in unemployment versus illness or
out of the labour force. Additional inlormation obtained in the survey on
the numher of weeks of receipt of different types of social security
payments can however be used to distinguish these states in some cases. In
particulah for those who were unemployed when sampled and not seeking
their first job, we make the assumption that time spent away from work was
unemployment unless sickness-related benefits were being received - that
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is, weeks of uneml)loynlent in the past year are estimated as:
total weeks away From work minus weeks in receipt of sickness benefits.
The foil individual question also contained a section on background
and lifetime labour lnarket experiences. As well as parents’ occupation and
eclucation (which forms the basis for the analysis of inter-generational
mobility in Chapter 7), this sought information on when the respondent
left Full-time education, and how many of the sul)seqttetlt years were spent
in each of the Following states: in cnaploynaent/selF-employment,
unemployed, ill/disabled, in home duties, retired, and in a return to Fulltime education or training. Respondents were also asked how many
different jobs and how many spens of onemployment they have had since
leaving full-time education.
All this information is awtilable only for adults in the sample
completing Full indMdual questionnaires. For a varlet), of reasons, about
20 per cent of adults did not do so, completing only an abbreviated
questionnaire, containing summary information on age, education,
occupation, income anti social welfare status. Tim analysis in this chapter
rel’ers only to those who completed Full questionnaires, bu! these cases
have been reweighted to compensate for biases which coulcl be introduced
by the omission of the remaining 20 per cent.
6.5 Unemployment in the Previous 12 Months
We now look at labour market experiences in the 12 months up to the
date of interview, concentrating on unenal)loyment. ~q~ile the duration of
current spells of unemployment Ires I)een the focus of a great deal of
research, little is known about total unemployment experience of
individuals over particular time-periods, for example a year. This is despite
the fact that from the point of view of welfare, as Shorrocks (1992)
emphaslses, it is total unenq)loyment experienced which is of most
relevance rather than the length of the current spell. Total unemployment
experience over a period is determined not only by the duration of spells
but by the incidence of spells and the extent to whicla they are
concentrated among particular individuals. If tile same individuals
experience repeated spells of tmemployment, tlaen total unemployment
experienced may be very concentrated even if tl]ere are many short spells.
Tl~e extent to which unemployment experience over a year is concentrated
among individuals has been anal)’sed for Britain (Disney, 1979, Nolan,
1987) and tim USA (Clark and Sumnaers, 1979, Akerlof and Main, 1980,
Bowers, 1980), but this is the first time such analysis has been possible for
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h’eland. In addition, the fact that the 1987 Survey contains data not only
on individuals but on their households means that, for the first time, the
influence of unemplo),ment experience rather than simply current labour
force status on current household poverty may be examined.
Only a small proportion of adults who were self-emplo),ed when
sampled report any ttnemployment in the previous yeaJ; and few of those
who were long-term ill/disabled, retired or in home duties spent any time
in paid work. We therefore focus on the adults who were either employees
or unemployed (other than first-iob seekers) at the date of sampling. (It
would be interesting to include those who at the time of interview were ill
but intending to seek work, but the intbrmation available does not allow ’
time spent unemployed to be reliabl), distingtfished from time spent ill for
this group). This gives a total ot’2,595 adults in the sample, of whom 2,149
(83 per cent) were employees and 446 (17 per cent) were unemployed
when interviewed. In addition to the currently unemployed, 209 current
emplo),ees (10 per cent of all current employees) report some time spent
in unemployment in the previous 12 months. Thus a total of 655
individuals, 25 per cent of the total current employees plus unelnployed,
have experienced some unemploynaent in the previous ),ear.
Table 6.1 shows the distribution of these individuals by the total
ntmlber of weeks of ut,etnployment experienced over the previous 12
months, distinguishing the currently emplo),ed and the unemployed.
About 70 per cent of the currently employed who had some
unemploymenl spent less than half the year in unemployment, whereas
two-thirds of the currently unemployed spent the whole year in
unemplo),ment. (The latter ligure would be slightly lower if lirst-time job
seekers were included among dae currentl), unemployed, but those out of
work for a ),ear or more still form a higher proportion of the currently
unemployed in the sample than in the Live Register statistics, where during
1987 about half those registering had been doing so for a ),ear or more.)
Looking at all those who have experienced unemployment in the previous
year, then, 14 per cent experienced 10 weeks or less, about 20 per cent
experienced hetween 10 and 26 weeks, a similar numher had between 26
and 51 weeks, while 46 per cent were unemployed for the whole ),ear.
It is interesting to look at the implications of this pattern [br the extent
to which the unemployment experienced is concentrated among
individuals. Table 6.2 shows that the individuals who were unemplo)’ed all
),ear experienced uvo-thirds of all the weeks of unemployment. Thus, 46
per cent of those who experienced tmemplo),melat, 11.5 per cent of all
current employees or unenlployed, experienced two-thirds of the total
weeks of unemployment.
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Table 6. I: Weeks of Unmnployment in I~reviou.~ )’ea,’for Those Ilqto I’Sapelqm~ced Unemploymmtt
Weeks of
Unemplto.ment

(:u tT"en tly
Emplto,ed

C’~t ~m ~ l ly
Unempb~’ed

All

I < 10
> 10-<26
> 26 -< 51
52

28.9
’tl.2
29.9
0

7.3
9.0
17.’1
66.3

13.9
19.0
21.’1
,t5.6

All

100.0

100.0

100.0

Table 6.2: Concentration of Weeks of Une~npho, ment Ex’pe~enced in PimHou.~ }’ear
Week.~ ~f

% of Total We#ks

% of Those llqto
Experienced
Unemployment

% of All Cut~’ently
Emplto,ed or
Unemployed

I -< I0
> 10_<26
> 26 < 51
,r~2

2.1)
10.6
21.8
6.5.6

1"4.9
19.0
21.,I
,t5.6

"4.4
4.9
5.,t
I 1.5

All

100.0

100.0

25.2

Unemplto, mmtt

Compared with earlier analyses for Britain or the USA (e.g., Nolan,
1987), this shows a lower degree of concentration of ttnemplo),ment
experience among individuals. This comes about becattse a much I’figher
proportior~ of Ihe unemployed are out of work for the entire year in the
Irish case, so that ahlaougla there are far move weeks of ttnemplo),metlt
experienced, they are more evenly distributed among those experiencing
unemploynlent tha~’t in a situation where only a small i:)ercenl~age of the
ttnenlploy~zd h;4ve the n/~L~inltHll aMItlal expcFiencc.
~.’Ve now look at the characteristics of those who have exl:)el’iellced
different durations o1: total unemploynleI~t, and compare them with the
employees who have not experienced any unemployment. In doing so, we
distinguish those who are currentl), emplo),ees bttt with some
unemploymeHt in I.hc yeal, Ihe cuvvenlly unen’qMoyed with 26 weeks or less
unenaployment, currently unemployed with 27-51 weeks, and those
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unemployed all ),ear. Table 6.3 shows that, in terms of age, tile employees
with some tmemplo),ment experience are distinctive.More than half this
group are aged under 25, a considerahly higher proportion than either
enlployees with no unemplo),nlent, or tile currently unemployed. Those
who are currently tmemployed hut who worked during the year are also
youngel, on average, than either tile employed with 11o uneml~loyment
experience or those unenlployed all year. Indeed, the age profiles of the
’Tully employed" and the "fully unemployed" groups are vet’), similar: these
immobile groups have a much lower proportion of undet’-25s than an), of
the groups displaying transitions into/out of work/unemplo),ment. The
table also shows that "fully unemployed" group contains only a small
proportion of women, ] 1.5 per cent, compared to about 38 per cent lot
current employees and 25-30 pet" cent tbr the unemployed with some work
during the year.

Table 6.3 : Chamctelqatic.*’ of Tho,~e Expe~qencing/Not Expel~endng Unemplto, ment in Plmpimt.~ Year:
Age and Sex
Age

Emplto’ee tilth
No
Unemplto’ment

Emplcg,ee
udth Some
Umrmpbo’mem

Unempko’ed
< 26 |Vevk.~
Unemployment

Unempl~qed
27-51 Week.~
Unempho, ment

Unemployed
52 llZeek.~
Unempl~,n~lt

< 25
-> 25 < 35
-> 35 < ,15
-> ,15 < 55
>- 55 < 65

25.7
32.1
19.5
13.7
7.9

52.,I
26.1
10.5
6.9
,I. I

35.3
33.8
21.8
8.1
1.0

39.6
38.2
7.7
8.7
5.8

21.6
31.9
18.9
14.0
13.3

% Female

37.4

38.2

23.5

31.5

I 1.3

% of All Employees+
Unemployed

7,1.8

8.0

2.7

3.0

11.5

~¢Ve [1_11-11 next to the educational attaitllnents of these ¢[ifferent glottps,

shown in Table 6.4, where a clear pattern emerges. The percentage with
little or no formal qualifications is highest, and the percentage with
Leaving Certificate or third-level qualifications is lowest, for the "foil),
unemployed’. Indeed only 10 per cent of this groul9 attained Leaving
Certificate or higher, while 44 per cent had no education beyond Primary
Certificate. The proportion with at most Primary Certificate falls steadily as
we move through the tmemployed with 27-51 weeks, the tmemployed with
26 wee’~ or less, and the employees with some tmemplo),ment, reaching a
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figure of only 10 per cent for employees with no unelnployn~ent
experience. Tile differences in age profile I)etween tile groups must be
kept in mind here, since levels of educational attainment tend to be higher
Io1" inore recent cohorts. Thus i)art but b), no mr:arts all of tile difference
between the "fully uneml)loyed" and those with some unenlplo)’nlent
during tile ),ear is related to the fact that inorc of the fully unemployed
conic [’rom older cohorts. However, this does not appl)’ to tile "full),
enq)loyed"/"fully uncml)lo),ed" comparison, since their age profiles were
similar. It also means that the conLi’ast I)ctween the employees with 11o
tln~llli)loylllCnt ~llld those with some llnenlploynlent is more [)ronounced
than the overall pattern suggests, because the latter are younger on
average bul. have lower levels of educational attainment.

Table 6.,I: C.haracte~qstic.~ tf Those I’xpelqencing/Not Expelqencing Un~nph~yment in PreTKou.~" I"ear7
I’ducalion Attained
Education
Attained
%

Employ,’e
No
Unempbo’ment

Employee
Some
Unempl~o’ment

Unemployed
¯ 26 IVeel~
Unempbo’ment

Unmnployed
27-51 Weeks
Unemployment

Unemplto’ed
52 IVeel~
Unempl~o.ment

10.0
9.9

19.2
12.,t

2,1.0
12.9

35.6
12.5

,13.8
16.7

24.9

30.7

,13.3

29.7

30.0

29.3
18.6

27.0
10.7

16.,I
6.,t

16.3
5.9

7.2
2.,t

% of All Eml)loyecs+
7,1.8
Ul~eml)lo)’ed

8.0

2.7

3.0

I 1.5

Nonc Beyond
I>rimatT
Sornc Secol’ldalT
Group/Inter
Certificate
I.caving
Certificate
Some "4rd. Lcvel

We now wish to examine tilt: relationship I)etwtZetl this uneml)]O)qllent
experience during tile previous year and household povert)’. In doing so,
household poverty status is measured using both tile relative incotne
poverty lines and the combined income/deprivation criteria descril)ed in
Chapter 3. Thus Table 6.5 shows the extent to which those with varying
degrees of unenlplo),naent experience are in households (a) below the 50
per cent of mean equiwdent income poverty line, (b) I)elow tile 60 per
cent. income line, and (c) below the 60 per cent income line aTzd
experiencing basic del)rivation (as defined in Chapter 3).
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We see that only 3 per cent of the "fully employed" are in housebolds
below half mean income, and 7 per cent are below the 60 per cent income
line. About twice as many of current employees with some unemployment
during the year are in households below these lines. Far more of tile
currently unemployed with some unemployment are currently below these
income lines- about 30 per cent are below half mean income and 45 pet"
cent are below the 60 pet" cent line. For the "fully nnenlployed", tbough,
tile figures are considerably higher again: almost half are in households
below tile 50 per cent line and ahnost p, vo-thirds are below the 60 pet" cent
line. Even in terms of curren! bousebold income, then, those who have
been unemployed all },ear are in a less favonrable position than those
currendy nnemployed but with some work during the year. It is worth
noting, tlaough, that in terms of the income lines there is no difference
between the unelnployed with 26 weeks or less and those wida 27-51 weeks
ttnenlplo)’metlt.

"[’able 6.5: Those Experitmcing/Not Ex’]~tnimlcing Unemployment in 15"tTtious Year: Pcmerty Status cf
Household
% in
Households
Below
50% Income Line
60% Income 15he
60% Income +
Dcpri~ ,’ation

Employee
No
Unemployment

Fmployee
Some
Onemplto, ment

Unemployed
< 26 Week~
Une~nploymtnt

2.6
7.5

6.1
14.9

30.5
,t4.3

32. I
44.6

,18.2
65.,t

3.,I

8.0

22.6

32.9

46.6

8.0

2.7

3.0

% of All Employees+
74.8
Unemployed

Unemployed
27-51 Week~
Uneraploymeat

Unemployed
52 Weeks
Uneraployntent

I 1.5

Focusing on the combined inconle/deprivation criterion, though,
reveals an interesting pattern. Only 4 per cent of current employees are in
households below the 60 per cent line and experiencing basic deprivation,
and again about twice as many of tile current employees with some
unemployment are in such households. However, the figure now rises
steadily from 8 per cent of these employees through 23 per cent of tile
unemployed with 26 weeks or less, 33 pet" cent of those with 27-51 weeks, to
47 pet" cent of’ the ’Tully unenlployed". Thus the more unemployment has
been experienced in the previous year, the higher tile risk of current basic
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deprivation due to lack of resources. This lnay primaril), reflect the
progressive run-down of savings and/or accumulation of debt as
unemploynlent experience lengthens, so that those who have been
unemployed all year have little or no other resources to draw on. This is
supported by the level of bank/huilding society deposits held by
households. Controlling for effect of age on savings by focusing on those
aged 35-5,t only, employees with no unemployment experience in the year
were in households with average savings of £2,150 in the form of dcposil~,
whereas employees with some unemploy111ent had £1,180. Among the
currently unemployed with 26 weeks or less tulemploynaent, savings were
nearly as high as the latter figure, at £1,050. For those who had been
unemployed [or 27-51 weeks, though, the average was only £510, and for
those unenq)lo),ed all year it was even lower at £258.
6.4 Career Unemployment Expe~ience
We now turn to the anal),sis of tmemployment experience over the
entire career. As explained in Section 6.2, information was ol)tained in tile
survey on the number of years respondents sl)ent in employnlent,
unemployn~ent, illness, home duties and retirement since first entering the
labour force. Once again, we concentrate here on unemployment
experience and its relationship with current poverty status. Looking first at
those who were eml)loyed or unenaployed when sampled, whose annual
uneml)lo),ment experience was analysed in the previous section, we find
that ,I0 per cent report having spent some time ill unemployment during
their careers. This compares with the 17 per cent who were unemployed
when sampled, and 25 per cent who experienced some unenaploynaent ill
the previous year. Widening coverage to inchlde all adults, whatever their
current labour force status, we find that 10 pet- cent were currently
unemployed hut 28 per cent had experienced unemployment tit some
point in their career. Table 6.6 shows the breakdown of adults in the
sample by number of)’ears of unemployment experienced.
Over 40 per cent of those who exl)erieneed unemployment had only a
year or less, another one-third had 2 or 3 years, 13 per cent had 4 or 5
years, and only 14 per cent had more than 5 years of unemplo),n~ent. In
terms of the concenu’ation of maemployment experience, though, that
small group with more than 5 years had an average of 10 ),ears in
unemployment, and thus experienced 48 [)el- cent of all the years reported
by tile sample. Whereas 72 ])el" cent of the adults in the sample had no
unemplo),nlent, then, 4 per cent of adults experienced ahnost half the
total years of unenlployment, a stark concentration of unempIoynlent
experience over tillle.
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"Fable 6.6: Years of Unmnployment Experiemced in Careel, All AdulL~

Years of
Unempbzyment

% of AllAdults

% of Those Who
F.xpelqenced Unemploynumt

% of All )ca ~ of
Untnnpho~ment

0

71.9

-

>0~1
>1~2

11.4

40.7

10.,t

6.2

22.1

14.0

>2~3
>3~,I

2.8

10.0

9.7

7.4

9.4

>4~5

2.1
1.5

>5

4.1

5.3
14.5

8.5
47.9

All

100.0

100.0

100.0

This small group with more than 5 years in unemployment clearly
merits close examination. In terms of their current labour force status, 43
per cent were currently unemployed, 15 per cent were employees, 10 pet"
cent retired, 9 per cent disabled, and 7 per cent were in home duties.
D, qaile few are aged under 25, they are fairly evenly spread over the rest of
the age distribution, anti most (87 per cent) are men. ~qaat is particularly
striking is their very limited educational attainment: over half do not even
have a Primary Certificate, and 84 per cent did not obtain a Group or
Intermediate Certificate. This is much worse than even those with between
2 and 5 years of unemployment experience: half that group do not have at
least a Group or Intermediate Certificate. Once again, then, the links
between sttstained unemployment and poor educational attainment must
be emphasised.
Widening the focus to look again at all adults, it is interesting to look at
the extent of nnemplo}qnent experience by the current labour force status
of the individual, shown in Table 6.7. We see that 29 per cent of all those
currently working as employees have had some nnemplo}anent, compared
with 23 pet" cent of the self-employed and 16 per cent of farmers. It is
noteworthy that high proportions of those currently away from work
because of illness have also experienced unemploynaent: 54 pet- cent of
those currently ill but intending to seek work, and 33 pet" cent of those
permanently away fi’om work due to illness or disability, have had some
tmemployment. Finally, 23 pet" cent of the retired and 10 pet" cent of those
in home duties report some unemployment during their time in the
labour force.
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Table 6.7: Un~nplto, ment Fx~mdenced in Camtn- by CIment I~tbour Force Status
Let&mr Fo,’¢e

% IIq~o I£x’pe)qe*)eed

Mean )’eal~ of

U,le,npl~o.Inent

Unempho, ment

4.7

29
16

1.9
,t.6

4.4

23

2.1

% of All Adldts

.v.t.m.~
37.2

Employee
Farmer
Other sellXcmployed
First-time

job

1A

100

2.8

Other unc nl})lo}’c(l

seeker

7.8

100

,t.3

111 but Inlcnding to
Seek Work

0.9

5’1

3.3

3.2
9.3

33

6.3

23

,I.2

In Home Dulies

31.0

10

2.6

All

100.0

28

3. I

Ill/disabled
Retired

The average nunal)er of)’ears of ttnemplo),ment |’or those who (lid have
some is highest not [’or the currently unemployed - for wholn the mean is
4.3 ),ears - but for the long-term ill/disabled, who had an average of over 6
years in unen~ploynaent. The extent to which time out of employnaent due
to unemployment is correlated with time away due to illness has major
implications for the individuals concerned, carrying right through to their
likely living standards in retirement. (It is also possible that some confusion
ma), arise in responses for this groul) between time spent away fi’om work
clue to unemployment and that due to illness.) Farmers who report some
unemployment also had reladvel), long periods, with an average of 4.6 years,
compared to under 2 years for employees who had some unemployment.
It is importalat to emphasize the implications of the cross-section
nature of the data for interpretation of reported unemployment
experience. We are not dealing with a set. of individuals who have
completed their labour force careers, I)ut rather a sample across the age
ranges. Having had for example 3 years unemployment over a career of 40
years obviously has different implications to having spent 3 ),ears
unemployed out of 5 years in the labour force. It may then be helpful to
look at differences in uneml)loymelat experience within age ranges. For
example, Table 6.8 again shows the variation in unemployment experience
across cttrrent labour force statuses, but now for those aged 35-44 and
those aged 45-5,1. Neither the retired nor first-time job seekers are now
relevant categories.
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Table 6.8: UTlemployment Exp~rrie~ced in Career by Cun’evlt I.~lbour Force Status, Age 35-44 and
45-54
I~tboul" Force Status

Age 45-54

Age 35-44
% Who
I’x[~etqenced
Unemployment

Mean Yea~
Unempho, ment

% Who
Expmqeqtced
Unemploym~lt

Mean Years
Untrmployment

Einployee
Farmer

23

2.5

27

2.8

22

4.3

21

1.2

17
30

7.1

Od~er Self-employed
First-timeJob Seeker
Other Unemployed

100

5.8

100

5.9

Ill but Intending to
Seek Work

41

,1.4

63

5.2

33

5.7

43

6.4

7

2.4

11

2.3

23

3.6

25

4.0

Ill/disabled
Retired
Iri Home Duties
All

-

2.8

As we would expect, a slightly higher percentage overall of the older
group have had some unemployment - 25 per cent compared with 23 per
cent - and the mean number of ),ears in unemployment for those
experiencing it is also higher, at 4 rather than 3.6. The general pattern
across the different labour force status categories remains fairly consistent,
though. Within each age ranges, the percentage reporting unemployment
experience is still particularly high for the currently ill or disabled, and these
groups also have relatively long mean years in unemplo}qlaent for those who
experienced some. Ahout 25 per cent of employees have spent some time in
unemplo)’ment, and for these the mean number of),ears is about 2.5.
We now look at the relationship between career experiences of
unemployment and current poverty status. In doing so, it is essential to
distinguish indivi~luals by both cttrrent labour force status and annual
unemployment experience: that is, we are interested in the relationship
between current poverty status and career unemplo),ment experience, over
and above the impact of current labour force status and annual
unemployment experience, examined in the previous section. We
theretbre begin by comparing in Table 6.9 the poverty risks of individuals
who are currently employees but with different durations of annual and
career tlnelTlploynlet3 t.
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Table 6.9: Empleo’ees I~xpe~encing/Nol F.xpe~encing Unempl~O’numt in C~treer: I’overty Status of
Hmtsehold
BelonJ

% of Tbtal

Beltm;
50%
Income
Line

Belmil
60%
Income
Lint

60%
Income +
I)ep:ivation

Employee, No Unemployment
in Cnreer

2.3

6.1

2.6

68. I

23.0

Employee, No Unemployment
in Year, < 2 Years in Career

3.4

10.3

,1.6

18.3

38.6

Employee, No Unemployment
in Year. > 2 Years in Career

5.5

16.9

11.9

3.8

12.0

Employee, -.% 26 Weeks in Year,
< 2 Years in C~lreer

2.6

7.7

3.3

5.5

61. I

30.9

17.5

1.3

12. I

Curtail I~FS, Annual and
Career Unempl, o’ment

Employee, < 26 Weeks in Year,
> 2 Vears in Career

1 ,I.2

% of
1".5nployee.~
Group
Aged ¯ 25

Employee, > 26 Weeks in "ear.
< 2 Years in Career

6.4

15.4

7.2

2.1

61.9

Employee. > 26 Weeks in Year,
> 2 Years in Career

16.7

38.5

27.9

0.8

31.,t

Employees with no unemplo)q3~ent experience face a very low risk of
being in poverty: only 6 per cent are in households below the 60 per cent
income line, and 3 per cent are below the combined 60 per cent income
line/depri~-ation criteria. For employees with no unemplo),ment in the past
year but some during their careers, the risk is higher, and in particular it is
significantly higher for those with more than 2 },ears unemployment
experience. For those with some unemployment experience in the last year
but not more than 2 years in their career, the percentage in "poor"
households is quite low, particularly [’or those out of work for not more
than half the last year. For those with more than 2 years unemployment in
their careers, especially those out of work for much of the current )’eah
poverty risk is much higher: 28 per cent of those with more than 26 weeks
in the curreiat },eat" and more than 2 years unemployment in their careers
are helow the combined income/depriwation criteria.
These differences in risk are partl), attributable to the fact that the age
profile differs markedly across these groups, as shown in the final column
of the table. In particular, over 60 per cent of those who spent up to half
the current year in unemployment but have less than 2 years
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nnemploynaent in total are aged under 25, so the f[I.ct that many are still
living in the parental household helps to explain their relatively low
poverty risks. The association between lifetime tmenaployment experience
and current poverty risk is none the less important: in partictdar, tile Iligl~
risk of current poverty facing those wi~o, although currently employed,
have expelielaced more than 2 years unel]q)loyment points to the iml)act
of persuasive labour market disadvantage throughout the career lor certain
groups. This makes itself felt first througla the likelihood that those
experiencing significant unen]ployment will be concentrated in low-wage
.jobs when employed. (The strength of this relationshiI) hetween low pay
and uneml)loyment experience is documented in Nolan, 1992.) Secondly,
spells in ttnemploynaent will themselves have a detrimental effect on the
hoosehold’s savings and ability to accumulate household durables and
other assets. This means that, even when receiving employment income,
the household may not be able to avoid basic forms of (lepri~-ation because
it has no additional resources or h~Ls a carry-over of debt.
Looking at the currently unemployed, Table 6.10 shows there are also
significant difl~rences in risk of poverty associated with differences in the
extent of career tlnen’Ji)lo}’tllent experience. Those corrently tulemployed
but with no more than 2 years unemployn]ent in their career face
considerably lower risks than those with more t.han 2 years. Between 60 and
70% of those who have been unemployed for over half the current year
and for more than two years in their careers are below the 60% income
line, and it: is also remarkable that a very high proportion of these are also
experiencing basic deprivation.
Again, there are differences in the age profile across the groups shown,
with a higher proportion of those with 2 years or less in unemploynaent
being aged under 25. The analysis helps to focus attention on those among
the currently unemployed who are most in need: it is not simply those who
have been unemployed for all the current year, but rather those with
substantial career unemployment experience - even if they have spent
some of" the past },eat" in work - who face the highest risk of current
household poverty. This is partly because those among the current
unemplo),ed who have substantial itt’lenq)loyment experience are more
likely to he household heads with dependent families. It also reflects the
second faclor mentioned in disctJssing the position of employees, thottgh:
the impact of sustained l)revious unemployment on the household’s
resources other than current income. Clearly, a very high proportion of
those with more than 2 years unemployment exl)erience are entirely
reliam on current income, perhaps eaten into by debt repayment.s, and
find it excel)tionally diffictdt to avoid hasic del)rivation.
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Table 6.10: C~ll~’tallly Une3npbzyed CategoHsed IO, Unempl~r),mmlt in Career: Poverty Stallts of
I’lou.~ehold
Belrm)

Below
50%
Income
Lin,~

Below
60%
Income
Line

60%
Income +
DeprivatimJ

Unemployed, ~ 26 Weeks
in Year, -< 2 Years in Career

28. I

,12.4

20.3

Unemployed, < 26 Weeks
in Year, > 2 Years in Career

,15.2

55.2

39.0

3.1

15.6

Unemployed, > 26 < 52 Weeks
in Year, < 2 Years in Career

23.8

38.1

22.5

12.0

54.0

in

Unemployed, > 26 < 52 Weeks
~l~al’, ) 2 Years in Career

51.3

69.6

56.5

5.3

6.7

Unemployed, 52 Weeks in Year,
2 Vears in C~treer

37.9

5,1.9

35.1

22.9

37.1

Unemployed, 52 Weeks in Year.
> 2 Years in Career

53.6

70.9

52.6

,t3.6

13.5

Current Id’S, Annual and
Gareer Unemployment

% of Total
Emp~’ed

13. I

% of
Gnntp
Aged < 25

39.1

It is also worth looking briefly at the comparison between those who are
now retired, but who did/did not experience significant unemployment
during their careers. About 23 per cent of the currently-retired adults in the
sample reported some uneml)lo),ment experience during their careers,
about half of whom had more than 2 years of unemplo),ment. ~Aq~ereas 16
per cent of those with no unemployment experience at-e currently in
houselaolds below the 60 per cent income line, the corresponding figure is
21 per cent for those with some but not more than 2 ),ears of
unemployment, and 24 per cent for those with more than 2 ),ears
unellal~lo),meiat. For the combined 60 per cent income plus basic
deprivation criteria, the difference is less marked. Thus, while
unemployment experience during the working career is associated with a
higher risk of poverty in retirement, this is not very pronounced.
6.5 Conclusions
This chapter has analysed the unemployment experienced by aduhs in
dae ]987 ESRI sample during the year prior to interview and during their
careers to date. This has shown that while experience of unemployment is
reasonably widespread, the burden is very unevenly distributed. About 25
[3el" cent Of those who were employees or unenaployed when sampled had
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experienced tulemployment in the previous year, but it w~s those who had
been out of work all year who had two-thirds of all the weeks of
tmemploynaent. Likewise, about 28 per cent of all adults in the sample
(including those currently retired, ill, in home duties, etc.) experienced
ttnemploynaent at some point in their careers. However, the small group
with over 5 years of unemployment- 4 per cent of adults - bad
experienced almost half all the years of unemployment. The distinguishing
characteristic of those hearing most of the burden of unemployment was
their low level of educational attainment. Fully 84 per cent of those with
more tban 5 years of unemploynaent experience had no second-level
qualification, and over half did not even have a Primary Certificate.
The relationship between unemployment experience and current risk
of poverty w:ts shown to he su-ong. The risk of heing in a household below
relative income povertT lines, or poor in terms of combined income plus
deprivation criteria, was seen to rise sharply as the extent of
unemploynaent in the previous ),ear increased. Two-thirds of those who
were tmemployed all year were in households below the 60 per cent
relative income line, and almost half were also experiencing basic
deprivation. The risk was even higher for those who also had substantial
career unemployment: over 70 per cent of those unemployed all year who
had more than 2 years unemployment in the year were in households
below the 60 per cent line, and 53 per cent were also expel-iencing hasic
deprivation. ~qaat is particularly interesting is that those wifla long career
durations faced almost ,as high a risk of current poverty even where they
bad not been out of work all year, showing the importance of long-term
labour market experiences in determining cttrrent living standards.

Chapter 7
THE CelUSES OF POVI’SI~TK" A SOCIAL MOBILFI’Y I’ERSPEC77VE
7.1 Introduction
We have seen in earlier chapters that there is a good deal of mobility
into and out of poverty in the course of a year or from one year to the
next. Notwithstanding such mobility the types of households to be found
in poverty remain quite predictable, hi Olis chapter we direct our attention
to the longer-term structtll’a] tl’;.tnSlllission nlech~lnislns that contl’ibt_lte to
such predictability. In partictdar, zlttention is focused on the impact of
social class an~l class origins on the risk of being in poverty. Since simply
demonstrating that there is a relationship between social class and poverty
may involve conflating the effects of a nttmber of different processes we
will also seek to address what have been referred to as questions of causal
"texture" (Goldthorl)e and Marshall, 1992). This requires that we "unpack"
the effects of cl~tss by specifying the role of intervening variables such as
education and labotu" market experience.
7.2 Social Class and Social Mobility
The class schema to be employed here is an internationally
standat’dised one developed in the Comparative Analysis of Social Mobility
in Industrial Society (CASMIN) prqject. This scheme is operationalised
through a threefold procedttre. First, occttpations are placed in
occupational groups according to 0~e content of Oleir jobs; second, 01e),
are given an employment status that reflects their social relationships at
work (in both cases the categories and definitions used are those adopted
in Britain by the Registrar-General for the analysis of official statistics);
finall),, a social class position is obtained for each person 19), cross-classifying
the retewtnt occupatior~al title and employnaent status (Marshall, 1990).
The basic purpose of the class schema is to differentiate positions
within labour markets and production units according to the employment
relationships they entail. Employers, self-employed and employees are
distinguished, but it is also reeognised that employer-employee
relationships are based on quite heterogeneous principles (Erickson and
Goldthorpe, 1992; Evans, 1993). The classification is I)ased on an
understanding of the development of class relations within large-scale
91
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industrial capitalist organisations and tbe nature of control in such
organisations. Emplo),,ees may be differentiated b), their conditions of
emplo),ment, degree of occupational securit),, and promotion prospects.
Combining these distinctions between types of employment status and
employer-employee relationships and adding a degree of differentiation in
acreage for farmers gives us a detailed 14 category class schema. It is
particularly interesting to assess the impact of class because of recent
claims that its explanatory power is waning in modern societies (Pahl,
1989). In condttcting class anal),sis it is necessary to decide whether tbe
individual, the family or the household is the unit of anal),sis. This issue has
been a matter of considerable controversy among sociologists (Dex, 1990;
McRae, 1990; Breen and Wbelan, 1995). The rationale of class analysis
requires that members of a class are associated with particular sets of
positions over time and would be undermined if classes were to appear as
higlal), unstable aggregates of such positions. The existence of evidence for
such stability provides the basis tbr the key role of the family as a unit of
strategic action in terms ot’constunption and prochtction.
The implications of the emplo)’ment relationship of that member of
the family unit who ma), be regarded as "dominant" in terms of labour
market position extends beyond the work place in terms of its
COllSequerlces fol’:

... experiences of affluence or hardship, of economic security or
insecurity, of prospects of continuing material advance, or of unyielding
material constraints (Erickson and Goldthorpe, 1992, p. 9-36).
The extent of class related socio-cultural wwiation is an empirical issue as is
the scale of such differences in comparison to those arising fi’om other
sources of differentiation within and bel~veen families. It is because class is
defined solely in terms of employmenl relationshilgs that isstJes sHch as the
relative importance of class vis-[t-uis other inlhtences, such as sex, stage of
the life-cycle, and marital status, and over time, become issues of legitimate
empirical inqtfir),.
In the analysis that follows given that povert), is defined it] household
terms we have assigned a class position to the bead of bouseholcl on the
basis of information relating to the bead of household. While it is possible,
it] principle, to make quite detailed class distinctions, for the purposes of
an analysis in the chapter a fourfold class schema will sufl]ce.
I. Professional and Managerial.
9-.The Intermediate Non-Manual and upper petit bourgeoisie, which
coinprises:

(a) higher-grade routine white-collar workers;
(b) technicians and supervisors of manual workers;
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(c) sellZemplo),ed with employees;
(d) farmers with more than 50 acres.
The ul)per working class and lower petit-bourgeois categories, as
follows:
(a) skilled manual;
(b) senti-skilled manual;
(c) lower-grade white-collar;
(el) far’reefs with less th~ua 50 acres;
(e) self-employed without employees.
The lower working class, m.ade up of
(a) unskilled manual workers;
(b) agricultural workers.

Since the impact of social class on risk of poverty is extremely modest
where the head is aged over 65 we confine our attention in this chapter to
houselaolds headed by someone aged 65 or less.
Modern industrial societies are characterised by substantial levels of
social mobility. Industrialisation affects the set of positions that are
available for economic participation - the "empty places" which individuals
can fill - and the mechanisms by which individuals are recruited or
allocated to places within that set of positions. Increases in absolute
mobility associated with economic develol~menl are primarily an otltcome
of structural change. It is possible to think of a great cleal of social mobility
as being torced by sttch change. Since 1960 the h’ish class strttcture Ires
changed dramatically. The numl)ers in the professional/ managerial and
skilled manual classes have grown nlal’kedly, and tile IlLIIIIbel" of lower
middle class workers has also increased significantly. On the other hand,
the numlgers in agrictdture and in non-skilled manual work have declined
dramatically.
Information obtained in the ESRI survey on the occupation, etc., of
respoz~de~lts’ parents now allows the extezlt of intergenerational mobility
in h’eland to be analysed in deptla (see for example ~,qlelan et al., 1992,
Breen and Whelan, 1992). In terms of the aggregated 4 class schema that
we have identified, it is found that 54 per cent of hotlsehold heads under
65 years have been intergenerationally mobile, that is, their current class is
not the same as their parents’ class. Such mobility is in large part a
consequence of changes in the shape of class structure. Some indication of
this is provided in Table 7. I where the composition of each of our 4 broad
social classes in terms of class origin is set out. Thus, while almost 1 in 5 of
household heads under 65 come fi’om lower working class background,
less than I in 8 were currently in thai class. Corresponclingly, while only ]
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in 12 originated in the professional managerial class, 1 in 5 were currently
members of that class.
Table 7. h Class Origins ?f Head of Hou.~ehold - Aged ~s than 65 by Social Ck~ss (Pm-centage by
Column)

Class Od~ns

I~ofessional
&
Managem~lt

Social CltL~s
Intermediate,
upper
Non-Manual
Working
and Petit
Class, and
I~’naer Petit
Beut~eoisit

Lower
Working
Cbtss

"lbtal

Boulgeoisie
Professional and Managc,’kd

27.2

7.5

3.0

0.0

8.3

[nterlnediatc Non-Mantml g:
Upper Petit Bourgeoisie

27.9

36.9

16.8

9.9

29.4

Upper Working Class &
Lower Petit Bourgeoisie

36.1

42.0

55.8

38.5

,17.0

8.8

13.6

24.4

51.6

22.2

2 I. I

,t7.4

12.1

Lower Working Cla.ss
Total

19.5

Economic change, +1o matter how deep, may not be associated with
aheration in relative advantages. It is possible that the creation of increased
room at "the top" and a contraction of places at the bottom will lead to a
general shift upward without necessarily reducing the relative advantages
enjoyed by these families with privileged positions in the old class
structure. This can be illustrated by a simple example. If at point A 40 per
cent of those fi’om professional managerial background are themseh,es to
be found in that class compared to 4 per cent of the working class, while at
point B the respective figures are 60 and 6.
1. More upward mobility is experienced at point B.
2. The relative advantages enjoyed by the professional and managerial
class over the working class remains unchanged, with the former
enjoying a I 0:1 advantage.
We could obviously look at a whole range of such comparisons. Reduction
in inequality of opporttmity, as opposed to increases in mobility, requires
that these underlying odds move nearer to one.
In fact, there is a general agreement that, when one allows for mobilit),
"forced" by structural change, the underlying inequalities of opporttmity
in Irish society have remained relatively unchanged. There is also a
consensus that such inequalities are more substantial in h’eland than in
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other industrial societies (Hout, 1989; Erikson and Goldthorpe, 1992;
I?,reen anti Whelan, 1993). In tel’ms of cross-national comparisons, tile
most striking finding with regard to social mobility in h’eland is tile extent
of the barriers to entry into the professional and managerial class fi’om the
working class. These barriers are of a scale ms to mark out h’eland as an
exceptional case (Whelan et aL, 1992).
A further distinctive feature of tile h’ish sitttation is that families at the
bottom of the old class hierarchy have, if anythirlg, seen the gap between
themselves and others widen as tile), have become primarily dependent on
State income maintenance for their liveliilood. The swiftness of tile
transformation of tile class structure in h’eland meant tllat decline in
opportunities in traditional sectors was not compensated for by gradual
expansion of alternative opportunities.
Class mobility can be viewed in terms of the relative chances of class
mobility available fronl different class origins, or in terms of the
compositioH of current classes in the sense of the heterogeneity of tile
classes fi’om which they are drawn. The latter is determined by ch~lnges in
the class structure and tile pattern of inequalities of opportunity, and is otr
particular interesl in relation to poverty. Fl"Om Table 7.1 we can see that
the middle classes have a relative heterogenous compositiola in terms of
class origin, while tile working classes are drawn predomilaantly fi’om
working class origins. Tile percentage originating in tile working class and
lower petit bourgeoisie vises fi’om 45 per cent in the professional and
managerial class to 56 per cent among tile intermediate ilon-nlanlla[ and
tipper petit-bourgeois class, reaches 80 per cent tbr the upper working
class and lower petit-bourgeoisie, alld 90 per cent in the case of the lower
working class. Variation in the percentages coming fi’onl the lower working
class is even inore dramatic, rising from less than I in 10 in tile
professional managerial class to I in 2 at the bottom of the class hierarchy.
Tile existence of relatively stable class positions leads its to expect that
such classes will be different not only in terms of tile current employtnent
sitttation but also in terms of labour tnarket experiences viewed in career
terms. In addition, tile tlattire ofstlch closure would lead tts to expect that
class position is likely to be associated with access to and exclusion fl’om
networks relative to a variety of resources which influence probability of
successful participation in tile labour market. Such resources inchlde not
only specific personal contact but also informational and nlore general
Ctl]tl.lra] resotH’ces.

Fitrthernlore, inl.ergenerational and career stability of class positions
lead us to expect that, in terms of tile distinction we have made in
Chapter 3 between income and life-style deprivation, the impact of class
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will be most clearly observed where an ot~tcome measure captures longterm processes relating to the accumulation and erosion of" resources.
Before proceeding to this analysis an important distinction between
the impact of class [’or those households with a head of household Ltnder
6fi and those where the head of housellolcl is 65 or over. The success of the
welfare state in sharply reducing ])overt), anlong the elderly in recent times
is directly reflected in the attenuation of the class-poverty relationship.
Among those under 65 the position is radically different. In "Fable 7.2 we
set out the relationship between class and poverty and then further
distinguish between these with middle class and working class origins. The
poverty measure employed is the combined 60 pet" cent income line and
primary life-style deprivation measure. Overall the poverty rate is less than
2 per cent among the professional and managerial households. It rises to
9 pet" cent among the intermediate non-manual group and to over 20 per
cent in the upper working class. Finally it reaches a peak of 46 per cent
among the lower working class.
While it is now clear that poverty is predictable fi’om class position,
which is in turn strongly related to class origin, the question remains
whether class origin h,xs an independent impact on poverty once we allow
for its influence on current class position. It is this question that is
addressed in the first two columns of Table 7.2. Here, for class origins, the
two highest classes are combined into a "middle-class" group and the
remaining classes into a "working-class" group. In every case except the
intermediate non-manual and upper petit bourgeoisie, those from
working-class origins have substantially higher risks of poverty. Among the
professional and managerial class the risk still remains very low. For the

Table 7.2: Risk of Poverty by Class Origqns, Controlling for Social Class - Hou.whold Heeut Aged less
than 65 (Percentage by Columl0
Social Class

Professional & Managerial
Intermediate Non-Mailual &
Upper Petit Bourgeoisie
Upper Working Class &
Lower petit I?,ourgcoisie
Lower Working Class

CIt~s Origins
Middle Claas
i Vorking Class
Percentage
Percentage

Overall

POOl

IJt.qJt"

0.9

2.1

1.6

8.1

8.6

9.2

12.1
16.9

23.9
48.8

22.7
46.O
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working-class groups, however, origin has a significant influence. For tile
upper working class and lower petit bourgeoisie, the poverty rate rises fi’om
I in 8 of those with middle-class origins to I in 4 of those originating in the
working class. For the lower working class the corresponding figures are I
in 6 and almost I in 2.
In Table 7.3 we set. 6m the composition of the poor by class and class.
origin. Over 8 out of 10 of tim poor have been intergenerationally stable in
tile working class; 50 per cent are located in the upper working class and
lower petit bourgeoisie, and 30 per cent in the lower working class. In
contrast, fewer than I in 20 of the poor have been intergenerationally
stable in tile middle class.

Table 7.3: Composition af the Ptu~r lo’ SociaI Class and (’lass Ot~gin - Hou.~ehold Head Aged
le~s than 65

Cla.*s Origin
Social Class

Professional & Managerial
Intcnuediatt: Non-M;mual & Upper Peril I~om’gtzoisie
Upper Working Class & Lower Peril Bourgeoisie
Lower Worki,Lg Class

Middle Class
Percentage of
the Poor

Wolking Cla.ss
Percentage of
the Poor

0.5
,I.3
6.5
1.0

1.0
5.7
51.5
29.3

Social class anti class analysis possess greater power to discriminate
when low income is associatecl with extreme life-style deprivation than
when the former only is involved. This is shown in Table 7.4 where the
class make of those with incomes below the 60 per cent threshold but not
experiencing primary deprivation is compared to that of the group
sufl’ering both disadvantages. There is little difference for the skilledmanual class. However, while over one quarter of the low income only
group are Iocatecl in the non-manual classes this is trite of less than 1 in 8
of those fulfilling both tile income and life-style requirements. Tbe
corresponding figures lbr the lower working class are less than I in 7 and
ahnost 3 out of 10. Our social class measure and, in particulah location in
the lower working class provides a particularly good indication of broader
resources. Once again nol only social class but also class origins plays a role
here. While 3 out of ,I lower working class respondents experiencing only
income deprivation are from working class backgrounds, this is true of
almosl 100 per cent of lhose who are also experiencing primary
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deprivation. V~qlile lower working class households, where tile head of the
household is fi’om a working class background make up I in 9 households
falling below the 60 per cent income line tile), comprise over 1 in 3 of tile
household falling below the combined income and life-style del)rivation
line.

Table 7.,I: Com]msition of the Poor in Tervt~s of Social Ck~ss for 7"ype~v of Poverty - Household Heezl
Aged le.~s than 65 (Percentage by Cohtm~0
Social Cla.*s

Behno the 60% Line
But Not Experiencing
P,imary Deprivation

Beltml the 60% Line
and Experiencing
Plima,y Deactivation

Professional & Managerial
Interlncdiate Non-Manual &
Upper Petit Bourgeoisie
Upper Working Class & l.ower Petit
Bourgeoisie

3.6

1.6

24.0

10.5

57.2

57.4

Lower Working CI,’kgs

15.2

30.9

7.3 Class, Labour Market Expt;lie~7,ce a’nd Poverty
In this section we concenLrate Ol.ll" efforts to discover to what extent the
effects of class are mediated by a particular variable. Our initial focus is on
labour market experience. As we have shown in Chapter 6, the risk of
poverty is related to not just cttrrent employment status but also labour
market experience, both in the previous year, and in overall career terms.
Our expectation is that the relationship between class and pover~, arises,
to a significant degree, because current and longer-term labour market
experiences vary systematically ~cross social class, and such experiences are
in turn key determinants of "permanent income".
In Table 7.5 we look at the relationship between class position and
labour market experiences tbr tile head of households. In particular the
focus is on four distinct elements of such experiences.
(i) Unemployment;
(ii) Number of weeks tmemployed in previous year;
(iii) Percentage of potential labour nlarket time spent unenlployed;
(iv) Illness/Disability.
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Table 7.5: Labour Market I’Sx’penqence

Social CltL~s

of
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Head of Hou.~ehold by Social Cla.~s - Head Aged less than 65
(Percentage by Column)
Percentage
Unem/sloyed

Number of
Weelt~
in 16evious

Percentage
of Time
Unemployed

Percentage
Iil/
Disabled

Year
Professional & Managerial

0.8

0.8

1.0

9. I

Intermedi:tte, Non-Ma,uml &
Upper Petit Bourgeoisie

,I.1

1.7

2.3

12.5

Upper Working Class &
Lower Petit Bourgeoisie

19.1

8.5

7.2

1 7.9

Lower Working Class

40.0

18.4

15.5

26.5

It is clear that each of these elements varies sharply by social class. Thus the
percentage currently tMemployed is less than I per cent in the
professional and managerial class. This figure rises to a still modest 4 per
cent in the intermediate class. It is, however, among the working class that
the risk increases dramatically, reaching 1 out of 5 in the upper working
class and 2 out of 5 in the lower working class. A similar situation pertains
with regard to the nttmber of weeks unemployed in the previous year. The
percentage of potential labour market time (i.e., since leaving full-time
education) spent unemployed with the figure rising fi’om 1 to 15 per cent
as one descends the class hierarchy.
7.4 Class, Education and Poverty
In the previous chapter we provided details of the relationship between
labour market experience and education. The final link in the causal chain
running in reverse direction fi’om poverty --> labour market experience -->
class --> education is that between education and class origins.
Edttcation is the most important tnechanism b), which advantages
associated with class origin are translated into access to desirable class
locations. Given the opet’ation of meritocratic principles, there is nothing
either surprising or unclesirable about the experience of a close
relationship between educational qualifications and current class position.
However, the successful pursuit of the objective of equality of educational
opporttmity wotdd lead to a declining impact of class origin on the risk of
being poor and this effect woulcl be little affected by whether or not we
controlled for eclucation.
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In fact as shown in Tahle 7.6 the relationship hetween class origins and
level of edncatlon is striking. Almost 7 out of 10 of those fi’om lower
working class origins attained no educational qualifications, comparecl with
fewer than 1 in 10 of those from professional and managerial backgrounds.
Correspondingly, 40 per cent of the latter obtained third level
qualifications, compared with only 3 per cent of the former.

"Fable 7.6: Educational Qualificatiom of Hecul of Itou,whoM by Class Offgin - Head aged le.~s than
65 (Percentage by Column)
Qualification

profezsimlal
Intermediate
Upper Working
& Manageffal Non-Manual (ff Class & lower
upper Petit
Petit Bourgeoisie
Bourgeoisie

No Qualifications

9.0

lower
]V0rking C/ass

-10.0

55.8

E~.2
23.2

Intermediate or Group
Certificate

13.8

19.9

22.5

Leaving Certificate

38. I

21.0

12.4

Third Level

39,1

19. [

9.2

2. I
3,4

Given the relationship beo, veen class, labour market experiences and
edtication it is hardly surprising, as shown in Table 7.7, that the risk of
poverty varies sharply b), level of edncational qualifications. Only 4 per cent
of those with a Leaving Certificate, or better, are in poverty; this rises to just
less than 1 in 6 for those with the lnternmdiate or Group Certificate; and
to just over 1 in 4 for those with no qualification. In composition terms, we
find that 3 out of 4 poor househokls are headed by a person with no
qualifications; a mere 6 per cent had the Leaving Certificate, or better. The
poor are predominantly i)oorly educated.

Table 7.7: Risk of Poverty by bMucational Qualifications of Household HetM (Aged 65 or less)
Educational Level
No Qualifications
Intermediate or Group Certificate
Leaving Certilicate
Third Level

Percentage Poor

Composition of th~ poor

26. I
15.6
4.6
3.1)

75.1
18.9
3,9
2.1
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In the section that follows we undertake a multivariate analysis which
allows us to provide an assessment of the combined and independent
efl’ec~ of class origins, education, class and labour market experience on
poverty.
7.5 MultivaT~ate Analysis of the Risk of l’overty
At this point we want to consider the net effcc~ of class origins, social
class, education and labour market experience on the risk of poverty.
Attention is also directed to the cttmulative effec~ of these factors. To
pursue this investigation use was made of a statistical procedure known as
logistic regression and, in order to get a clear picture of the role of the
labour market experience, attention was focused on non-farm households.
The restdts of this anal),sis are set out in Table 7.8. The major findings
which emerge fi’om this analysis are as follows.

Table 7.8: Lo~stic Rtgre~sion of the DetelwtinanL~ of Poverty (Excluding Farming Household.~)
Uncmplo)’cd or Unable to Work

1.36"**

I)ropom’tion of Time Unemployed
Social Class

2.79***

Inlem’mediate Non-Manual
Upper Working Class
Lower Working Class
No Qualifications
Ntllnbcl" of Chil(h’cll lllldCl" 14 )’cars
Ul’bal~ Location

1.23***
2.05***
2.95***
0.87***
1.26"**

Mm-ried

0.30*
-0.57

Sex
Lower Working Class Origins

-1.08"**
0.36*

* p<.l;** p<.01;*** p <.001.

].

Class background operates primarily through its influence on
educational qttalifications ancl ctu-rent class situation, but even having
allowed for such factors and labour market experience, where the
household head has working class origins the risk of poverty is
increased.
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Education operates primarily through its influence on current class
position but a complete absence of qualifications continues to have an
independent, if relatively modest, additional effect on the risk of
povert)~ Education thus influences the risk of poverty in two ways. In
the first place through a relative effect whereby it determines one’s
phlce in the class hierarchy. Qualification inflation may mean that
increasing "amounts" of edttcation are required to achieve a particular
position. The second effect is an absolute one whereby the absence of a
minimunl set of skills places one at a disadvantage in relation to all
others who possess such skills.
The net effect of social class on the prol)ability of being in i)overty,
having controlled for the other variables in the anal),sis, is a good deal
weaker than the gross effect but remains very substantial. Education
and labour market experience are important factors mediating the
impact of social class but by no means the only influence involved.
The cumulative effect of the variables in our analysis is such that, a
household headed I)), a person currently in the professional
managerial class and in employment, with no previous experience of
unemployment, and with some educational qualification, has a zero
probability of being in poverty. On the other hand, where the "head of
household" is an unemployed, lower working class individual, with no
qualifications, from a working class background, who has been
ttnemployed for 15 per cent of his/her potential time in the labour
market, the probability of the household being poor approaches 1.
The coefficients relating to the other variables included in the analysis
show that being a single head of household, number of children under
14 in tile household, being a woman and urban location (which in tiffs
case means residence in Dublin, Cork, Galway, Limerick or Waterford)
are all associated with higher risks of povert),.

Some indication of tile independent impact of class background and
absence of educational qualifications is given by tile fact that a household
headed b), someone currently in tile lower working class, who is in
ell]ployl]lellt, alld possesses sollle educational qualification and col’nes
fi’om a non-working class background, has 1 chance in 25 of falling below
the poverty line; where the qualification is lacking and working class
origins are involved, the risk rises to 1 in 8.
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7.6 Concfitsion
As we noted at the beginning of this chal)ter, while short-term mobility
into and out of poverty is far fi’om insignificant, the influence of Ionge]’term factors ensures that those households in poverty at a particular point
display a distinct profile. The most striking illustration of this is that among
the households in tile ESRI Survey where the head of bouselaold was age
less than 65, tile risk of povertT rises inexorably as one moves down the
class hierarchy. Less than I in 25 of the households originating in the
professional and managerial class fell below the combined income and lifestyle line. The figure reaches 1 in 10 for intermediate non-manual etc.
origins, and 1 in 5 for tile upper working class etc. Finally, for the lower
working class tile figure peaked at almost 1 in 3.
It is of course necessary, to go beyond tile description of such
differences in order to provide an account of the processes which lead
households to experience poverty. It is necessar), to incorporate, as we have
done, more proximate causes of povertT. Variations in tbe risk of poverty
arises fi’om a chain of cattsality which involves, among other factors, class
origins, education, social class and labour market experience. The
importance one attributes to a particular factor is likely to depend on tbe
l)oint in the causal chain at which one commences one’s analysis. Tile
findings tbe extent to which poverty varies b), class origins provide a
salutary reminder of just how far back we may need to trace our causal
path.
Of course, it comes as no surprise to find that the major part of the
effect of class origins operates indirectly through such factors as education
and labottr market experiences. An analysis in terms of class, hunlan
capital and the labour market are, fi’om our perspective, complementary
rather than competing. Furthermore, we attribute no a ].,rioT~ priority to
class as an explanatory or predictive variable in comparison with other
potential influelaces. However, despite attempts elsewhere to argue for the
declining relevance of class (Pahl, 1989), in relation to poverty in Ireland it
seems more plausible to argue that social class has beconle ii]ore rather
than less important. Poverty is increasingly associated with long-term
labour market (lifficulties. The disproportionate extent to which tile
problem of ttnemployrnent is borne b), households in particular social
classes and from similar class background, is reflected in the striking
relationship between poverty and social class and class origins.
lust as social class proves a more powerful predictor of poverty arising
fi’om chronic labour market difficulties rather than discrete life events, its
relationship with poverty is strengtbened to tile extent th;~.t the index of
poverty employed reflects the long-run erosion of resources, i.e., to the

extent in which the relex.’ant income naeasure is one of permanent rather
than current income. It is in this context that additional effects of class
origin and social class, over and above those associated with labour market
experiences, should be viewed. These effects are likely to reflect, at least in
part, the wu’ying probabilities that such households will receive economic
support from their own parental households or indeed I)roader kin
networks. Tiffs in turn raises an issue which goes beyond the scope of this
study, that is the extent to which persistent large-scale and long-term
unemplo),ment and intergenerational transmission of unemployment will
lead to an even greater concenu’ation of poverty among particular classes
or among a particular section of the working class, and what implications
dais might have for the emergence of what some term as "onderclass".

Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Introduction
This study has drawn on research on a set of interlinked issues to assess
what is known about tile dynamics of poverty in h’eland. The theme
rnnning through the study has been the focus on the time dimension,
exploring what a dynamic perspective reveals about the extent, nature and
causes of poverty in h’eland. The research has mostly been based on the
large-scale household survey carried out by the ESRI in 1987, and the
results of Williams and "v~qaelan’s (1994) analysis of the limited 1989 followup survey, which reinterviewed some of the same households, have also
been used. In this study we began by focttsing on current income and its
relationship with indicators of deprivation, which served to point up the
importance of command over resources more broadly conceived, and the
impact of income and asset accumulation/erosion over a longer period on
households’ current situations. Progressively lengthening the time horizon
we proceeded to look in turn at income mobilit), and poverty dynamics
going from current to annual income, at income/poverty dynamics over a
period of 18 months/2 years, at the relationship between poverty and longterm labour force experience, and at the deep-seated factors structuring
the relationship between poverty and social class, including mobility across
the generations. In this concluding chapter we first highlight the main
findings of the stud)’ and then bring out the implications for the design of
anti-poverty policy.
8.2 The Key Findings
Previous research on poverty using the 1987 survey has concentrated
primarily on current household income as the measure of resources and as
the indicator of living standards. The range of information obtained in
that survey allowed the complex relationships between current inconle,
wider resources, and deprivation to be analysed here. From a broader set
of indicators of life-style and possessions, a set of 8 indicators of basic
material deprivation were selected. This included itenls such as not being
able to afford a warm overcoat or a second pair of shoes, things that most
people in the sample clearly regarded as necessities, in the sense that no105
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one should have to do withOLlt them due to lack of money. Comparing the
extent of basic deprivation with current household income, it was found
that about half those with incomes below the 60 per cent relative income
lille were also experiencing basic deprivation of this type.
Information was also available on the level of savings which households
reported in tile survey, and on tile value of tile houses ([let of outstanding
mortgage) if tile), were owner-occupiers. It was seen that those on low
current incomes but not apparently experiencing basic deprivation had
much higher levels of savings ill the form of deposits at banks, building
societies, etc., than those on similar incomes who were experiencing such
deprivation, and also higher levels of assets in the form of housing.
Possession or absence of durables such as a washing machine, or indicators
of housing quality, were [lot very highly correlated with the indicators of
current basic deprivation or with current income, suggesting that they may
be more strongly influenced by the evolution of income over a long
period, as well as life-cycle factors. More generally experiences over a long
period, leading to accumulation of resources or conversely of debt, may
play a central role in determining the relationship between a bousehold’s
current income and its standard of living, including the extent to which it
is experiencing deprivation.
hqlile these findings illustrate the importance of long-term dynamics in
understanding differences across households in current living standards,
they also highlight central questions about bow we think of poverty and
how it is best measured. The most widely-used definition of poverty in a
developed country context, that put forward by Townsend, sees poverty in
terms of exclusion due to lack of resources. The results of our analyses
serve to demonstrate that low income alone does not always involve basic
deprivation, and that current income may not adequately [’effect
differences in living standards between households. The distinction
between poverty conceived in terms of’ living standards versus a concern
with minimum rights to resources is therefore crucial. Following through
the measurement apl)roach pro])osed by Ringen, which inco]-porates both
low income and deprivation, serves to illustrate how restrictive tile
Townsend definition of poverty can be. Tile implications for policy of this
distinction are among tile issues taken up in tile next section.
Generally, household surveys measure income in tile most recent week
(or fortnight/month, for those paid less frequently) for most income
types. (For self-employment income, which often fluctuates a good deal,
and for interest and dividends where receipts are often "htmpy’, the
average weekly amount received over a longer period, usually a yea[, is
generally used.) This means that, using current income, someone who has
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jnst lost their job and is on social welfare but spent most of tile last ),ear in
work will be categorised as in tile same situation as someone who has been
unenlployed all year. The data collected in the 1987 snrve), included
infotmation on the number of weeks spent in work or iU/unemplo),ed ill
the previous ),ear, on tile last wage for those currently ill/unemployed but
in work during tile year, and on tile social wellare received fi’om different
scllemes. Using this infornlation, annual incontes for individuals and
households in tile sample could be estimated, and the incidence of poverty
using this longer accounting poverty could be compared with that using
current incomes.
Tile results showed that there was a good deal of mobility between
cttrrent and annual income, with one-fiftb of sample households moving at
least 1 decile in tile (equivalent) income distribution when annual rather
than current inconle was used. However, there was little change in the
shape of the income distribution despite this re-ranking, as "gains" and
"losses" largely cancelled each other out in terms of income shares.
Similarly, the llumbers falling below relative income poverty lines were
little changed when annual rather than cttrl’ent income was used, but there
was some mobility vis-d-vis these lines. For example, about 10 per cent of
those with current incomes below tile 50 pet" cent relative income povert),
line were not in that position using annual income, and correspondingly
about 13 per cent of those below half average annnal income were above
tile 50 pet" cent current income line. Significant differences between
annual and current incomes could account for only about l0 per cent of
tile households on low current incomes not experiencing basic
deprivation, and the same percentage of those on relativel), high current
incomes apparently experiencing deprivation.
Research carried out elsewhere in recent ),ears using panel data,
following a specific set of individuals over a number of years, has shown
that those below income poverty lines from one year to another do not
constitute a fixed group - there is some mobilit), out ot, and into, poverty.
Tile limited follow-up survey carried out in 1989, re-interviewing some of
the households in tile 1987 ESRI surve),, provided the first data of this kiild
for h’eland. Tile sampling strategy adopted, which songht to re-interview
all those who were on low incomes in tile original survey but only a
proportion of those who were not, means that tile data are most reliable as
a basis for measuring "escapes" fi’om poverty between 1987 and 1989. Tile
results (described in detail in Williams and Whelan, 1994) showed that
about 30 per cent of the households which were below a 60 per cent
relative income poverty line in 1987 were not below such a line in 1989.
This is broadly in line with the escape rates fottnd in the available studies
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for other countries, though somewhat higher than the USA and lower than
The Netherlands or Canada. It is clear both fi’om the international and
h’ish results that the extent of mobility out of poverty depends crucially on
the underlying poverty rate - the highen" the poverty rate, the lower the
escape rate. This also means that the lower the poverty line used for a
particular country, the more mobility out of poverty one will find - in the
h’ish case, for example, 38 pen" cent of those below the 50 per cent relative
income line in 1987 were no longer below such a line in 1989.
Caution must be exercised in drawing strong conclusions fi’om these
results about the extent to which poverty is a transitory or permanent
phenomenon for particular households. The follow-up survey, covering
just P, vo points in time, represents only a beginning in terms of opening up
the potential of panel data for analysing poverty in h’eland. One of the
advantages of long-running panel data sets is that the dangers of focusing
simply on poverty transitions per se can be explored. For example, US panel
research has shown that most poverty "spells" there are relatively short,
with almost half lasting less than 1 ),ear. However, the same people may
experience more than one spell over a nun3ber of years, and some of the
"escapes" may not move too far above the poverty line. When one focuses
on individtnals rather than spells, even if most of those who ever experience
poverty spent only a relatively short time poor, a majority of those counted
as poor at any point in time would be in poverty long term. Panel data
running over a long period allows these complex relationships to be
clarified, and the characteristics of those experiencing poverty long term
and the key processes involved to be identified. The "Europaoel" survey
which has recently been initiated in all European Union member states by
Eurostat, being carried out in h’eland by the ESRI, opens tip the exciting
prospect that longitudinal data on a substantial set of Irish households will
soon become available.
The analysis of those on low current incomes, of current-annual
income mobility, and of mobility between 1987 and 1989 all pointed to the
importance of experiences in the labour market over time as key
determinants of "perm/ment income" and thus of current living standards.
Retrospective data obtained in the 1987 survey provided the basis for
analysis of labour force experiences of respondents during the year prior
to interview and during their ean’eers to date. This showed that while
experience of unemployment is reasonably widespread, the burden is very
unevenly distributed. About 1 in 4 of those who were employees or
unemployed when sampled had experienced unemployment in the
previous year, but it was those who had been out of work all year who had
two-thirds of all the weeks of unemployment. Likewise, about 28 pen" cent
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of all adults in the sample bad experienced unemplo)’ment at some point
in their careers, but the small group with over 5 years of unemployment
had experienced almost half all the years of unemplo),ment. The
distinguishing characteristic of tbose bearing most of the burden of
unemployment was a low level of eclucational attaitlnlellt. Most of those
with more than 5 years of tmemplo),ment experience bad no second-level
qualification, and over half did not even have a Primar), Certificate.
The risk of being in poverty currently was clearl), seen to depend not
only on current labour force status but also on the extent of
unenaployment experienced in the past. The risk of being in a housebold
below relative income poverty lines, or poor in terms of combined income
plus deprivation criteria, was seen to rise sharply as tile extent of
unemploynaent in the previous ),ear increased. Two-thirds of those who
were unemployed all year were in households below the 60 per cent
relative income line, and almost half were also experiencing basic
deprivation, about twice as high as the figures for tbose who were currently
unemployed but bad spent most of the previous ),eat" in work mad bad little
career unemployment. The risk was highest fox" those who were out of work
all year and also had substantial career unemployment: over 70 per cent of
tbose unenaplo),ed all year who bad more tban 2 years unemployment in
the year were in households below tile 60 per cent line, and B3 per cent
were also experiencing basic deprivation. X~qaat is partictdarl), interesting is
that tbose with long career durations faced almost as bigb a risk of current
poverty even where they had not been out of work all yem, showing the
importance of long-term labour market experiences in determining
current living standards.
The resources available to a household are influenced by the way
incomes and assets have evolved over a long period. Social class provides a
measure wbicb attempts to capture the long-term rewards associated with
different occupations. An analysis of the relationships between social class
and the risk of being in poverty - whether measured in terms of income
alone or both income and basic deprivation - in the 1987 sample shows
tile extent to which current poverty risk varies with class. Those in the
unskilled manual class face a poverty risk which is as mucla as twent), times
as high as those in the professional and managerial classes.
What is perhaps even more striking, tbougb, is the strength of the
relationship between the risk of being in poverty and the social class from
wbicb the person originally came. Controlling fox" the class someone is in,
the risk of poverty is seen to be strongly related to class Of origin. For those
both in the unskilled manual class and coming from tbat class, the risk of
poverty is very high indeed, and significantly higher than fox" those in that
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class now, but originally fl’om a higher one. Education plays a central role
in the process of reproduction of disadvantage, and the way in which the
advantages associated ~4th higher class origins are u’anslated into access to
desirable class locations. Whereas about two-thirds of those in the sample
l’rom unskilled manual backgrounds obtained little or no educational
qualifications, this was true of fewer than 1 in 10 of those coming fi’om the
professional/managerial social classes. The risk of poverty in turn varies
sharply with the level of educational attainment, and is about five times as
high for someone with no qualifications as it is for someone with a Leaving
Certificate. Education has become increasingly important over time in
determining life chances, and the consequences of failing to acquire any
educational qualification for successful participation in the labour market
have become much more pronounced.
8.3 The hnplications of the Findings
The findings amply demonstrate the importance of the time dimension
for understanding poverty, but in this final section we focus on the
implications of a dynamic perspective for policy. The first point to be made
is that vet’), fact that the circumstances of indi~4duals and households are
seen not to be static but to change over time itself leads to a concenu’ation
on the processes at work. Policies aimed at addressing the structural factors
which create and transmit disadvantage, rather than ones which are
primarily palliative, are therefore highlighted. While the findings have
important implications for social welfare and taxation, they serve to focus
atteeltiOll Ol1 labour nlarket policies and, even more so, on education and
training as crucial areas foe" intervention.
As far as income support through the social welfare system is
concerned, the extent to which different households relying on social
welfare in 1987 were found to be experiencing basic deprivation is of
particular relevance, since it is helpful in tr),ing to address the key isstee foe"
income maintenance strategy of the adequacy of the levels of support
provkled by various schemes. Focusing on households which appeared to
be essentially dependent on their current social welfare income, we saw
that certain groups, such as those relying on Unemployment Assistance,
had a vet’), high proportion experiencing basic deprivation, whereas those
relying on Okl Age Pensions had a much lower proportion. This serves to
reinforce the emphasis in previous research on the 1987 sample on the
improved situation of the eklerly and the need to give priority to raising
income support levels for those rel),ing on UA.
At the time the survey was carried out, support rates foe" the long-term
unemployed on UA were considerably lower than UB, while short-term UA
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was lower still. Since that date there have been substantial increases ill
long-term UA, so that it has in fact exceeded flat-rate UB [’or several years
up to 1994 and fi’om mid-1994 will be at tile same level. This policy of
giving priority to tile needs of tile long-term tmemployed is validated by
tile extent to which they are seen to have been experiencing basic
deprivation ill 1987. Howevel; reliance on targeting social welfare support
towards those most ill need via means testing call create disincentive
effects and tmemployment traps when tile "targets" are active in tile labour
market. Obviously, tile way the social welfare system meshes together with
the income tax and PRSI systems is crucial in this context, as recognised by
tile setting up of tile Expert Working Group on tile integration of these
systems. Even more fundamentally, the limitations to what can be achieved
via income support alone have to be accepted.
It also needs to be emphasised in this context that although
inforlnation on both income and levels of deprivation helps us to identify
groups of households in particular need, such as tile Iong-ternl
unemployed, this does not mean that tile social welfare system should aim
to assist on/)’ those on low income and currently experiencing such
deprivation. The principal aim of social welfare support is to bring people
with incolnes below tile minimum adequate level up to that level. Ill
general, current income is the basis on which ",need" for support is
decided, irrespective of tile availability of support fi’Oln fmnily or fi’iends or
tile capacity to run down savings or borrow to inaintain living standards though capital assets available to the household are sometimes taken into
account ill assessing whether support is to be paid. One would not wish to
restrict support only to those actually experiencing exclusion - rather, tile
objective is to help those on low incomes avoid such exclusion. ’lqlether ill
measuring poverty we wish to call households on low incomes but not at
pre.~ent experiencing exclusion "poor" is a separate issue.
Labour market experiences have been shown here to be the key
influence on tile risk of povert), over time, with educational attainments ill
turn tile key deternlinant of labour inarket outcomes. Within an overall
strategy for employment creation, special education and labour mm’ket
measures are required to assist those identified in this study as most ill
need. One of tile most consistent findings of our research has been tile
impact of low levels of educational attainment on life-chances. It is
thel-el’ore worth drawing attention here to tile conc]tlsions of recent
research in that area. Tile priority tbr policy mtlst be targeting speciallydesigned progranmles at dlose who have already left school with little or
no qualifications, and introducing measures to reduce tile nunlbers leaving
school each year in that position. Recent ewduations of the effectiveness of
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EC Strt~cttn’al Funds expendittn’e in the hunlan resources area have made
cleat" that training per se does not address tile needs of many of the longterm unemployed, and have emphasised the importance of what is
effectively second-chance edttcation as a prelude to training (Sexton and
O’Connell, 1993). While aimed at reducing the flow of the unqttalified
early leavers from education, special assistance targeted at schools in
disadvantaged areas will reach only a small proportion of tile students at
risk: (Hannah, 1992) thus argues that a strategy focusing on
"disadvantaged schools" and on redncing selectivity bep.veen.schools on
tile basis of social class and ability which leads to tile creation of "dump"
schools would be more effective.
Focttsing on labour market measures, recent evahtations of the main
training and employment schemes in operation up to the present suggest
that they have not been effective in creating jobs and reducing
unemploynlent (Breen, 1994). Special programmes mostly subsidise jobs
which would have been created anywa); displace other firms/jobs, or offer
only a temporary respite from unemployment. General training
programmes can have only a limited effect on tmemploynlent, certainly in
the short to nledium run. Even without a significant impact on net jobs,
however, special progt~, mines could alleviate poverty by helping those most
in need to get jobs and in effect spreading tile borden of unemployment which we have seen here to be very ttnequally distributed - more evenly.
Targeted employment subsidies so far seem to have had little success in
overcoming employers’ reluctance to hire the long-terna unemployed (see
Y~qlelan et al., 1993). ~qaile reformulated subsidy schemes targeted at the
long-term unenlployed with a clear and explicit eqnity objective could
make some contribution to improving the prospects of tile most
disadvantaged, the snbsidy pet" worker wottld therefore have to be relatively
high.
The role of direct State job creation schemes has also been a recent
focus of attention. Schemes like the SES offering only short-term (6 months)
low-wage employment do little or nothing for the longer-tern1 prospects of
heneficiaries, and even in the short-term they fail to alleviate poverty to any
great extent. The main obstacle to direct provision of permanent
employment by the State at "normal" wage levels is of course the cost.
However, given the particular problems facing the Irish labottr market over
the next decade or so, a temporary direct employment programme
providing jobs for a significantly longer period than the SES and at higher
wages, targeted at the very long-term ttnemployed, merits seriotts
consideration. Pilot schemes cttrrently in place will provide a firmer basis for
assessment of the potential conu’ibution of this approach.
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The dynamic perspective developed in this study bas shown that the
position of individuals and households can change markedly over time,
and that those in poverty at a particular point in time do not inevitably
remain in that situation indefinitely. From that point of view a focus on
dynamics can be a basis for optimism. However, it has also revealed just
how unevenly the burden of unemployment and poverty is disu’ibuted, and
how difficult it is to escape the consequences of a disadvantaged start to
life. This demonstrates above all the need to look beyond the social welfare
system - essential though it is in alleviating the effects of disadvantage - in
fi’aming anti-poverty policy.
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